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not quite agree with some of the other
provisions of the Bifl, as to their being
desirable in the interests of the public.
I recognise the importance of doing every-
thing possible with respect to dealing
with the evil of prostitution, and I fully
agree with everything that has been said.
Certainly those who employ prostitutes in
the way alluded to here are a crying dis-
grace, It is humiliating to think that
there are on the face of the earth men
who will resort to such means of making
a living. I do not quite agree with the
plan here proposed to prevent boys from
smoking. I can not help thinking that
the restrictions provided by the Bill will
have a tendency rather to make young
fellows wish to smnoke. The idea of
investing a policeman with power to take
a cigarette out of a boy's mouth, and
then perhaps smoke it himself, is a
peculiar one from the point of view of
the desirability of dissuading boys from
smoking. I should be more disposed
to think it would have a, tendency
in the opposite direction. Young fellows
will be tempted to smoke; and the
oniy way to prevent them is to reason
with them, and to show them the
unwisdoin and imprudence of such a
course, and then to leave the matter to
their common sense. When I was a
youth my father always smoked, and I
thought I should like to smoke. One
day my father handed me a cigar, sayving
"I will not prevent you from smoking,

but if you commence smoking this cigar
you must finish it." I commenced it,
and of course before I had smoked very
long I was very sick, and it was a, very
long timne before I wanted to smoke
again. I followed the same course with
my own sons. I said to them, " You
may smoke a pipe of tobacco if you like,
but if you start it you must smoke it
right out," and in that way I cured them
with a single pipe each. For a very
long time after not one ever attempted
to put a pipe in his mouth. My sons
really felt no desire to smoke, I believe,
because they 'knew I raised no objec-
tion to their doing so. Human nature
is very contradictory in some respects.
When restrictions are imposed, when a
thing is forbidden, there is a great desire
to disregard the restrictions and do the
forbidden act. I fear that the Bill will
not achieve the desired end in this respect.

IAs regards the keeping of disorderly
houses, I entirely agree with all that has
been said as to the necessity for doing
away with the evil. There is one eonl-
sidei-ation calling for attention, however,
and that is the indiscretion of youth. I
think we should be most c!areful in deal.
ing with this matter, because it is
probable that young people might be led
into evil in a wvay that few of us may for
the moment conceive. I do not think it
desirable that the clause Should contain

Ithe particular words I have in view. On
Ithe whole, I am pleased that the Bill has
been introduced, and I hope that good
results will spring from its enactment.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

A.DJOURNNE NT-
The House adjourned at 9'.86 o'clock,

until the next day.
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QUESTION-RAILWAY EXPRESS,
KALGOORLIE.

MR. REID asked the Minister for
Railways:- i, Whether be is aware that
the express train which left Kalgoorlie
at 3 p.m. on Sunday, the 9th inst., was
two hours and tweuty minutes behind
time -when it arrived in Perbh an Monday
morning. z, Whether it is a. fact that
the delay was occasioned through the
axle-boxes becoming heated, in conse-
quence of the large quantity of gold,
amounting to nearly four tons, being
packed in six compartments of three
first-class carriages. 3, Whether a car
specially constructed for the carriage of
gold and bullion was sent to Southern
Cross to carry the above-mentioned gold
to Perth, and whether on the arrival of
the said carriage at Southern Cross rail-
way station it was discovered that the
carriage doors were locked, and the use
of the carriage could not be obtained.

TEE MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS
replied: s, The express arrived one hour
fifty-six minutes late onl the 9th instant.
z, The boxes were properly overhauled at
Kalgoorlie before starting,. One box ran
hot after starting, which cauised the
delay. It is correct that nearly three
tons of gold were carried in this coach;
it is, however, not clear that this is the
cause of the hot box. 3, The bullion van
was being forwarded to Kalgoorlie for
the gold in question, hut owing to defect
with vacuum it was cut ou t at Southern
Cross. The k-eys of this -van were for-
warded to Kalgoorlie to be in readiness
for the van; these keys are jealously
regarded, and it would not do to have
them at call anywhere but at sending and
receiving stations, and thenonly in the
hands of responsible officers. The bullion'
van was not intended to be used at
Southern Cross, owing to the defect in
the vacuumi, whichi would have to he
repaired at Fremantle.

QUESTION - RAILWAY CROWDING,
HOLIDAYS.

MP.. JACOBY asked the Minister for
Railways: s, What are the reasons for
the failure of the Railway Department to
cope efficiently with the passenger traffic
during the recent holidays ? z, What
steps are proposed to remedy the causes
of failure? 3, Whether provision will
be made to (a) Stop undue crowding of

carriaiges; (b) Prevent the sale of tickets
to more passengers than the department
has provided transport for ?

THE MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS
replied: z, The Railway Department
conveyed. 1,237 adults and over 200
children on the Gooseberry Hill. line, and
that number was far in excess of what
could have been anticipated. 2, Over-
crowding is practically unavoidable in
holiday time, when the number of coaches
is governed by the facilities of the line
in question. F~or safety two engines were
needed, and the shunting dead-ends on
" Zig- zag " do not permait of longer trains
than those sent. 3. The department had
no spate coaches, and the line itself
would not lpenuit of more coaches being
put on, nor was there time to run more
trains.

QUESTION-PPLEMIER DOWNS SYN DI-
CATE, LAND APPLICATION.

MR, JACOBY, for Mr. Thomas, asked
the Premier: x, Whether it is a facnt that
the Premier Downs Syndicate on 7th
July, 1902, applied for between 3,000,000
and 4,000,000 acres of pastoral land
between Eucla and Esperanee, in termns
of the Land Regulations. z, Whether
rent money was paid in advance. 3,
Whether this money was accepted. 4,
Whether the application was in order.
5, Whether the application was refused
or accepted. 6, Whether this Syndicate
is now in possession of this pastoral land.
7, If nlot, what is the reason for the
delaty. 8, Whether the department was
advised that 9,000 sheep were available
from the stations of Elder, Smith, & Co.,
for the stocking of this land. 9, Whether
lithograph plans were given to the appli-
cants sh owing land selected. io, Whether
these plans were specially prepared to
show this particular land. itr, What is
the object of the continued refusal, if
any, to allow of these people entering
into peaceful possession of the land and
stocking the same; which would materi-
ailly tend to the fur-ther settlement of this
rich pastord allnd.

THE PREMIER replied; E, Yes. 2,
The applications were refused, because
the Government degided to grant no
more pastoral leases in this division until
the result of the boring operations. 3 to
i , The above answers explain the real
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position, and there is no need therefore
to answer the remaining questions.

QUESTION-SANDALWOOD CUTTING,
AFGHANS.

Ma. JACOBY, for Mr. Thomas, asked
the Attorney General: i, Whether the
law allows of the issue of licenses to
Afghans for cutting sandalwood. 2,
Whether any licenses have been recently
issued at Coolgardie to Afghans for this
purpose. 3, If so, to whom and for what
reason,

THaE ATTORNEY GENE RAL replied:
t, Yes; but a resoltition was adopted in

the Legislative Assemably last November
to the effect that no such licenses should
be issued without the previous consent of
the Minister for Lands. 2, Yes; licenses
have been issued to two Afghans, and
also to five Asiaties who claim to be
British subjects. 3, They were issued to
the following :-Abdorm and Ohejob,
Afghans; Goolain, Kadoo, Mullah, Ha-
chim-Ali, and hzard, British subjects.
These licenses were issued by the Gov-
ernment Land Agent, Coolgardie, who,
being absent on six months' leave at the
time the circular letter of instructions
respecting the resolution referred to was
issued, was. unaware of the necessity
for previously obtaining the Minister's
approval.

QUESTION-T2.ICK CATTLE, REMOVAL.
MaL. JACOBY asked the Premier : z,

Whether it is a fact that, up to the date
of the prosecution of Mr. lYAroy TUhr
for removing tick cattle without a, permit,
all " tick," cattle have been allowed
to depasture, for miles around Cool.
gardie, Kalgooriei, Menzies, Broad Arrow,
Kanowna., Davyhiurst, Mulline, Bulong,
and Kookynie. 2, Whether it is a fact
that" tick " cattle, after being untracked
at any of the places mentioned above.
have hitherto been allowed to travel by
rail or road to and from such townships
without permits or restrictions of any
description. 3, Whether it is f% fact that
it is only since the prosec-ution of Mr.
Uhr that any regulations have been
enforced comnpelling owners to obtain
permnits to travel to and f rom such places.

Tnz PREMIER replied: i, No; z,
No; 3 ,RNo.

QUESTION-MECROPOLITAN WATER,
LEEDERVHJLS.

Mn. HASTIR , for Mr. Daglish, ask&
the Premier: i, Whether he is &wan
that the Metropolitan Waterworks Boar
charges residents of Ttederville eonsnui
ing wter on a different systemn fron
that adopted in other municipalities. 2
Whether he will bring in a Bill this
session to provide that the mode ol
charging f,,r water shall be uniform in al
municipalities.

THE PREMIER replied: i, Consumer.
in the Leedervifle municipatlity are sup,
plied on the samne terms as those ol
Victoria Park and North Perth, whilsi
the consumers of Perth and Subiaco
being within the board's ratable area
are supplied on at different System. 2
No ; there is no time available.

QUESTION - RAILWAY TRAIN, STOP
PAGE AT WOODBRIDGE.

Ma. JACOBY asked the Minister foi
Railways: i, Whether it is a fact that thE
11 53 a.mu. train f rom Midland Junction tc
Perth, timed to stop at all stations, failed
to stop at Woodbridge on Wednesday
12th instant, where several passengen
were waiting. 2, If so, who is responsihk(
for the error.

THtE MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS
replied: i, No; the train referred to dii
stop. The hononrable member must hav(
the 11-5 a.m. train in mind, which did nol
stop, though timed to do so. 2, The
driver is responsible, and the matter hk
being dealt with. The depart ment regrel
the inconvenience and annoyance to thE
paLssengers.

QUESTION--RAILWAkY SIDING, WOOD.
LU PINE.

MR. HIGILAM, for Mir. Gordon, asked
the Minister for Railways: The nuinberol
passengers who travelled by' rail from
Woodlmpine Siding to Perth during the
past three months.

'14'u: MINISTER FOR. RAILWAYS
replied: Approximately 4,700.

FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT AMEND-
AIENT BILL.

ssLECr coAMM1vTJe's aieeoBv.
Mn. YELVERTON brought Up thE

report of the select comm~ittee on the
Bill.

[ASSE11BLY.J Q'iestions, d1a.
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Report received, and ordered to he
printed.

PAPER PRESENTED,

By the COLONIAL SECRTrARY:
laws of the Municipality of York.

Ordered: To lie on the table.

By-

LEAVE OF ABSENCE.

On motion by MR. JAcoar, leave of
absence for one fortnight granted to the
member for East Kimberley (Mr. F.
Connor), on the ground of urgent private
business.

COMPANIES ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
Read a third time, and transmitted to,

the legislative Council.

FREMANTLE HAR.BOUR TRUST BILL.

Schedule of 16 amendments made by
the Legislative Council now cousidered,
in Committee; MR. ILLINQWOKTHU in the
Chair.

No. 1-Clause 4, Subelause (z), after
the word "1be " insert " annjually:

Amendment agreed to.
No. 2-Clause 4. strike out Subelause

(3):
Tars COLONIAL SECRETARY: This

amendment provided for the excision of a
provision which was inserted in the Bill
in the Assembly, and which he objected
to at the time. The provision inserted
was that no member of either House of
Parliament should be eligible for appoint-
ment unless he had ceased to be a mem-
ber of Parliament for at least 12 months,
That provision was disapproved of by
another branch of the Legislature. He
moved that the amendment be agreed to.

MR. JACOBY: The House would not,
he trusted, agree to this amendment. A
very strong desire had been expressed in
this House and in the country that
appointments of this description should
be put a stop to. He took the strongest
exception to political appointments of
this nature, and he failed to realise that
the only men fit to fill these positions
were men who occupied seats in Parlia-
ment. Surely there was not such a dearth
of competent persons in the State that we
had necessarily to go to members of Parlia-
ment to find suitable men; and be thought
it was desirable above all things that we

should if possible keep) politics free of all
taint. Such bad not been the ease in the
past. A good deal of suspicion bad
existed in the minds of the people that
undue preference was occasionally shown
to members of Parliament in connection
with Government appointments. He
hoped that the amendment would not be
agreed to.

Question passed, and the Council's
amendment agreed to.

No. 8-Clause 8, add the following
as Subelause (z) :-If such commissioner
is the chairman, the Governor may tem-
porarily appoint another commissioner
acting chairman, who, while so acting,
shall have all the powers and perform all
the duties of the chairman:

Amendment agreed to.
No. 4-Clause 9, Subelause (r), strike

out paragraph (a):-
TnE COLONIAL SECRETARY

moved, that the amendment be agreed to.
Owing to amendments made in the Bill
before it left this Chamber, the paragraph
had ceased to have any meaning.

Amendment agreed to.
No. 5-Clause 9, Subclanses (3) and

(4), strike oat " each House," and insert
"both Houses ":-

TE COLONIAL SECRETARY
moved that the Council's amendment be
agreed to. It stipulated for the consent
of both Houses of Parliament to the
removal of a commissioner.

Amendment agreed to.
No. 6-Clause 9, Subelause (4), strike

out the words "1or otherwise shall," and
insert " and subject thereto may":

Amendment agreed to.
No. 7-Clause 14, line 3, after the word

"chairman " insert " or acting chair-
man":

Amendment agreed to.
No. 8-Clause. 16, line 1, strike out all

the words in the clause after " shall," and
insert the following in lieu :-(i.) Keep
minutes of their proceedings in such
manner aud form as the Governor shall
direct; and (2.) make a half-yearly report
to the Minister of their proceedings, who
on receipt thereof may forthwith publish
such report, and such report shall be laid
before 1)oth Houses of Parliament.

Tnr COLONIL SECRETARY: This
involved no alteration in the principle of
the Bill.

Amendment agreed to.

Harbonr TruRl Bill.
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No. 9 - Clause 17, strike out the
whole:

Tia eCOLONILT SECRETARY: The
new clause contained in the previous
amendment had taken the place of Clause
17.

Amendment agreed to.
No. 10-Clause 26, add the words " and

in at least two insertionsi in a newspaper
published in Perth":t

TwEi COLONIAL SECRETA.RY: The
object was merely to provide for more
efficient advertising.

Amendment agreed to.
No. 11-Clause 29, strike out "1Ralil-

way Commissioners" and insert "Com-
missioner of Railways "

Amendment agreed to.
No. 12-Clause 53, Subelsuse (z), strike

out all the words after " commnissioners,"
and insert the following: "and with all
expenditure lawfully incurred by the
board in exercise of their powers under
this Act":-

TaxE COLONIA.L SECRETARY: This
provided merely for a matter of book-
keeping, giving the commissioners power
to use, for the purpose of maintenance
work, fees paid before the half-yearly
balance. The amendment would vest
the necessary power more plainly in the
commissioners.

Amendment agreed to.
No. IS-Clautse 56, strike out all the

words after "balanced," and insert the
following: " twice in every year on the
thirtieth day of June and the thirty-first
day of December":-

TanE COLONIAL SECRETARY: This
provided for half-yearly instead of yearly
balancing, and therefore represented a
distinct improvement.

Amendment agreed to.
No. 14.-Clattse 58, lines 2 and 5.

strike out " once," and insert twice"
Amendment agreed to.
No. 15.-New clause :-14. In the

absence of the chairman from any meet-
ing of the -cornmissioners, or if after
being present he retires, the commis-
sioners present may elect one of their
number to be actinig chairman for that
meeting or for the remainder of the
meeting:

Tni COLONIAL SECRETARY:. This
clause provided for the appointment of
an acting chairman at any meeting.

Amendment agreed to.
No. 16.-New cla~use:-17. The office

of commissioner, and the office of any
person employed or retained by the comi-
missioners otherwise than at a salary.
shall not be deemed an office of profit
within thle meaning of the Constitution
Act, 1889, or any amendment thereof:

THP COLONIAL SECRETARY
moved that the amendment he agreed to,
being consequential on the Council's
amendment No. 2.

MR. JACOBY: The Colonial Secre-
tary's description of this amendmwent as
consequential came rather as a surprise.
By the amendment previously agreed to,
we permitted memibers of Parliament to
accept positions on the board; but it
was not necessary to pay them even if
they took- such positions. The Govern-
ment, it was rumioured, bad in mind the
appointment to the board of a member of
another place. That gentleman would
probably prove most valuable in the
position; but, if he gave his services at
all, he wabs no doubt quite willing to give
them without payment.

Tan PREsMIER: The measure provided
Ifor a payment of so much per meeting,
and therefore acceptance of the office of
commissioner was acceptance of an office
of profit.

MR. JACOBY: If this amendment
were not agreed to, ai member of Parlia-
ment could -not accept payment for his
services on the board.

THE PnnExiixa: Exactly; and that was
wh v the Colonial Secretary had described
the amendment as consequential.

Mu. JACOIBY: If this amendmwent
were not agreed to, no member of Parlia-
iment who was a commissioner would be
able to accept payment.

THE PREMIEn: If this subsequent
amendment were not agreed to, no meie-
her of Parliament could accept a comn-
missionership, which represented a paid
office.

MR, JACOBY:- It was a pity that there
was not a lawyer on tap on this (Opposi-
tion) side of the House.

T13E PEIEira The hon. member
Imight rest assured that the legs] position
was as stated. A member of Parliament
accepting a paid office could not shelter
himself by saying that he would not
accept payment for his services.

[ASSEMBLY.] Council's Ammdments.
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MR. JACOBY. In the past, while
there was a doubt as to whether members
of Parliament could receive fees for ser-
vice on royal commissions, they had not
drawn such fees.

THE P.R-zMI-R: Membership of a royal
commission was not an office of profit,
and indeed not an office at all,

MR. JACOBY: The appointment of
members of Parliament to any paid posi-
tion was highly objectionable, and if he
could defeat the clause he would do so;
certainly he would divide the Committee
on it. After the strenuous debate on this
provision when tbe Bill was in Coin mittee,
it was surprising to find members so
sleepy about this amendment. If they
were wide awake the Colonial Secretary
would experience a. good deal more
trouble. Members on the Ministerial
back benches had expressed a desire to
wipe out the Legislative Council alto-
gether, and yet they were content silently
to acquiesce in important amendinents
made by another place in. our measures.
We should not allow ourselves to become
merely&a recording House for the decisions
of the TLegislative Council.

Ma. HOPKINS: Did it not appear
that if we allowed the clause to pass,the commissioners might rt-tain in his
professional capacity a member of Parlia-
ment who was a barrister or an engineerP
To allow members of Parliament to draw
salaries from Government departments
would be in the last degree unwise.

TanE PREMIERi : The clause read,
"otherwise than at a salary."

MR. HOPKINS: A professional fee
would not be a salary.

THE PREMIER: Why should a barrister
be prevented by sitting in Parliament
from giving a professional opinion?

MR. BHOPKINS:z There Was, no reason
why, but surely other opinions quite as
good could be obtained; andI it was
generally considered preferable that these
positions should not be open to members
of Parliament, many of whom would not
be offered them were it not for their
membership.

Question put, and a, division taken with
the following result:-

Ayes ... ... ... 13
Noes .. . .

Majority for ..

AYS.
bit. Daglish
Mr. Diamond
Mr. Gardiner
Mr. Gregory
Mr. Hficksg
Mr. lames
Mr. Kingemaill
Mr. Oata
Mr. Paitkies
Mr. Rason
Mr. Reid
Mr. Wallace
31r. Hlighwim (Toiler).

NOS.
BIr. Atkins
Mr. Holmn
Mr. Hopkins
Mr. Johnson
Mr. O'Connor
Mr Taylor
Mi. Yclrerton
Mr. Jnoiy (Tatter).

Question thus passed, and the amend-
ment agreed to.

Resolutions reported, the report
adopted, and a message accordingly
returned to the Legislative Council.

DIVEIDEND DUTIES HILL.
SECOND READING.

THE TREASURER (Ron. J. Giar-
diner), in moving the second reading,
said: This Bill is to replace the Dividend
Duty Act of 1899, which expires on the
31st December next. Seeing that when
the last Dividend Duty Bill was intro-
duced a large number of people seemed
to think that its provisions were not
intended to apply to their particular
industries or callings, I wish it to be
clearly understood what we intend doing
with this Bill, so that there may be no
misapprehension now that it is before
the House. We intend to tax three dif-
ferent classes of companies in practically
three different ways. All companies
carrying on business iii Western Aus-
tralia, and not elsewhere, will have to
pay a five per cent. duty on dividends.
"Dividends" includes every dividend,
profit, advantage, or gain intended to be
paid or credited to or distributed among
any members of any company. All com-
panoies or trading firms carrying on
business in Western Australia or else-
where will on their profits pay a duty of
five per cent. All comnpan ies carrying on
insiuance or assurance business, not being
life assurance companies, will pay 20s.
for every £100 of the gross premiums.
The first thing noticeable in comparing
this Bill with the old Act is the fact that
mining comnpanies carrying on business
in Western Australia, and not elsewhere,
will have to pay on dividends only.
Hitherto they have been required to pay
on profits; and this has given rise to
much dissatisfaction, because there seems
to have been at the introduction of the
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last Bill an under-current, if one may so
express it, which clearly conveyed to the
minds of persons interested in such com-
panies. that they were not to be taxed on
profits. The consequencehlas been a strong
outcry, -not on the fields only but in
the old land, and several prom ises have
directly and indirectly been given those
companies that when an amendment of
the Act was made they should be required
to pay on dividends only. I hold it is
not in the province of any Minister of
the Crown to make promises which abro-
gate any Act of Parliament which he is
required to administer. I have made no
promises of this sort; but after meeting
the Chamber of Mines, I have, so far as
I possibly can, embodied in the Bill their
proposal. 1The total amount received
from the mining companies has been
£R216,745, of which £,169,900 has been
for dividends, while the balance, £46,000,
has been on profits. That is from the
11th July, 1899, to date. The grvamen
of the objection to the application of this
principle to pro-fits is, to a large extent,
due to a misapprehension and a misin-
terpretation. We have been constantly
reminded that such a tax kills all
development, and that it is our duty to
encourage mining development by every
legitimate means. So far as smnall com-
panies are concerned I think there is
much justice in this contention; but I
will show, having gone into the balance
sheets of such companies, that as regards
allowances for development this State has
been marvellously generous, very much
more generous than most membhers of
this Rouse would ho were they commis-
sioners of taxes going through these
balanuce sheets. In fact I do not think
one can possibly expect anything fairer
than that the companies should themn-
selves make deductions, and that the
deductions made by the companies should
in all except in extremely extravagant
cases be allowed. (lonsequentlv, I think
that all the contention and all the howls
about stopping development, which in
many instances have come not from the
small man but from the large companies,
are hardly justified if we consider the
balance sheets and the allowances which
have been made. In going through these
it is only right and fair for me to say that
so far as my investigations have led mue, I
can state that the large mines in this.

State have faithfully carried out the pro-
vision s of the Act. There have been some
exceptions ; hut nearly all the large mines
have faithfully discharged their obliga-
tions in this particular respect. - In order to
show the just-ice of the contention I have
raised, I will quote to the House some
allowances made by the Government when
taking the profits into consideration.
Here is one. Depreciation on machinery
and plant, £12,230. This is for 12
months. Sulphide plant, depreciation
allowed, £35,000 ; mine development,
£20,229; main shaft, £415. That is one
balance sheet; here is another. IDeprecia-
tion, machinery and plant, £4,727. The
total expenditure is £26,225 ; the amount
written off is £15,170. Here is =nother.
Depreniation on mine and office buildings
on £25,841, £91,464 allowed. For plant
and machinerv the total debit is.£39,130;
depre ciation allo wed, £14,299. Develop-
ment £65,353, depreciation £210,000.
On some small items the allowances are
much the same. Here is another speci-
mOen. Machinery and plant £14,?] 1,

I dpreiaton£2,206 ; cyanide plant
I 966, depreciation £1,452; buildings

aid sheds £2,844, depreciation £426;
water rights £22,094, depreciation £3 12
railway siding £566, depreciation £56;i
private tanks £-254, depreciation £25;
and so forth. Onl a number of small
itemns also, depreciation has been allowed.
Here is another one. Buildings £3,716,
depreciation £2640; plant and machinery
£9,917, depreciation £2,495 ; mining de-
velopment £40,161, depreciation £9,758.
Some of them are larger than others in
this particular. Min ing development
£Q81,537, less amounit written off £32,614;
horses and vehicles £2775, depreciation
£155; implements, tools, etc.. £226, de-
prediation £45 5s. ; furniture at mine
£461, depreciation £192 6s. I give
instances used against the operation of
the Act. Plant and machinery £37,129,
depreciation £4,644; horses and vehicles
£169, depreciation £131 ; mining de-

£eouln 27,930, depreciation £10,000.
feeis another. Mining development

£16.51 7, depreciation £6,517; plant, and
machinery £35,500, depreciation £5,494;
horses and vehicles £21,005, depsrecia-
tion £496 7s. Then we comne to some
larger companies. Machinery and plant
£103,146, depreciation £18,642; build-
ins £12,,226, depreciation £2,035; min-
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ing development £50,986, amount written
off £313186; main shaft account £17,989,
amount written off £4,484; horses and
vehicles £500, depreciation £199 9s.;
implements and tools £1,061, deprecia-
tion £298; furniture at mine £48-6,
depreciation £13 14s. I may say the
last balance-sheet which I sha read is
one I do not intend to allow. Some of
the items and particulars I would not be
acting in the interest of the State if I
allowed. Written off property £82,402,
machinery and plant account £45,760,
buildings £4,448, minling development
£32,836, mine shaft account £5,076,
horses and vehicles, £114; implements
and tools, £516; furniture at mine,
£9142 ; or practically a total of
£140,000 on that mine. Thait is one
of the cases I intend to bring before
the Court, so that those companies can
justify themselves. In this way I shall
justify some of the remarks which I1
made when I1 delivered my Budget speech.
We are struck with this fact, that we
want to do, so far as the mining industry
is concerned, what is absolutely fair; and
I went uip to the Chamber of Mines at
Kalgoorlie and discussed this question
with the members there. They;- as I said.
before, produced a. list of promises and
opinions given by Ministers from time to
time. I have, as a result, embodied in this
Bill exactly what the mining companies
want, -with one exception. They wanted
to make the Bill retrospective. In justice
to those companies who have faithfully
fulfilled the conditions of the Act, it
would be very unwise if I allowed this
provision. We have a right to see that
those companlies who observe our Acts
shall be protected, by making other com-
panies, who try to evade them comne
and pay their share of the tax. Then
there was another question that entered
into our calculations, and it was this. It
has% been admitted, and admitted in words
of candour, that owing to companies
having to pay a dividend. duty on profits,
ninny of the companies hiad resorted to a
ver ,y questionable means of bookkeeping,
in1 order to conceal the profits. However
questionable that may be as a practice,
and however questionably it may reflect
on those companies who do it, I question
whether the State is justified when we
see that the legislation tends to law-
breaking, whether the Government are

not wore justified in seeing if they can

give a certain amount of redress that
Will protect us from any encourage-
ment of this system, because it is hav-
ing the effect, as has been pointed out,
that it is Se~iding a false Proof to the in-
vestors in the old country as to the cost
of the production of gold in this State.
The investors in the old country say,
when they see these entries, which are
swollen for the purpose of concealing the
profits, that Western Australia is the
most expensive State to produce gold in
the whole world. This has weighed with
us in bringing in the Bill. There is no
question that a dividend duty on our
mines is a fair and equitable one. This
has been admitted not only in this House,
hut I may say I could bring con vinting

proof that it has been admitted by all
the leading mining people of this State
and many of the mining people of the old
world. If the Imperial Parliament has at
right to tax the profits of these mines,
we have a munch mnore equi 'table right to
tax them, seeing that the gold is won
here. In Queensland there is a Dividend
Duty Act. There the dividends are not
taxed until the companies have reaped
the amount that has been spent before
they declare dividends. In Victoria a.nd
in New South Wales mining companies
practically come under the income tax,
und in New Zealand the Government tax
the companies on one-half of the divi-
dends. That practically deals with Clause
6 of the Bill dealing with those companies
who do business in Western Australia,
und not elsewhere. Now we come to
Clause 7, which deals with those who do
business in Western Australia and else-
where, and these arc practically what we
may term "absentee companies," conse-
quently these companies have to pay a duty
on their profits, and we have applied this
not only to absentee companies -but to
absentee firms, and the reason is that
the majority of companlies who have
paid thle dividend duity under the
present Act, what may be termed pro-
prietary companies, have made repre-
sentations to me, and while they want to
pay the tax cheerfully-I will not say
that, because I do not know anybody
who pays a tax cheerfully-but they will
pay the tax much more cheerfully than at
present if other companies which are not

[registered but which are trading in exactly
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the same grooves, and under the same
abilities and disabilities, are also taxed.
These firms claim that those companies are
to the ame extent as they are, foreign
companies; therefore, if the tax is equit-
able it should apply to them, many of
whom are proprietary companies; and it.
would be also equitable to apply the Bill
to those persons who are dealing in the
same business, but have not the word
"Ltd." after their name. We ha~ve every
reason to expect that we shall get somne
taxation from these companies. Per-using
their balance-sheets again, one comes, to
the conclusion that Western Australia
has been g, wonderfully profitable invest-
went for all the firmns of the Eastern
States. Such being the case, it is only,
fair if we do recognise taxation-and we
do by the Bill-we should receive a fair
pr~oportion of the profit that is made
within our own boundaries. In Clause 9
there is an alteration. The insurance
companies under the present Act pay
20F for every £100 of gross premiums.
We purpose to apply that to net
premiums. The net premiums of the
ins~urance companies for the three years
during which the Act has been in force
have totalled nearly a quarter of a million,
and this State has benefited to the extent
of £2,155. I say these insurance com-
panies are exempt f romn the provisions of
the life insuirance. condition which compels
them to put uipa deposit, and everyone will
admit in this State they have had an
extremely profitable time. Their rates
have been, uas most of those living on the
goldfields know, very high indeed, and
very costly to the insuirer; consequently
I do not think we shall be imposing a
hardship on this section of the people to
ask them to pay 20s. for every £100 of
net premiums. This is the case in Queens-
land; and in other places insurance com-
panics come under the provisions of the
income tax. I do not think the Bill
requires farther explanation from mue.
There are some new provisions in the Bill
which certainly give to the Treasurer
greater power than he probably had
before. The Bill -also makes, provisions
which are necessary for the Treasurer's
guidance, that is he shall have balance-
sheets sent to him and not the bald
statements which are provided under the
present Act. If a person has a balance-
sheet before him, he can judge niore cor-

rectly as to what should be profits and
what is ahsolutely done with the dividends
than he can by merely having, the decla-
ration that is provided for under the
present Act. While the Bill gives the
Minister power to assess these profits, and

iall things in connection with the Bill, it
I also gives to those who are assessed the
Ipower of appeal. In Clause 28 nmembhers
will see that mining companies who are

Idissatisfied 'with the assessment made
by the Minister mamy after the pay ment of
the duty appeal. Then the clause gives

iparticulars as to how the appeal is to be
jconducted. So that it takes away the
opportunity of either arrogance or inj ustice
from the Colonial Treasurer, who has
to administer the Bill. At thesame time
members know thait we are apt to all have
that desire which has made a tax collector
from tinmeimmemorial aperson of aversion;
consequently I1 think it is a wise thing
that provision should be made to prevent
an ,y injustice which a Treasurer mway
feel inclined to do a person who is assessed
under the Act. Clause 82 says that the
Dividend Duty Act of 1899 (that is the
principal Ant) is continued until the 31st
December, 1903, but only " for the
recovery of duties accrued due thereunder
at the commencement of this Act;
and in relation to dividends before
the commencement of this Act, and
for the recovery of duties thereon;
and for the recovery of penalties in con-
nection therewith." As far as that Act
is concerned I want these provisions to be
left in to enable me to recover anything
I may see fromn investigation it mar be
necessary to recover. These are' the
salient points, and I lay them before the
House so thabt there shall be no mistake.
I wish to have no mistake with regard to
what we want to do. We intend to tax
three classes of companies in three
different ways. Those who do business
in Western Australia and not elsewhere,
on dividends; those who do business in
Western Australia and elsewhere, on
profits; and thdse who do insurance and
assurance business other than life assur-
ance, ha~ve to pay 20s. in the hundred
pounds of their gross premiums. I move
the second reading of this Bill.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Secoud reading.
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RABBIT PEST BILL.
SECOND READING.

Resumned from the 12th November;
MRn. QUINLAN~ in the Chair.

MR. 0. J. MORAY (West Perth): In
continuing the discussion of this Bill, I
do not think the measure requires much
debate on the second reading, anyhow;
not. because it is not important, for it is
of the gravest importance, and has been
for several years, to the welfare of Wes-
tern Australia;- but it is a well-known
and almost classical saying that " Nero
fiddled while Rome was burning," and
that is applied often to persons who,
through their carelessness or indifference,
allow their best interests to be endangered
without putting forth a single effort to
avert the daniger. If ever this saying
mnay with justice be applied to a people
and a Parliament, it can with great
justice be applied to Western Australia
and her Parliament. It is almost start-
ling to think that for years in this
Parliament a pastoral and agricultural
Ministry held power, and yet allowed this
question of the incursion of rabbits to be
treated so indifferently and in such a
jocular manner. And the reason for it in
the old days in was there was no earnest-
ness, there was no real belief in the danger
referred to by those who fromn year to
year brought this matter up in a desul-

tory sort of fashion. It was foitdly
hoped for a Iong-timne that it was impos-
sible for rabbits to cross the great Aus-
tralian desert; it was always put for-
ward as a theory that they could not
possibly get across the arid wastes
between here and the Eastern States;
and, finally, when some were found across
that waste, it was looked upon still with
indifference in somec sort of light; the
light in which one wyould say one swallow
does not make a summer, neither did
one rabbit being found in Western Aus-
traliai make an incursion of rabbits. Then,

agan, it was often argued, and it used to
beaso'by all sides of the Rouse, that even

if the rabbits did get across the desert they
would never get through the goldilids.
I have often heard that argument used;
that they would be a. blessing to the gold-
fields, and there would never be enough
of them to escape the punishment which
they would meet wvith from rabbit
hunters on the Eastern Goldfields. And
so this question drifted on from one year

to another until now it has become a
positive danger to Western Australia,
and it is almost criminal that action has
not been taken within the last two years
of a inore determined character. At last
we have arri ved at the conclusion-I hope
most of us have-that the rabbit has
come into Western Australia to menace
its best interests. I am proud to say I
cannot level a charge against myself at
all that recently, since the danger has
beco me pronounced, T have not been fully
seized of its significance. I remember
well that when I had the honour to hold
a portfolio in the department which par-
ticularly deals -with this question, I made
a very lively effort indeed, and I venture
to think that had everybody in power
thought as I did at that time, the fence
across Western Australia, would have
been completely constructed at the pre-
sent momnent, When I took this matter
up it was with a good all-round know-
ledge of the great danger the rabbit was
to Western Australia-a thorough know-
ledge as far as at comprehensive reading
could give one of the destruction it caused
in the Eastern States, and also f rom some
personal experience. I first urged the
appointment of a gentleman to deal with
-this question with some particular know-
ledge of it, a small branch or sub-office
being arranged for in the Lands Depart-
ment by which this matter would be
taken up vigorously, and I recommended
that to the Cabinet. Incidentally touch-
ing onl this question I want to express my
very deep regret at what I consider an-
oth~er instance of rather petty spite on
the part of the new Government against
our old Government. I had appointed a
man, and absolutely had the approval of
Cabinet to th at appointment after having
made the fullest inquiries of big men in
Queensland, the best I could wire to, the
heads of all the rabbit boards there, and
for some reason the appointment was not
confirmed. I regret that sincerel 'y. If
the Premier will look up the records of
the Lands Department, he will find an
instance that will not reflect credit on
anuy Government inl dealing with a legiti-
mate action of its predecessors. I am
sure the Premier was not aware of the
case, because he was not at the head of
the Government after we went out of
power, and probably he never beard of
the matter. It is a had example, it is
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a bad instance, and I know of no reason
save and except the one that it was to
some extent a, blow at the men or the
Government who had just gone out. The
files of the department will show that I
wired to the best mien I knew in Queens-
land, leading public men who had been
for years fighting this rabbit question,
asking if they could recommnend a certain
appointment to me, and in every case the
highest testimonials came hack, and I
told this gentleman, " You can bhold
yourself in readiness." I found be was
thoroughly seized of this question. He
had been acting in this capacity in
Queensland, and had, I believe, been
seretary to the combined Pastoraliets'
Association there, and was well up in
this matter. What was more, he was an
enthusiast on the question. I regretted
very sincerely to hear that his appoint-
Tuent had not been confirmed, and I
regret more that I do not think the
change seems to have inspired much
more enthusiasm or active work into this
department. I am not satisfied as a
public man with what has been done
over this rabbit question. As a matter
of fact, no one could be satisfied with
the matter. As I said, I recommended,
after careful considei-at ion of this subject,
that we should tackl, the work of build-
ing that overland fence from sea to
sea, and make it an urgent public
work ahead of any other public work
going on in this State at the time. I
still think that was a statesmanlike
action to have taken. I impressed it
upon the Cabinet and there is in the
jacket in writing aewuprehensive minute
dealing with it, giving, as nearly as we
could get it, an estimate of the cost and
an estimate of the upkeep all through. I
thought then and think now the construc-
tion of this. rabbit fence, notwithstanding
what may be said about rabbit fences and
the continuation of that policy of making
fences, advisable. I recommended that
a fence should be built along our two
great railway lines; right along the
South-West line and to Geraldton, I
reaffirmn what I thought then as a Minister
of the Crown, that it was more important
to this country than the Coolgardie
Water Scheme and the Fremntle
Harbour Works, and ten times more imi-
portant than the construct-ion of this
mionumnt, Parliament. House, and the

new Supreme Court House in Perth. I
could conceive of no other public work of
such urgency and importance as the
endeavour to do our bcst to shut out
rabbits from West Australia. The Cool-
gardie Water Scheme might be delayed
for 12 months and no one would starve.
We would have to pay interest, and we
could earn the interest. The Harbour
Works might be delayed and some
shippers might experience inconvenience.

INo great danger would be done, although
inconvenience might occur. New Parlia-
mtert Houses will not be wanated for the
next 20 years, and it is a shocking bad
example of economy in this country that
we are not content with this Chamber for
the next 20 years.

MR. ILtwowrn: The new Parlia-
ment Houses will save .£1,200 a year.

MR,. MORAN: No. That was the
argument used. We were told that the
removal fromn here would accommodate
all the public offices, and yet we have pro-
posals for anOther-what shall I call it,
palace of public offices somewhere else.
At any rate, no mnatter what it saved, it
could not possibly save as much as
shutting rabbits out of Western Aus.
tndia. [MR. ILLINGWORtTH: That is so.]
We have been criminally negligent in
this matter, and the old Government are
most to blame, since they were supposed
to have great interest in the agricultural
and pastoral welfare of the country. The
then Government were kept entirely in
power by the agricultural and pastoral
vote. They were obediently followed by
a very tame agricultural and pastoral
support.

Ma, IfLfIGwoRtTFI:, In 1894 they were
urging the erection of a fence.

Mu. MORAN: Certainly. I amn
shielding nobody at all. But they
were followed by a very tame majority,
by the members holding agricuiltural. and
pastoral seats in this House, and I lay it
principally at the feet of the agricultural
and pastoral representatives in this
House that they so far neglected their
own interests in not urging the Govern-
inent to take action in Western Australia
when larger sums of money could have
been obtained than can be obtaoined now.

Mumnuna: Where are the agricultural
inem hers now?'

MRn. MORAN: It does not matter
where they are. Some of them sit
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behind the present Government. Some
of the most unquestionably old Forrest
supporters are still unquestionably James
supporters. There are some gentlemen
who do not seem to be able to shift from
the right hand of the Speaker at all-
they like the position, anad it, does Dot
seem to matter who is at the head of
affairs. However, that is apart from the
q uestion. The Leake Governmwent did
not take the matter up with the
enthusiasm with wvhic.h it would have
been taken up had the Tlirosseli Govern-
ment continued in office', because as long
as I held that portfolio, night and day I
would not -have rested until this country
bad spent any amnount of money which
would insure success in shutting this
great curse out of the State. I made
that the strongest plank in the plat-
form of my departmental administra -
tion. I gave the rabbit commission all
the assistance in my power, and went as
far as I could, tip to the last day of my
tenure of office, to appoint a go~od man
to assist in gettiug the work under
way. Notwithstanding the fact that the
Thross~ell Ministry were going to the
country very soon, and that some of the
members might not come back--as some
did fatil to return -I recommended
Cabinet not to hesitate in the matter. I
would have taken all the responsibility
and all the blame for going on with the
work in the mnoat vigorous mianner and
letting a, contract, not for ten miles of
fencing along the railway line, as has
since been done, but for the wyhole work,
or at any rate for so much of it as would
have carried the fence from north of the
Great Southern Bight, to the Tropic of
Capricorn. I should not have delayed,
even if the starting of this work had meant
the temporary stoppage of the building
of the new Parliament Rouses, or the
Law Courts. or any other public office.
It need not have involved the delay of
any loan work. Indeed, I should have
been prepared to undertake the work
even if it had meant cutting off some
subsidies from municipalities and roads
boards. There is nothing I would have
hesitated at in order to assure that a
work of such public importance might be
taken in hand in a vigorous and work-
manlike manner. [MR. TLLlNGWO~RH
interjected.] The hon. gentleman well
understands that the Ministry of which

I formned a member bad not the task of
preparing the Estimates for Parliament.
Moreover, I was not the whole of the
Government: a, good job for the country,
some people may say. My idea was that
such was the urgency of the work that
loan money might have be6n used for the
purpose, if funds could be obtained in no
other way. I should not have allowed
myself to be hampered by the fact
that the London money market at that
time was getting rather tight: it has,
of course, got very tight since. I
believe I recommended in a minute
that if necessary we should get the
money in Australia. I was not par-
ticular whether the rate of interest on
funds for this work wvas four or five per
cent., in connection with a, temporary
loan. Money I should have got for it,
and the work I should have done. I
considered thut I could not go too far
in my effort to stop the pest. I have too
much reason to know what a. curse the
rabbit has been in the Eastern States.
I have too much reason to know what
two years, or eighteen months, or even
one year maeans. when the pest is coming.
I considered that we had played with
this matter like children long enough,
and that it was now time for us to act
as men. I am sorry that the papers are
not on the table of the House. Perhaps
that is Mair fault, as I mnight hare moved
for them.' However, I certainly shall
move for them, and bring themn to the
attention of lion, members when this
Bill is in Committee. In thie absence of
the papers I speak subject to correction:
but I believe I minuted to the effect that
it would be a fair thing for the Govern-
ment to impose even a special tax on the
farming and agricultural community in
order to meet the interest on the money
required for the coustrucetion of the fence.
I should not have thrown on the farmer
and the pastoralist the burden of all the
interest; and whby? Simply because I
consider it is impossible to separate the
agricultural and pastoral interests from.
other interests of the State. I maintain
that it is impossible for the community
as a6 whole to say to the pastoral and
agricultural sections, "Stand on your
own bottom." That argument, so often
used by goldfields members, will not
answer, For every agriculturist or pas-
toradist who is hindered in or debar-red
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altogether from the prosecution of his
industry, an extra tax is thrown on the
gold-mining industry. That fact must
uot be forgotten. The prevention of the
rabbit pest is, af ter all, just as much to
the interest of the gold-miner as to the
interest of anyhute else. Surely it is to
the interest of the gold. miker that there
should exist in this State other large
industries which will help him to bear
the debt of this country. If we advance
to the pastoralist and agriculturist
the cost of all necessary work, and
ask them not to return to the State
any profit on that cost, we shall even
then be doing equal justice to all.
For if the pest gets to the South -West,
and worse still if it gets to our Northern
and North-Western regions, without
doubt great destruction wifl result. It
is no longer safe to disregard the rabbit
question anywhere on this conitinent.
Queensland built a dividing fence on its
New South Wales border. Will anyone
who has seen that fence deny its utility ?
I myself have seen on one side of the
fence green fields, and on the other side
dead rabbits. Some people said that Lhe
rabbit might get into the stony desert,
and get around the corner of the fence,
by the wing. Thereupon the fence was
built right beyond the tropics. The
rabbit, nevertheless, came around the
fence and got into Queensland, because
the fence had not been carried far enough.
If the rabbit gets a hold on Western.
Australia he will enter the North-West
and Kim berley too. Accordingly, in
dealing with this matter I recommended
Cabinet to let the fence be built right
through fromn sea to sea.. Then we should
have a first line of defence. I recom-
mend now to the consideration of this
Government the suggestion that use
should he made of the divisions which
the building of railways has resulted in.
There is a railway running from Fre-
mantle due east to the goldields. Let a
rabbit fence be built right along that
railway, so that the north of the State
will be cut off from the south by a fence
running from west to east. We have a
railway from Geraldton to Albany afford-
ing a second great line of defence. Let a.
fence be built right along that railway,
and then a magnificent Part Of this State
will be shut in. Again, let a fence be
built through from Geraldton to the

Murchison goldtields, once more along
the raila line. The cost of this work
is as nothing compared with what it has
been found necessary to spend in the
Eastern States. Such are my recom-
mendations to the country. I care not
what the cost may be, or where the
money is to come from. I believe the
pastoi-alist and the agriculturist are not
unwilling to bear, by any special formn of
taxation which can be devised, half
the interest of the wrork. Ho wever,
I would go so far as to say' that since
this State can afford it, so long as the
revenue keeps up, Western Australia
should bear the interest on the cost, for
the time being, anyhow. The question is
of the greatest national importance. Now,
are the rabbits in Western Australia?
Who, to-day, answers that question by a
negative? Nobody. Rtabbits are found
from Esperance in the south to Murchison
in the north. True, they are not found
in great numbers; but neither were they
for years found in great numbers in the
north of New South Wales. For many
years Queensland laughed at the rabbit
pest, just as Western Australia has
laughed. But while the rabbit will come
in small numbers perhaps for years, it is
a well-known fact that there suddenly
arrives a day when he begins to migrate
in millions. The cause of this does not
seem to be thoroughly understood, but it
is a fact. He suddenly tomes in millions,
and he moves at the rate of scores of
miles in a month. Once he starts, he
comes like an avalanche. Only the other
day I was talking to a big settler in York,
who is thoroughly acquainted with the
rabbit question in South Australia. He
tells me that he knew of a South Aus-
tralian district, one of the most fertile
parts of the north, from which at the
time he first saw it the rabbits were
hundreds of miles distant. Travelling
through the same district a twelvemonth
later, he found that the rabbits had got
a comiplete hold. A hundred miles in
twelve months! What is twelve months?
Tt pasgses over our beads very quickly.
The rabbit has crossed the great Aus-
tralian desert in hundreds, perhaps in
thousands; and I do not know what is
to stop him from eventually crossing in
millions. Moreover, he will breed here.
I do not know why the rabbits should not
find Western Australia a congenial home.

Second -reading.[ASSEMBLY.]
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it is said that the poison will kil hin.
The poison may kill thousands, but there
will be tens of thousands left. WhyV
should the poison stop him at all? I say
the rabbit might kill the poison, but not
the poison the rabbit. Wherever there
are grass roots, shrub roots, anid tree
roots, the rabbit will thrive. The water
difficulty does not stop him. He will do
without water: I do not know for how
long, but some people sa 'y the rabbit can
go without water fur a very long time
indeed. Western Australia is full of
succulent roots:. it is not a stony
desert, but is covered with shrubs.
Barren shrubs they may be on top,
but they are juicy beluw. The rabbit
will come here and will live here. This
is no laughing matter, though people
mnay look on it as a joke. When the
rabbit pest has cost us millions, as it has
cost the other States, p~erhaps) Some People
will begin to consider it seriously. The.
rabbit, I say, has cost the Eastern States
millions, notwithstanding what 'nay be
said as to Victoria having found him a
blessing in the shape of an export trade
in hard times, when there was nothing
else to do. If the West Australian people
want to starve the fariuer so that he will
find it more profitable to go rabbit shoot-
ing for export purposes than to till the
soil, then by all means let the rabbit
come; but T think the Western Australia~n
farmer will do better by growing wheat
crops than by hunting rabbits. The
present Bill is an effort designed to deal
with this great question. I would urge
on the Government to make a stronger
effort still, and not to be afraid of the
expense, but to regard solely the great
national importance of the question and
to the fate which wa~y befall the magnifi-
cent lands of Western Australia. Settle-
ment has now extended to such a, degree
that Western Australia, in respect of
agriculture is equal to any country in the
southern hemisphere, iniasmauch as there
is just as mnuch land I1-or head settled here
as in any other State. Our cultivation is
extending; the area c-,f cleared land is
widening by leaps and boundIs in the
Eastern Districts; aud there is much
promising settlement, too, in the South-
West. The pastoral industry is looking
well. I say that the two great national
industries of this State are in danger; and
if to obviate the danger c )sts us a million

pounds, what are a million pounds com-
pared with the future of these two great
industries? What is the interest on a
million pounds in a matter like this?
We can save it by proper economies in
our inflated Estimates, perhaps. We can
p~are that amount off the Estimates and
turn it to much better use. I do not
think that when the time comes we shall

I find it necessary to lay ab burden on our
shoulders to pay sinking fund on the cost
of the Coolgardie Water Scheme. I do
not think -we need do that, It is not
necessary that we should make a sinking

Ifund for that scheme apermanent charge
i on our revenue. If the scheme pays

working expenses and interest, it will be
doing mighty well. I hold that we need
not regard the charge for a. sinking fund
in connection with the Coolgardie Water
Scheme.

Mn. ILLINGWORTH: We borrowed the
money on that understanding.

MR. MORAN: And so did all the
Eastern States borrow money on the
Same understanding, and yet they are not
paying sinking fund on their borrowed
Mui~ev.

MRn. ILL2DIOoRTR:- They have no sink-
ing funds.

MR. MORAN: Some of them have,
but fishing hines were dropped into the
sinking funds when hard times came.
In many ways our Estimates can be re-

Ilieved at the present time. If the pro-
posal of the Government for dose economy
be carried out, in any thousands of pounds
can be saved on the Estimnates alone.
There are many things which can well
stand aside in order that this great work
of rabbit-fencing may be prosecuted

vigoously. I appeal to the present
Go9ve3rnment to take the matter up-
I hope I shall not he considered ego-
tistical if I say this -with the same
enthusiasm. whicih I showed myself. I
considered it a great work, and I was
prepared to go to any lengths to carry it
out. There must be some method of
dealing with the pest. If neesary, let
us try all methods. Let us maks use of
the combined wisdom, of the Eastern
States. Is fencing of use? I say, ",Yes;
it is ;" and let us, therefore, put up
fencing. The wave, when it comes, will
he stopped by a, fence. 'Then there will
be the fence along the railway line. The
country may be divided into larger ais-
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tricts for the bigger rabbit boards, and
again subdivided for the smaller rabbit
boards. Let wire netting be bought and
supplied to the settler whom the rabbit
overtakes; aind let the settler be charged
the bare cost of the wire, and moreover
let him be allowed time for payment.
The country is now giving the settler
land and lending himi money to mnake
improvements, The land is the State's
security for the money advanced; and
therefore the settler should be given
nmas of defending his land. I have

great pleasure in supporting the second
reading of the Bill. I feel keen pleasure
in being able to take my place once more
and to speak on this rabbit question.
When I was defeated in Kalgoorlie, I did
not think I should be here again to advo-
cate the cause of the farmer and the pas-
toralist. The principle of shutting out
the rabbits lost a very good champion. I
think, when I was defeated. However,
it affords me the greatest possible plea-
sure to be here to champion once again
the shutting out of the rabbit, and to ask
the Government not to be afraid ol!
expense in dealing with the matter, but
to put forward their best efforts. The
question calls for united action from both
sides of the Rouse. All parties, all sec-
tions of the community, must be at one
in this matter. If we allow the rabbit
to become a pest in Western Australia,
we shall destroy what gives the fairest
promise for the f uture of the whole State.
I beg to support the second reading.

Ma. F. ILLINGWORTH (Cue): I
have pleasure in supporting this Bill, and
regret it was not introduced in 1894,
when we had in power a G-overnmnent of
which the lion, member who has just
spoken was a strong supporter. In that
year the member for Plantagenet (Mr.
Hassell) brought the rabbit question
forcibly before the Government. I felt
it my duty strongly to support that bon.
member; and in every year since my
voice has been raised as to the necessity
for doing something to dead with this
pest. It would therefore be marvellously
strange if, when I had an opportunity of
doing so as Treasurer, I did not take
some action. The last speaker was
Minister for Lands in the Ministry which
preceded the Leake Government; and
nothing was done by that Minstry of
which be was a member, except the

writing of recommend ations. No course
was ever taken, no proposals were made,
no Bill was brought before the House, no
money provided.

MR. MORAN:; It would have been hard
to bring a Bill before the House, when
we held office for a few mouths only,
during the recess.

MR. ILLINGWOUtTH: I am not
blaming the hon. member for causes
over which he had no control; but he
made recommendations and minutes, and
nothing was done. Nothing wasi done
for years by the Ministry which he so
strongly supported. Nothing was done
on this question until the heake Govern-
ment set aside £.30,000 for the purpose,
and put £10,000 for expenditure on the
Estimates of last year. Nothing was
done until the Leake Government made
an appointment and. created a depart-
inent to cope with the rabbits.

Mn. MonAx: Cancelled an appoint-
ment, you mean.

MnR. ILTANQWORTR: Yet the hon.
member blames the tea-e Government
for having neglected their duty.

Ma~p. MOuAN : They might as well have
put 20 pence on the Estimates.

MR. ILLINOWORTIX: But beyond
that the lion, member says he would
have expended a far larger sum of money.
The Leake Government provided £30,000
and set aside £10,000 to be spent during
the past year; and the Government have
been unable to spend it. The Leake
Government provided more money than
it was possible to expend, because the
orders for netted wire could not be
executed. I make this reinark in passing
only, because of the remarks made by the
hon. member. I regret we have now
reached a stage when we mnust deal with
this question with the rabbits right in
our faces. A matter of £20,000 or
£30,000 spent in 1894, or even in 1896,
would have built a rabbit fence far back,
in a place where we could have fought
this pest and fought it effectively.

MR. Hopins - Which the rabbits
would have climbed over.

MR. ILLINGWORTH: Rabbits have
never yet climbed a fence; and it is pos-
sible to build a rabbit- proof fence. [Mn.
Hopris: Is it?] There are hundreds
of thousands of miles of rabbit-proof
fences. Of course there are fences
intended to be, rabit-proof and which
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are not; 'but that is the fault of the con-
struction. It is possible to build a fence
which will stop rabbits,

Ma. MORAN: Some people think rab-
bits climb trees and fences too. They do
so when they are carried along by a flood.

MR. ILTANGWORTH:- There are
rabbits flung over fences, and certain
people will cut a rabbit-proof fence and
take a team through it for their own con-
venience, while during the day or two
before repairs can be effected hundreds of
thousands of rabbits may pass through
the Opening. But it is possible to build
a fence which will stop rabbits; and if
we could have stopped them in the back
country when it was proposed to stop
them, we should have saved this State-
hundreds of thousands of pounds. But
no matter if the rabbits were a thousand
miles nearer than they are to-day, we
should still have to face the difficulty. We
cannot allow them to come now; cannot
allow the pest to continue unchecked;
and the first thing to be done is to com-
plete this fence, and I quite agree with
the last speaker that we should be pre-
pared to give every possible assistance to
settlers. The proper plan would of course
be to assist the settlers to fence in their
holdings. In Victoria the Government
gave 20 years' terms for the wire, gave
the wire at cost price, and accepted pay-
ment as in other eases, by annual instal-
ments. So we may hate to do here; but
the first duty of the Government is to
push on with this rabbit-proof fence as
fast as they can. I do not know what
they are doing;i I take it for granted the
department are at work, and are doing
the best they can ; but I think the House
should urge the Government to mnake
special. efforts to get this fence erected as
quickly as possible; and I am certain the
House will grant the Government all the
money they require, and give them all
praise for any efforts they put forward in
this direction. For that reason I support
the Bill. I do not know that the Bill as
a Bill was absolutely necessary. I think
the Govern meat had power enough given
them previously.

MR. MoRxv : They are onl y carrying
out the recomiiendation of a former
Treasurer.

MR. ILLING WORTH: Granted. But
if the hon. member when Minister for
Lands could not find a way of starting to

build this fence during the period for
which be held office, why complain of the
Minister succeeding him, who did do
something?
* MR. MORAN: I do not complain of
him,

MR, ILUINGWOfLTU: Oh, you did.
MR. MWORANI! No. I was blaming the

old Government most.
MR. TLLINGWORTH: The old Gov-

i erment, as hon. members know, com-
mitted a grievous mistake when they
refused to deal with this question in
1894-5, when they were urged to take
action.

MR. MORAN: But £230,000 was of no
Use.

Mnu. TLLTNGWORTH:- It is of use to
this extent, that it has been impossible to
spend £30,000 during the last year. We
cannot spend £30,000 on rabbit-proof

jfencing in five minutes. [MR. MoRA4N:
True.] We must import the wire; we
must get the men to erect it. In. this
matter the Government have not been
indifferent;i they have orders placed for
netting, and have set men to work as fast
as it was deemted wise to proceed. But
1 think the Government will have to put
on double pressure-grease the lightning
a bit, in this connection. I do not know
a Work that is more urgent. I hope
Ministers will leave no stone unturned,

Iand that they will get out of this wretched
red-tapie system and pitt some pracetical
comumon-sense men on the job. Ha haif-
a-dozen good bushmen bean set to -work
instead of half-a-dozen men in an offide,
the fence would by this time be built.
It is this officialdom which is killing the
project. Put on some common-sense bush-
men, and got the *Job done. I support
the second reading.

MR.. J. M. HOPKINS (Boulder):
When a proposition was first introduced
in this Chamber to build a rabbit-proof
fence, I moved as =~ amendment that
the money be given to the settlers for the
purpose of fencing their holdings. That
course is, I see, being adopted in the
measure now before us. I believe it is
quite undeniable, that rabbits have been
distributed in Western Australia and
liberated at various points between the
Vasse and the Moore.

Mat. MonAN: What is the good of
fenicing the holdings. if the fence be not
rabbit-proof?
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MR. HOPKINS: I say rabbits have
been liberated between the Moore and. the
Vasse. That has been done in the past,
and there are no rabbits there to-day. I1
understand that is accepted as true. It
is not long since we heard of a chief in-
spector of rabbits who announced that
after examining several millions of acres
of country beyond the Darling Ranges he
had found the only rabbit in the district,
and that if there were one more there he
was certain there was not more than one.
Well, I think the man capable of making
such a statement can very well be dis-
pensed with. A person who is prepared
to go out into nillions of acres of country
and then to come back and announce
that he has the only rabbit that was there,
I do not think is a sort of man whom we
in this country can find time for engaging.
I believe it was the same person who
stated that a prospector bad carried in his
billycan--I suppose his only billycan- -a
nest of young rabbits across the (desert
lying between South and Western Aus-
tralia.. That journey might as well be
recorded on the maps of Western Aus-
tralia., like Sir John Forrest's route, as
something which, ought to live in the
memory of the people. I have no sym-
pathy with the first portion of the Bill.
I do not believe the rabbit-proof fenc;e
will be of any service when erected. I
wish to say that in numerons instances
rabbits have been known to climb trees
to twice the height of a rabbit-proof
fence. That is undeniable; and we have
only to go to rabbit-infested countries to
ascertain the fact.

MR. MORAN: The statement is warmly
disputed.

THE PaRmir: Why do people erect
fences in rabbit country?'

MnR. JLLINGOOITII What is the use
of giving wire to the settlers ?

MR. HOPKINS: Because where there
is settlement we can have a process of
subdivision whereby there is a chance of
catching any rodents which may get
inside the fences.

Tug Pussnan: But thisy will jump
over so quickly.

MR. HOPKINS: No. I know sufi-
dient of them to he aware' they cannot do
that. It v11 he found that with a
fence which extends from Esperanee in
the south to the Kimberleys in the north

Ssroud reading.

I its life will probably be from 10 to 15
1 years, if no bush fires consume it in the

sum iner, if no willy- willies make breaches
in it, and if during dry seasons dust
storms do not blow sand up against it
so that it can be scaled by the. rabbits.

Ma. MoRAN: Fire does not affect a
fence composed of iron stanchions and
wire.

MR. HOPKINS: It will be found the
fence will probably have a life of from 10
tib 15 years. The estimated cost of build-
ing the fence is something like £1 10,000;
and I do not mind saying the cost will
probably be half-a-million, judging from
the rate at which the work is proceedinug.
We have now spent several thousands for
something like 12 miles of fencinga Of
course it is the cost of maintaining the
Rabbit Department which is increasing.
I do not thinkr there ever was any occa-
sion for establishing that Rabbit Depart-
ment. Its establishment seems to ine to
be only saddling the country with extra
expenditure.

MR., Mb RAN : What is wanted is one
good man in the Lands Department.

MR, HOPKINS: It hus been demon-
strated in other cou,,tries that the only
process by which rabbits can be coped
with is the subdivision of prolperties;
and that will be the only process of
service here. We shall find that the
rabbit-proof fence after its erection will
be -almost entirely useless, and where it is
sought to make it of use we shall Lave to
keep ah very lirge staff of men employed,
and then their efforts will not be success-
f ul.

MRs. T. HAYWARD (Bunbury):. As
to the introductory remarks of the last
speaker, I mnay say that to my own

Iknowledge more than 40 years ago there
were plenty of rabbits on the Canning
and Swan Rivers. In the neighbour-
hood of Bunbury they were found by
dozens, and at the head'of the Estuary
too; and I can Tnention half-a-dozen
different places where, within the last 20
years, rabbits have been found, and
where they have all disappeared.

MR. MoRAN: Every State has bad a
similar experience.

MR. HAYWARD: If rabbits come
here in a body. ag they probably will,
they will gain a footing, and we must be
prepared to meet them; but if they come
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in small numbers, I am satisfied they will
never make any headway.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
IN COMMITTEE.

MR. lLLNOWOuruH in the Chair; the
PREMIER in charge of the Bill.

TUE PREMIER said he was anxious
that the Committee should deal with
Clause 7 and Clause 38 as soon as pos-
sible, because the settlement of these two
clauses would leave the Committee free
to pass the Redistribution of Seats Bill,
so that it might go to a select coiumittee&
We should also pass the second schedule
of this Bill (defining the boundaries),
because until this schedule was passed,
the appointment of a Governor to this
State and the question of the salary
would be hung up. He moved there-
fore that Clauses 1 to 6, inclusive, he post-
poned,

Question passed, and the particular
clauses postponed.

Clause 7-Legislative Council:
THE: PREM'IER:- In dealing with

this question the Committee would feel
a certain amount of diffdence, because
members of this House did not like to
needlessly interfere with a question
affecting the constitution of the Legisla-
tive Council. The existing number of
30 members was, be thought, needlessly
large;- and 244, the number proposed in
the Bill, would be more nearly the same
in comparison of two Chambers as the
numbers of existing Parliaments in
other States; and certainly it would be
more consistent with the amended Con-
stitu~tion of Australia, and with the
proposed amendment of the Constitution
in Victoria. Personally, he thought 24
members would be ample for the Upper
House in this State. This number would
provide ah good workin 'r body; and in a
House which had not those party
divisions which existed in the Lower
House, 24 members really gave a larger*
working House than was the case
ini this Assembly, where the conditions
of political warfare interfered to a certain
extent with the number of votes left
available to decide questions free from
party considerations. On the other band,
it might he said that as there were .30

members in the Upper House now, a
reduction to 24 would niot be a substan-
tial reduction. That would be a good
argument only if we were dealing with
the question f romn the aspect of economy;
but in fixing the working number for the
Upper House, the existing number should
not be considered. We had only to con-
sider whether 24 wo uld give a good work-
ing body and an adequate number repre-
sen~ting the various portions and interests
of this State. Being satisfied according
to these standards, we ought to vote
for a number sufficient to constitute the
Upper House, irrespective of the existing
numbher.

MR. HOPKINS : Having discussed
the question of the Constitution pretty
largely on the second reading, he did not
now propose to repeat any of the argu-
menta4 he then used, but formually moved
as an amendment in line 14 that the
word 11four " be struck out, the effect of
the amendment being to reduce the
number of 24 proposed in the Bill to 20
as a sufficient number.

MR. JDAGLjISH: If Clause 7 were
adopted with any 1Jarticular number for
the Upper House, would he he at liberty
at a future stage, when dealing wvith the
postponed clauses, to propose that in
Clause 5 the words 11Council and" be
struck out Of the second line ?

THrE PRMR That could be tested
on the interpretation, when we came to
clause 3.

Tns CHAIRMAN: If Clause 7 were
passed with or without amendment as to
the number, it would not affect the con-
sideration of the preceding clauses which
had been postponed. If the hon. member
succeeded in striking out the words
"Council and" in Clause 6, when that

clause was dealt with, the effect would be
that Clause 7 would have to be conse-
quentially amnendoed afterwards.

Mu. DAGLISH: If the Committee
decided that there ought to be a Council
of a. certain number, Would 110L that bind
us to have a Council, and could we decide
afterwards that we would have a Council
of lio members ?~

THE CHAIRMAN: The only point
Clause 7 (now before the Committee)
would decide would be that if there was
to be a Coxn n'I, it should consist of 24
members, or such number as might be
fixed by amendment of the clause.
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iMn. MORAN: What was the object
of cutting down the number from 24 to
20 P

Ma. Harriws: That had been ex-
plained in his remarkf4 on the second
reading.

MR. MORAN: A change from 24 to
20 was neither here nor there. If it was
a question of economy, we should con-
sider whether members who enjoyed the
title of 11honourable" ought not regard
it as worth £2200 a year. 'They might be
asked whether they would prefer to
retain the title of 11honourable " or the
4200 a year. Even a reduction from $0
to 24 memnbers as proposed in the clause
would be only a trifling matter, unless it
were done on the score of economy. Of
course, £1,200 a year and some extra
printing might be saved as between 30
members and 24 members; hut we had
not yet arrived at thatt stage when a wave
of constitutional reform in the country
would force onl Parliament the necessity
for a large reduction of membhers. The
present proposal was simply tinkering
with the Constitution.

Mu. NAN SON:- If it would do any
practical good, he wouild support the
amendment, though not with the hope
that even if the amendment were passed
by this House it would pass in another
place. It was a question whether any-
thing in this Bill was worth debating at
the present time, The measure- had
aroused no enthusiasm in the country,
and we were simply tinkering with the
question of reform. One of the first
things to do should he to reduce the
numnber of members in both Houses.
The question of pa rliamentaLry reform hadl
not beguni to agitate the 'Parliament in
this State as it bad in some other States,
and it would not do so until public opinion
outside was roused on the subject. In
Australia generally, with a population
uinder four millions of people, we were
spending half a million a year on Parlia-
mnents, and this hie regarded as a gross
and reckless extravagance. If we nut
begin somewhere to reduce the cost, the
reduction. of 24 members to 20 wonld, of
course, mean a. small su i of money saved;
hut in add ition to) that it would affirm the
principle that our Parliament was cost ing
more than the work of thecouotryjustifled.
If the members of the Council were
reduced from 30 to -20 as proposed by the

member for Boulder, we should be effect
lag a, saving of something like £2,000;
year; and when members in considerin
the Estimates thought it worth thel
while to make savings of £560 or £2100
year in individual instances, it was wort]
while effecting a saving of £2,000 a yea
in one lump sumu, and waking that th
principle on which to deal with publi
expenditure. It was quite clear th.
Government had no strong feeling as ti
the necessity of economnising in regard ti
our public institutions, and Parliamen
had no strong feeling. The impetus wouli
have to come from outside, and in Westeri
Australia it would not come until th,
Treasurer found a difficulty in iakin
two ends meet. Then the people wouh
finid that Western Australia had beet
wasting money for years on its parlia
mentarv establishments. The chance o
the measure becoming law as it stood
during the present session was; verj
slender. Thstead of the Gover omen
being defeated on the question of havinE
two Chambers or one Chamber, they wouk
be defeated on the insignificant point a:
to whether the Legislative Council shotiko
consist of 20 or 30 members. Anothe:
point had been raised by the member to;
West Perth. If £200 a year was sufficieni
payment for members in this House, con
sidering the long hours members had th
work here, surely half that amount wai
adequ ate for members of the Council.

Ms. JAcowr:. Strike out the amouni
altogether.

MR. NANSON: It was his desire tk
support any proposal that would brinj
about reformi of a sweeping elm rscter
It was incritable that anything that wai
done now as to reforming the LegislativE
Council would in the first instance bx
relected elsewhere. The battle had yei
to be fought in the country; but then(
was no reason why the battle should nol
be begun now,

AIR. MORAN:- The feeling in reference
to constitutional reform had not the hold
in Western Australia that, it had iti the
Eastern States; but when the cry fot
constitutionial reform did come he hopedJ
it would be after we had fought what hE
might call. the commoneonemy. He hoped
there would be no big political battle
between the two Houses before the ques.
tion with the Federal Parliament as toc
our financial relations had been fought.

CASSNUBLY.] in Committee.
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A battle was coming of infinitely greater
importance to Western Australia than
whether there was no secon d Chamnber, or
whether the second Chamber should con-
sist of 20 or 30 members. This was a
political Bill at the present time. The
Government had felt the necessity of
giving expression in some shape or form
to the request which had been made for
constitutional reform. Whilst there was
a property House be would not support
Plural voting for the Lower Chamber. If
the Upper House was worth its salt at all
it would make members of the A ssembly
affirm their principles, and if we made
radical changes respecting the Council, it
was their duty to see that these proposals
were not rushed into too quiet-ly. If we
passed legislation here as we should, there
would be no Upper House; but when the
1)attle cry did come, and the Constitutional
question as to the abolition of the Upper
House was raised, then the Couuelwoxild
be entitled to send the Bill back until
there bad been an appeal to the people of
the country. If he were in the Upper
House and a, Bill abolishing the Upper
Chamber came forward, he would vrae
against it until the country had spoken
on the question.

R. HOPKINS; Why not send the Bill
to the people and have done with it?

MR. MORAN: It would be better to
have a general election immediately the
Estimates were through. apart altogether
from the constitutional question, so as to
get too well-defined aind wholesome parties
in the. House.

MR. HASTIB: At present memb ers
should not go into the question as to
whether there should be an Upper House
or not; but we should consider bow many
members the -Upper House should consist
of. The Premier suggested 24. and the
member for Boulder 20. The difference
between the two so far as expenses were
concerned was only about £800 a. year.

n. HopInws: What about other
expenses?

Mna. HASTIE: The other expenses
would come to another couple of hundred
pounds a year, but that was not a material

V ott. In the other States the Upper
ouse consisted of about half the num-

ber of members of the Lower House.
Therefore it seemed that 24 members for
the Council in Western Australia was a
pretty fair working number. The leader

of the Opposition had pointed out that
a Constitution Bill should have beeni
brought forward which would have given
general satisfaction. If a Bill had been
brought forward such as he (Mr. Hastie)
liked, it -would have given great dissatis-
faction especially to members of the
Opposition. We could not expect per-
fection in a Bill of this kind. Still mem.-
bers should try to make the memibership
of the other Hfouse fair to the country.
There was another question as to how the
24 members should be elected. His idea
was that instead of the number of Pro-
vinces being decreased, they ought to
be increased and the electorates made
smaller. It would be well to fix the
number of membhers of the. Upper House
a-t 24, to have 12 districts of two mem-
bers each, and the tenure of office should
be four years instead of six. We should
not inquire how members of the Council
would consider this question. After the
Assembly had passed the Bill, the Upper
House could deal with it and strike out
those provisions which they strongly
objected to; but the members of the
Committee ought to state their opinions,
and if we considered 24 members a fair
number we ought as far as possible to
insist on that number being adopted.

Mnt. WALLACE: There could be no
two opinions a.s to the ultimate result of
the Bill, and he could safely say even
those members who were advocating the
abolition of the Upper Chamber would
find that body a perfectly useful one for
bringing about the end4 they desired.
When before his constituents at the
last election he magde some allusions to
the Upper Chamber, but had thought
since that it was perhaps well to have
that body retained. Bills might pass
the Assenmblyr, not having been rushed
through, but with only small considera-
tion; and valuable amendments could be
made by the other Chamber in such matters
as had been dealt with here to-day and
agreed to with scarcely any comment.
He would not vote for reduction in the
inumber, preferring to retain the Upper_
Chiamber at its present strength. Nor
did he favour reducing salaries. Surely
the State did not reed to sa-ve a, few
hundreds or a few thousands of pounds a
year. Neither.' would he advocate any
increase of salaries for the members of
either House. The number of members

Constitution Bill. in Committee.
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in both should remain unaltered. Of the
Upper House franchise he did not
approve. The member for Boulder held
peculiar views on the constitution of both
Houses, and evidently stood alone. [Ma.
Hopnins: Multitudes wercaiways wrong.]
One or two Opposition members had said
something about the country Dot wanting
this measure; and certatinly lie had heard
none but membersQ of Pariiajnent advo-
cate an amendment of the Constitution.
True, this had been used as a splendid
election cry, even by himself; and mnany
members were now afraid to express
opinions adverse to those voiced on the
hustings. He would set aside all he had
said on the hustiiigs, and declare he did
not intend to vote for a reduction of
members in eitber House. lHe would
move, if the member for Boulder failed
to carry the amendment, that "twenty-
four" be struck out and "thirty"
inserted.

Amend ment (that the word " four " he
struck out) put, and a division taken
with the following result

Ayes .. .. .. 6
Noes .. .. .. 28

Majority against ... 17
AYEB. NOES.

Mr. Atkins M1r. Butcher
Mr. Jacoby' Mr. Daglish
Mr. Nanson Mr. Diamond
Mrr. O'Connor Mr. Foulkes
Mr. Taylor Mr. Gardiner
Mir. Hopkins (Teller). Mr. Gregory

Mr. Hre
Mr. Hsl
Mr. Hayrwna
Mr. Howma
MrT. James
Mr. Johnsonk
Mr. Kingsiif
Mr. Monger
Mr. Moran
Mr. Oats
Mr. Phillips
14 . quwan

Mr. Reid
Mr. Wallnca
Mr. Yelverton
Mr. Highsmm (Tailor).

Amendment thus negatived.
ME. WATLN&CE moved that the words

"twenty-four " be struck out and " thirty"
inserted in lieu.

THE CHAIRMAN: The House had
refused to strike out - four," so the lion.
member's amendment could not be moved
save on recommittal.

Clause passed.
On motion by the PREMrsE, Clauses 8

to 27 postponed till after Clause 28 bad
been dealt with.

Clause 28-Legislative Assembly
Mn.- HOPKINS moved that thew words

forty-seven " be struck oul.. He would
afterwards move that "thirty-.six" be
inserted in lieu. Some considerable
reduction in memabership should be made.
To say a reduction was desirable and
propose a reduction of only three mern-
hers was altogrether un-warranted. His
attitude was based on the assumption
that 'when we established the Federal
Parliament, the States would equalise
matters by curtailing State expenditure
to an amount at least equivalent to that
spent on the Federal Parliament.

THE PREMIER disagreed with the
amendment. Surely this was not a. ques-
tion of mere economy. Reduction waLs
not necessary to effct economies, but to
achieve an equitable redistribution. It
would he folly on the plea of economy to
ask for a reduction by two or three mem-
bers. Surely that reformer would be dis-
trusted who maintained that in any Par-
liamnent the one dominating feature should
be economy. There could be false and
extremely dangerous economy, The main
object should be to make the House an
adequate reflex of the electors' opinions.
That could never be done if the some-
what crude suggestion emanating from
Boulder were adopted. For that town-
ship and its energetic member he had the
utmost respect; but Boulder was not yet
renowned as the home of constitutional
lawyers. Why should members approach
constitutional reform with the vain desire
to secure theoretical perfection by insist-
ing that each agricultural centre, each
populous centre, and each outlying win-
ing district should have equal representa-
tion, with slight variations P Any system
of representation adopted must be largely
a matter of compromise. No Constitu-
tion Act in the Commonwealth, nor he
believed in the Empire, had representa-
tion definitely fixed by a mathematical
rule which admitted of no variation or of-
only a slight variation. The British con-
stitution and every constitution which
followed its lines was based on compro-
mise, without regard to mere theoretical
or logical perfec.tion. There were hound
to be members who, taking their stand
on certain bases, could show that the Bill
was not satisfactory. By approaching it
exclusively from a population standpoint,
exclusively from a standpoint of interests,
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from a standpoint of areas-f rom many
other standpoints-discrepancies could be
seen in the Bill. The House must
realise the force of all these bases, and
prod-ace a Bill which represented a com-
promise after all bad been weighed and
considered, No constitution attained
anything like automatic accuracy in the
extentto wbich electors returned members.
The number of electors in different consti-
tuencies varied in England from 19,000
to 2,500, in Scottan-d f rom 16,000 to 2,500.
in Ireland from 16,000 to 1,140, in
Wales from 21,000 to 3,632, in Victoria
from 6,000 to 1,683, in Queensland front
4,837 to 472. The member for Boulder
should particularly note the discrepancies
in Great Britain and Ireland, because
those discrepancies might have been put
right by the statesman whose speeches
so strongly impressed that hon. memt-
her when he approached this question;
but that statesman, though fully con-
vinced of the theoretical perfection of
his plan, did not even try to apply
those piciples to actual practice.
Whilst r. Gladstone might have laid
down a general guiding rule, yet that
statesman had to rely on the extent to
which he combined, by happy conipro-
misc, good common sense with logical

prncple. In England, in the metro-
politan parliamentary- boroughs a popu-
lation of four and a half millions was
represented by only seven members. Or
we might take, as a. recent instance, the
amend meat of the Constitution in South
Australia where, in the Northern Terri-
tory 900 voters were represented by two
members, or one member for 450 voters.
It was important to point tbis out-
because the extent of representation we
gave to the pastoral portions of this State
had been commented on a. great deal by
those who complained that other parts
of the State did -not obtain adequate
representation under the Bill-that in
South Australia the largest number of
electors represented by three members
was 19,000, being over 0,000 per mem ber;
and that the smallest number of electors
represented by three members was 8,000;
the variations being four members, three
members, five members, and two memnbers.
Therefore, in the proportion of electors
to members in South Australia there was
no attempt to adopt the rules l-aid down
by the member for Boulder, by which he

took almost a fixed number for agri-
eulturists, or for outlying goldfields, and a
fixed number for populous centres on the
goldfields or on the coast. It was impos-
sible for usa to apply exactly any fixed prin-
ciple; and what he asked the Committee
to do was to endeavour to arrange a
happy compromise. A great deal had
been said about the borna fides of the
Government in introducing this Bill. He
was not in accord with the observa-
lions of the member for Mt. Magnet
(Mr. Wallace), whio had said there
was no need for amendment of the
Constitution at the present time. His
own opinion was that there was a
demand throughout the State for a
redistribution of seats and of parlia-
mentary power, so that the balance of
power should not rest in the same hands
as it did to-day; and it was the dutty of
the G-overnment to bring forward a6 Bill
under these circumstances. Were we to
stand idlyv by d aring this session, and deal
with the ques tion next sessionP Ho
always utn derstood that this Hou se sh ould
discuss a matter like the amendment of
the Constitution to the fullest extent;
and he had shown- in the conduct of this
Bill the anxious desire of the Government
to give the fullest opportunity to members
of this House, to the Press, aind to people
in the country for conisiderin the Bill in
all its bearings. If it should happen
that the Legislative Council would not
pass the Bill, such apprehension would
not absolve members of this House from
the duty of grappling with the question
and trying to settle it as far as we could.
If the Council should throw out this Bill,
we at all events in this House would have
done our duty, and we should have made
good progress and given a guarantee that
we should he able perhaps to secure a
better Bill next session; therefore it
would niot be labour lost, at any rate, but
,work well done and we should be well
repaid. In the past, Bills of this kind
had been brought on rather too close to
the end of a Parliament, when matters
were rushed through somewhat hastily;
and hence we found a great number of
anoma lies existing at the present time,
dlue to the fact that at the last moment a
difficulty arising between the two Houses,
as it might do, would have to be com-
promised, perhaps in a hasty manner.
He hoped this House would realise the
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good and practical work we were doing,
and he hoped members would agree that
it was better we should approach this
question now than leave it to the
last moment in the life of a Parlia-
ment. As to there being no public
demand at the present time for the
settlement of this question, he regarded
that as the strongest argument for dealingt
with the question now, because we should
be dealing with it free from prejudice on
one side or the oither. The amendment
of the Constitution should hare no tone
of party connected with it.

MR. MORAN: Thle Premier shou ld have
said that when the Federal Constitution
question was under discussion.

THE PREMIER said that, in amending
this Bill, he wanted North Murchison to
stand as at present and have a member.
He wanted also to innilude in Mount Mar-
garet electorate the country around Lake
Way and neighbourhood. With regard
to extending the Mount Magnet electorate
as first proposed in the Bill, he now
thought it desirable, in view of the recent
progress in the Cue district, especially at
Day Dawn, that the district should con-
tinue to be represented by a member.
He was glad indeed to think there wats a,
firmer tone and a more hopeful prospect
in that district than there had been for
many years past; and he questioned
whether any goldfield occupied so sound
a position as that gold field. did at the
present time.

MaE. EASTIE: While hoping that the
present total number would be struck out
of the clause, he also hoped that the
number to be put in its place would not
be 48 but higher. The Premier had said
he desired that the next Parliament
should adequately represent every part of
the Stte; and had told us how people in
metropolitan centres might well do with
less representation in proportion to num-
bers than the people in less populated
districts. Yet the Premier proposed in
the Bill to give to wining districts the
smallest proportionate representation in
the whole country, except those people
who were in the goldfields metropolis.
The Premier had reognised that the
Bill did not give to those people
sufficient representation, and he had sug-
gested that one member should be
added, which member he would give to
the Mlurchison district. It was true we

could not consider population altogether
and nothing else, in a case of this kind;
but so faras population went, the sparsely
populated mining country was that, part
which, according to the Premier, deserved
it least. We might arrive at something
like fairness by increasing the total
number of memliers to 50, and so show
some fairness to the people scattered
about the goldfields country away from
populous centres.

THrE PRrzmnn: To whom would the
hon. member give the two additional
members ?

MR. HA STIE:- That c;ould be settled
by a select committee. In a part of thle
country where the principal population
was mining, the proportion of represen-
tation given by the Bill was one mnember
for 3,000 electors; but in other parts of
the country not nearly so sparsely popu-
lated, the occupation being far ming, the
proportion of repreentation there was
one member for about 1,500 electors. In
other words, people who lived in the one
kind of district had double the represen-
tation as compared with people who lived
in the other kind of district. Nobody
had suggested that increased voting
power should he given to people who liad
large families, because representation
was given only to persons over 21 years
of age. The Premier had told us there
was no part of the world where the seats
were divided on a. population basis.

Tane PREm Lra: No part of the British
Empire.

Ma. HASTIE: The Federal Electoral
Act laid down certain directions to be
observed in cutting up the number of
districts for the. purpose of representa-
tion, the margin allowed being not wore
than one-fifth either way ; and this
was to be applieli in considering com-
munity of interests, diversity oF in-
terests, and a few others. That seemed
pretty fair; but that method had not
been thought of by tile Premier in con-
sidering the different boundaries of the
districts in this Bill. As to the extra
consideration which should be given to
sparsely populated districts, and he (Mr.
ilastie) represented one, he said that in
regard to Great Britain the Premier ap-
parently was not aware that the people
who lived in boroughs in England had
more representation in proportion to
numubers than the people who lived in
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counties. Outside the capital centre of
Great Britain, the people who lived in
towns bad wore representation than the
people who lived in the larger cities.

THE Pun MIpt: That emphasised his
point.

MR. HASTIE : The Premier had urged
members not to strive to get ain absolutely
perfect Bill-

Tn Psnnstin: Absolute logical per-
fection,

MR. HASTTE: But that there should
be a compromise. It seemed to be a
curious way of compromising to go to
the map and out out one part, and say
that should have less representation
than any other part, and that was
what had been done. 'The compro.
wise suggested might be agreeable to
those living around Perth, to those living
in farmling districts, and those in the far
North; but the people who, so to speak
lived outside the pale could hardly agree
that the Bill was a fair compromise.
Members for the goldfields would give in
to a certain degree. We wished to make
the Bill workable, but we should be met
half way. In sparsely populated dis-
tricts on the goldfields the electors should
not be badly treated. He would vote for
the amendment, but after the word had
been struck out be would propose a higher
number than that suggested by the
Premier.

MR. HOPKINS: The Premier had
xtated that the Bill was based on com-
promise, but all the compromise seemed
to be on one side. Sonth Australia we
were told had anomalies in its repre-
sentation, therefore we were to have
anomalies too.

TunE PRxsx: Anomalies existed
everywhere, which shlowed they could not
be avoided.

Mn. HOPKINS:- Whatever differences
of opinion there might be, and whilst he
frankly admitted that he did not aspire
to be at constitutional authority, it was
entirely wrong for the Premier to propose
an additional member, and then to tell
members the district to which that
member was to be allotted. It was an
improper procedure.

MR. NANSON: As a matter of prin-
ciple he was in accord with the member
for Boulder (Mr. Hopkins) to reduce the
number of members to 36. He alwa ys
understood that when Australia eutered

the federation the principal object was to
simplify government; but as matters
were going on in this country we found
that federation meant another Govern-
nient superadded to the Governments in
existence in Austral.asia. The member
for Boulder and himself could 'eomfort
themselves with the thought that although
they were in the minority, they were on
this question only a little bit ahead of
the times. We should find that ulti-
mately the effect -would be to increase the
importance of the central body, making
it the great Parliament, and diminishing
the importance of the State Parliaments.
If there were 36 members instead of 50
members in the House, and the work
done by the 36 members was placed

Ibefore ajury of statesmen belonging to
some other part of the world, knowing
nothing of the relative numbers in the
House, it would be impossible to tell the
difference between legislation passed in
a 'House of 36 uind that passed in a
House of 50. There was a superstition
that large Houses necessarily meant good
legislation ; but in practice it was found
there was very little difference in the
work of a House, be it smatll or large. It
was natural that. members of Parliament
shiould try to glorify their position.
There being no apparent chance in the
House of reducing the number of mem-
bers, then the question would have to be
foughlt out i. L th e contry. Those oppos-
ing-'the reduction of members now would
be the first to support die proposal when
the constituencies turned round and said
that a red uction was necessary. He
would vote with the miember for Boulder;
but if the aniendment was not carried, in
order that the Murchison district might
obtain the same amount of representation
as other portions of the State he would
-vote for the additional member; but he
would Miuch prefe~r that the number of
members be reduced to 36 and the con-
stituencies be recast.

Mu. WALLACE: When before the
people he was to a, great extent guided
by the wish of the people, and when the
country asked for a certain reform he
took up that reform. There had been
no strong outcry for an amendment of
the Constitution, and he saw no reason
why he should support it. Such cries
originated from persons who wished to
get into Parliament, and who were ever
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ready to say what the sitting member
should do and what the person himself
would do if elected. If it had not been
for the disturbauce caused by the failure
of the Morgans and the Leakse Govern-
meats to carry on the business of the
country there would have been no need
to bring down a Redistribution of Seats
Bill. The country being dissatisfied with
both the Governments named, demanded
that members should go to the country
so as to give the people an opportunity
of saying who should control the affairs
of the State. At present the Government
in power were popular, and the people
did not want a change. But the Premier
believing an amendment of the Constitu-
tion was the wish of the people had
brought down the Bill, and no doubt the
Government would do their best to pass
the Bill into law. The basis on which
the Bill had been cast was probably the
correct one, because consideration had
not only been given to population but to
interests It would not be fair to tinker
with the Constitution every year. The
basis of redistribution had been framed
on the census of 1901, but since that
time the population had increased by
25,000 persons. At the time the census
was taken there were many sparsely
populated districts wh-ich probably now
had become largely populated. By re-
taining the number of Assemibly miem-
hors at 50, the less populous distric'ts
'night in a few years wvarrant the repre-
sentation they had hitherto. The Premier
mentioned the large electorate offlaunans.
'Where the interests of the electors were
identical, one man could as easilyv repre-
seat 9,000 as 900. The interests of the
Tiannans electorate were all mining in-
terests; and, unlike the northern and the
far eastern districts, the Hannaus district
was small and compact, and in it, unlike
his (Mr. Wallace's) district, there were
not three or four different interests
to consider. From the beginning, the
northern part of the State had to fight
energetically against the eastern districts ;
yet the former had been deprived of the
M~oore and the Murchison, as well as of a
Kimuberley seat, on the plea of lack of
population. Was it fair to disfranchise
those districts because population was
languishing, while the Premier admitted
that the Murchison as a whole was more
ksolid than any other part of the State?

TUE PREMIER: Not more solid.
Ma. WALLACE: -Then as solid. Thf

Minister for Mines knew that from a gold.
miming standpoint, the Murchison wai
moe solid than the Eastern Gold fields
though its output was much less; foi
there was every prospect of a rapid
increase in the population of the Murchi.
son. As the people in the North shoule
have been much more fairly treated, hi
would strive to retain the number oJ
mem bars at 50, in order that the Nortl
might secure its present share of repre.
sentation.

MRt. MORAN: Better retain all the o&
seats, including the two for Kimberley.

Mn. WALLACE said his remarks ap,
plied to Kim burley also. After the preseni
amendment passed, hie would move thai
the number be increased to 50.

Question - that the words " forty.
seven " be struck out-passed.

MR. MORAN:- It was his intenition. tc
mnove that the number be 60, a numbei
which he had advocated during hii
election campaign ; and neither in hii
populous electorate nor throughout th(
country had he heard any general sx.
pression of opinion in favourof areductioi
of Assembly members. If there were toc
small Houses, cliquism had a chance ol
becoming rampant; and in altering tht
Constitution fruin an economic stand.
point the first step should be to pay men
according to work done, saving .23,00C
by paying each member of the Uppei
House £,100 a year. The people werE
not clamouring for any radical alteration
of the Constitution. Public men were
sometimes ahead of the public in somic
things, and behind the public in others;
sometimes more liberal than the public
1)n Constitutional maters, and more con-
servative in respect of social legislation.
But unless the people were behind this
constitutional reform it would not pass.
In theory, federation should have re-
sulted in a great saving to this State;
but not being a federalist, not perceiving
any good federation had done to us, and
being daily conscious of the disabilities it
had imposed on us, he would not help
to reduce the importance of this Parlia-
ment in order that f ederalists might have
the satisfaction of proving the truth of
their prophecies. As the majority of the
people supported federation, let them
pay the cost of the Federal Parliament.
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He would not consent to any great re-
duction in our local Parliament because
there was a Federal Parliament. All the
more remaso why we should be watchful
of the encroachments of a body which
did not seem to do much good eitiher for
this State or Australia. Before to-day
there had been bizgfigbts between Federal
Governments and State Parliaments.
Notably in Canada, which was the only
real example for Australia's imitation,
being a British federation, the State
Parliaments fought the Dominion Par-
liament for years on mighty problems,
and won, in spite of a cast-iron con-
stitution, as fixed as that of the Coin-
iuonwealth. The power which matde
could unmake a constitution. In Canada
there were big fights on the fical
question, and two States won a great
battle against the Dominion Parlia-
ment, though those States were inside
the federation. Do not redkice the
number of members in the Upper
House. Even if the cost were heavy it
was good enough for those who voted for
federation. Let thenm pay for it. A
reduction of members would mean worse
government. There was enough apathy
now in this Chamber, and there would
be more with only 36 members. Before
any future reform were brought about
there would surely be a. serious discussion
throughout the country of the bi-camentl
system; and prior to that question being
decided no harm would be done by taking
off £100 from the salaries of Upper
Rouse members, who did not earn wore
than £100 if imembers of this Chamber
earned £200.

MR. HAsnn:. Better make the reduc-
tion £200.

MxP. MORAN:- That would be playing
too much into the hands of the capitalists.
The lihon. member was becoming a re-
actionary. If economy were needed,
£100 was a fair salary for a Legislative
Councillor; if efficiency were desired, it
could not be attained by reducing the
membership of the Assembly to less than
50. Western Australia required more
representation than any other Australian
State, for it had more diversified interests
than any other. It could be compared
to nothing save a combination of Victoria,
New South Wales, and Queensland on the
eastern seaboard of the continent. We
had everything possessed by those States,

*though our population was smaller. The
same interests were found here, and were
rapidly growing. This country could not

Ibe compared with South Australia; for
Ithough the latter was almost equal in
Ilength, it had but a group of people on
Ithe southern seacoast and a handful in
the north, the two d istricts being separated
by a stretch of country comparatively
desert. In this State the whole sea-
board was populated f ro m north to south,
and broken up by large ports. We had
Queensland repeated in the North-West,
New South Wales in the metropolitan
latitudes, and Victoria with its Gipps-
land in the South-West; therefore this
State needed mnore representation than
the others, having more important
work to do than they. What parallel
could be found throughout Australia,
to our Eastern Goldfields? There had
never been any parallel. At Kalgoorlie
was a great centre of population spread-
ig out like a fan through the interior,

The whole of Queensland had for many
years been tra-versed by the colonists; its
pastoral industry had overrun the north
and the west ; but here was a State which
but a few years ago was populated only
in at fringe along the coast, and bad since
developed nioro rapidly than any other
State iu the world. Not cven in America
could the growth of the Eastern Gold-
fields be paralleled. [M&. DIAMOND:
What about Broken 'Rill?] Broken
13ill would he lost in the Eastern Gold-
fields. Kalgoorlie alone was a parallel
to it, and there would still be great gold-
fields were Kalgoorlie taken away. No
doubt the people would ultimately demand
at reform of the Constitution; but he had
no intention of supporting a reduction of
this House to 36 members when that
demand was made; and that he was not
one who changed his opinions in defer-
ence to popular clamour was proved by
the fact that he had been out of politics
for twelve months. But he was in
favour of reducing the pay of Upper
house members.

Tnn; PRMIERy: What had this to do
'with the number of members in the

7Lower House?
Mx. MORAN: The Bill dealt with

Upper House membership also. He 'was
in favour of having the number of this
House raised to 50, and in favour of
giving one seat back to the Muvrchison
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which the Bill bad first proposed to take
away; he was in favouir of giving the
populous centres on the Eastern G-old-
fields another member; and he might
say a word also On behalf of that part of
the State which had the greatest number
of people and the least represenitation,
that was Perth. In regard to the prin-
ciple of " no taxation without represeuta-
tiou2' he must point out that the mn or
woman who was on the roll did not pay
more than the man or woman who was
oft the roll. A youth aged 18 to 20 wag
as good a taxpayer as a man aged 22. In
that sense, therefore, Perth was getting a
less share of representation iuder this Bill
than any other jphlae, on the basis of popu-
lation, Take the population in any Perth
electorate, it would be seen that the Bill
gave to ]Kalgoorlie a bigger representation
than it gave to Perth.

MR. HASnxi,: No; the opposite.
MR. MORAN: The proposition he

had made was that the goldfiels should
have two more members and the coast
one more member, thus making the total
members up to 50. This was not an
unfair proposition towards the goldfields.
as it would give one mnemnber to a sparsely-
populated goldfields district and one to
a thickly-populated gold fields district.
Hle did not believe in representation abso-
lutely on a population basis. It wvould
be better to keep this House at the
present number of 50, for it was too soon
after federation to reduce the number of
inembers. Therefore lie moved, as an
amendmient, that the word " fifty " be
inserted in lieu of the number struck out.

Tany PREMIER: It was to be hoped
the Committee would support the 0-or-
erment in fixing the number at 48,
being one more than was first proposed
in the Bill. He particularly urged
members to ask how any increase, if
made, was to be apportioned so as to
adequately preserve the balance created
in the Bill, namely the balance in regard
to initerests, population, and area. The
Bill endeavoured to effect a compromise
between these three principles. no one of
which could be allowed absolute pee-
dominance so as to entirely overshadow
the others. The Government asked the
House to agrree to 48 as the total number
of members, and this would give a House
larger than the Assembly in South Aus-
tralia, where the population was twice as

many as in this State, the geographical
area also being somewhat extensive,
though not so large as here. If two more
members were to be added to the number,
how were these to be allotted? Were
both to be for the goldfields? ( MR.
Hxsrin: Certainly.] Then the sugges-
t-ion was that we should increase the 47
now in the Bill by adding t-hree more
members for the goldfields. As a matter
of fact, it must come to that if there was
to be an increase of three. Two must be
added to the goldfields or two to populous
centres, or there would be no increase
beyond the 48 which the Government
now suggested as an amend meat. If one
were given to the gold fields and one to
the coast, that would emphasise the dis-
tinction between coast and goldfields,
which distinction would be better avoided,
and there would then be no gain on either
side. If in making an increase beyond
47 we did not indicate where the increased
power should be given, it would be like
tossing -a penny. The House had a right
to know where it was intended by the
Mover that the increase should go. The
member for West Perth had suggested
that the increase beyond 48 which he had
proposed should be made by giving one
member extra to the goldfields and one
extra to Perth. That would be two extra
seats to populous centres.

Ma. MORAN: And one to sparsely-
populated centres.

TueR PREMIER: Where did the one
comle in?

Mn.. MORaAN: The proposal which he
had submitted was to increase the number
from 47 to 50.

THE PREMIER:- If -we increased the
electorates and gave two members to the
goldfieldsj and one to the coast, we would
be giving the extra three seats to popula-
tion.

MR. JorNasox:. What about the seat
on the Murchison?

TatE PREMIER: Cue claimed an
additional member on account of the
increased population at Day Dawn. One
member was given to that district, and it
was suggested that Kalgoorlie-Boulder
should have one, and the other one was
to be given to Perth. That suggestion
would. hardly commend itself to members
who were desirous of doing what was fair.
The goldfields and the Murchison had
full representation, and Perth had full
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representation to-day. There was no
claim at all to an extra member,
and the same could be said about
the Hannans belt. There should hie
no claim for an extra. member.
Although hie was speaking as a mnember
for Perth-he would like to see the samue
attitude taken by the member for Boulder
(IIr. Hopkins) and the member fur Kis-
goorhie (Mr. ,Iohnson)-he deprecated
any increase for Perth. He would like
to see the member for Boulder and the
member for Kalgoorlie deprecating a s9ug-
gest ion that Kalgoorli j-Boulder should
have another meinb~r.

Mu. HopKixS: No inerease had been
advocated by hii.

Tiaz PREMIER: Tile lion, nlenier
Supported the suggestion by saying "hear,
hear."

Mnt. Hopuins: There -was no idea of
supporting an increase on his part.

THE PREMIER.: The contention
raised on behalf of the goldfields was
that they had outlying areas which were
not receiving adequate representation.
To meet that lie had suggested one more
member for the Murch ison.

Mn. HASTIE: What had that to do
with the goldfields generally ?

THE PREMNIER:- The contention was
that the golldfields as a whole had not
fair represenitation, and he had met that
general objection by adding a member
for North Murchison. There was
adequate representation proposed for the
goldfields people, who had no claim.
Kalgoorlie-Boulder had no claim, for
increased representation any more than
Perth had. It would be an unfair pre-
ponderance to 2ive one extra member to
Perth and two exitra. mnembers to the
groidfields. The proposal was not justi-
fied by population or area. It would be
much wiser to allow the 43 members to
stand. I~t was a beltter compromise to
the goldfields.

Mu. HASTlE: There was one part of
the country which was penialised, and
which was mnore sparselyv populated than
even the farming districts, and that part
required double the number of members
proposed to get the same representation
as the farming districts. The Premier
had offered to give North Murchison an
additional seat. That affected onl a
small part of the area. So far as the
Murchison was concerned, the goldfields

members did not base their request on
the population there. Cue was large,

ibut the extra member to the Murchisonk
.would tiot benefit the population in

I sparsely-peopled districts on the Eastern
fields. One member (Mr. Moran) had
contended that the districts around thle
capital were increasing in. population
more than Other districts, hut he did not
support his Contention with figures. All
the figures available proved the very
opposite. Theo Hannans-Kalgoorlie dis-
trict, according to the last census, showed
an increase greater than that of the
metropolis. The people on the Hannaus,
belt were nlot being treated better than

Ithose in the metropolis, Why was the
representation fo-r the goldfieids metro-
polis less than that for the capital of the
State P Take Perth itself. There were
five electorates, containing 16,343 elec-
tors, with five memibers, or an average of
3,268 electors. On the goldfields there
-were Kalgoorlie, Bouldler, flannans, Cool-
gardie, Ivanhoe, and T1rafalgar.

THE PRnmixaR: Why include Cool-
gardme?

Mn. HASTlE: Because it wast part
of the Kalgoorlie mectropolitain area. These
seats had 20,324 voters, or anl average of
3,390 electors per member; but if, as thle
Premier suggested, Coolgardie was left
out, that gave an average per member of
100 electors wore, because COolgardie
only had 2,580 electors. Perth had one
meniber for 3,268 electors and the Kal-
goorlie metropolis one for 3,600. In
speaking of the Perth metropolis he
wished to include all the districts be-
tween Midland Junction and Fremantle.
Anad in speaking of the goldfields
metropolis ho included all the districts
around Kalgoorlie and (loolgardie. In
that case there -was am average per mem -
ber for the metropolitan area of 2,886
voters, and an average for the goldfields
mnetropolitani area of 3,890 voters. Wherc
did the sense of fairness comne in ? He
could imuagine that the people living on
the goldfields did not think they were
treated in a fair manner.

THE PREMIER: Why not put in
Kanowna P

Mr. HASTIE: Because it was
bigger than any farming district. To
travel round his district Le often had to
go 200 mites. There were only two places
which he could reach within 10) mades of
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each other. The other settlements were
20 to 50 miles apart. When the Premier
insisted. that he was treating the gold-
fields metropolis well, the people on
the gold fields had one member for 100
voters more than in the metropolis. In
the sparsely-populated districts in which
farming was the paramount element,
there wore 25,199 electors, averaging 1,482
electors per member, and there were 17
members for those districts. The sparsely-

r pidlatedadistricts on the goldfields had
21,364 electors, for which they had seven

members, and the Premier proposed to
add one more, making the number eight.
Where farming preponderated there
were 25,000 electors for 17 members,
and where gold predominated there
were 21,000 electors for eight members.
Surely the Premier might get out of the
rut hie was traversing, for lie evidently
thought there were no people outside of
the metropolitan district, Clue, and. the
farming districts. It was surprising that
we had not heard in this debate that the
farmers were the only permanent settlers
in the country. Probably the Premier
thought so, else he would not declare
that to be entitled to a representative a
section of the country must have twice
as many people as were required to
seure a representative in other parts.
It was peculiar that people in sparsely-
populated districts had smaller repre-
sentation than people ill the metropolis.
Surely the Premier's sense of fairness
should lead him to make an alteration in
that respect. The Premnier asked for an
alternative proposal. That he (Mr.
Hastie) was not prepared to make; but
doubtless the people would be satisfied if
the Premier agreed to the increase asked
for, though the course was open to the
objection that the Eastern Goldfields
would then have greater representation
than the metropolis. The proposal in
the Bill was 13 members for the gold-
fields and 13 for the metropolis;j and if
the total number of members were
increased, probably the Premier would
wish to preserve the proportion intact, as
he seemed to have a great respect for the
balance of interests, which according to
him. were fairly represented by giving
the metropolis 18 members, the goldfields
1S, farming districts 17, and Pastoral
districts 4; while he now suggested that
the least populous part of the goldfields

should have one more member. Largely
on account of area and of interest, all
agreed to that; hut more should beIdone, and could be achieved by increas-
ing the representation given to the
sparsely - populated districts on the
Eastern Goldfields.

Mn. MORAN - The goldfields mem-
bers should show a desire to give and
take.

MR. HASTIE: All give and no take.
MR, MORAN: In strict justice to his

electorate he might advocate leaving the
number at 47, withdrawing his proposal
to give the goldfieldstwo mare members
and the populous centres one more.
Something was dlue to the vigour of the
goldfields advocates; and it was bad
to have a section of the community
always imagining they had a tremendous
grievance against the remainder. [MnR.
ILASTIE: Had they niot ?] On what
basis did the hon. member rest his argu-
ment?

MxR. HASTIE: To a large extent on
population in sparsely-populated districts.

Mit. MORN on population, where
population did not exKist! That was
merely a roundabout way of saying the
hon. member was against -representation
according to population-[Mx. HopKiiis:
That was logicj-and he wished the
population basis to apply to places where
there was hardly anxy population. Again,
when the hon. mein her said "population,"
&d he mean population or did he refer
to men with electors' rights ? [Mn.
HASTIE: To electors.] Then that was
another aberration from the principle of
representation according to population, a

*principle well recognised throughout
modern history, in some c-ountries E6huost

the only basis of representation, and to
a large extent the basis adopted for the

IFederal Hlouse of Representatives.
Mn. HASTIE: No;- there were no

figures to show the population of the
dfifferent electorates for that House.

Mn. MORAN: There were figures to
show how many members each State was
entitled to in7 the Lower Rouse, and
there was a common divisor as in America,
and Canada. Did the hon. memnber
believe in the old theory of no taxation
without representationP [Mr. HASTIE:
Certainly.] Then the chain was complete.
Did the man on the roll pay necessarily
more taxation than the man without a
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Vote? [MR. HA5 rIE: No.] Thou the
hon. member was illogical. If the first
principle of representation on a popula-
tion basis was no taxation without repre-
sentation, and there was no distinction
between the man on the roll and a. man,
a woman, or a child not enrolled, popula-
tion must be considered and not electors.
[MR. HOPKINS: To that none objected.]
Then the case for an increased represen-
tation of Perth was stronger than ever.

AIR. HOPKINS: Give ihe figure.
Mn. MORAN: All knew that for every

adult in the sparsely-populated goldfields
districts there were far fewer women and
children than per adult in Perth. If the
non-voting women and children in Perth
were three, four, or five times more
numerous than the voters, the corre-
spondinig portion of the goldfields popuila-
tion would not be more than twice the
number of the voters.

MR. HAsTiE:- If the hion. member
wished for representatives of children,
say so.

Ma. MORAN: Let the bon. member
stick to his own principle of no taxation
without representation. The food and
clothing of the child paid duty like thtt
consumed by the adult, and the child was
as important a unit in the population.
He (Mr. Moran) wits giving away much
in consenting that Perth should have
only one more member, while the gold-
fields received two more. The alteration
should be the other war about; but he
hoped the coast would always be generous
to the goldfields, as. this Parliament
always had been generous. At one time
the goldfields had only two memibers, yet
had a full share of public money expended,
anld had railways4 and loublic buildings
liber-ally soattered, lboth oil the Murchison
and on the Easterni fields, during the
eight years hie had been in this Parlia-
mnent. But in view of the mnighty work
the goldfields did in Western Australia,
give. thum two more membiers, Let the
hon. member look up the census returns
for Perth and divide the centres of
population by the number of members,
when he would find that he could not
make out such a good case for the gold-
fields, for the population of Perth was
less adequately represented than that of
any other part of the countr 'y. The pro-
position to increase the membership to
.50 must not be hedged round by the

Premier's restriction. The Premier forgot
there was a Redistribution of Seats Bill;
that boundaries might he entirely altered ;
and though we might retain 50 nembers,
it did not follow we should have exactly
the same electorates. He (Mr. Moran)
had from the first contended for 50 as a
whole number, apart from the question
of districts. Afterwards he would discuss
the redistribution. Of the proposed
boundaries of West.Perth, South Perth,
and several other electorates, he did not
approve. These matters could be amicably
settled in Committee, after altering
entirely or partially the numbers in each
electorate.

At 6-30, the OHA.RMAM left the Chair.
At 7-30, Chair resumed.

MBR. MORAN: In considering popula-
tion, let it be population; and on that
basis Perth was decidedly the least repre-
seated part of the State.

Mn HOPKINS: When seeking elec-
tion to Parliament, he had pointed out
b ow unlikely it was that any agricultural
member in Parliament would get up and
propose. that an agricultural constituency
should be struck out of a Redistribution
Bill. What hoe foretold had now happened.
If numbers onl the roll were not to be
taken as a basis for redistribution, why
take population as a basis at all ? The.
probability' was that. the proportion not
on the roll would be about the same on
the coast as on the goldfields; so there
was no argument in that. Personally he
believed that 86 menibers in this House

I would adequately represent the State as
a whole, and adequately represent the
goldfields. There should be-no considera-
tion other than population.

Kit. JOHNSON supported the amend-
mnent to increase the total to 50, and
said the goldfields were justly entitled to
the extra three members beyond the
number proposed by the Premier. The
Premier had said it was not fair that we
should argue goldfields versus coast; but
in regard to this measure goldfields mem-
bers were bound to do so.

Tap PnEMmRrn: Deal with mining, not
with the goldfields.

Mu. JOa NSON: The Premier placed
so many members for so many people on
the coast.
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TH.n Pnsnrun: No; he referred to
industries.

10n. JOHNSON: As the Premier had
dealt with the metropolitan area on the
coast, so the goldfields members dealt
with the metropolitan area on the gold-
fields. If the Premier argued that interest
should he represented, then goldfields
members had a stronger argument in the
fact that mining was the one industry
which had built up this State. If the
Premier argued from interests, then
goldfields membhers contended they bad a
stronger claim for more representation
than the agricultural interest. It was
simply asked that the goldields should
get equal representation to what was to
be given on the coast. When thle last
redistribution of seats took place, the
Parliament of that time gave increased
representation to the goldfields, but coun-
teracted. it by giving increased repesenta-
tion to the coast.

MR. Monikw: That was quite wrong.
That Parliament gave 10 new members
to the goldfields.

M.R. JOHNSON: Increased represen-
tation was given to the goldfields at that
timne, and also given to the coast, so that
the goldfields were relatively in no better
position than before. This Bill would
give more representation to the goldfields,
but not the representation they were
justly entitled to. If the metropolitan
area, on the coast got one member to
9 ,000 on the roll, then the goldfields
metropolitan area should get one memlber
to 3,000 people on the rol). If area and
interests were to be considered, as the
Premier recognised inl giving another
member to the Murchison, then the
North-East Coolgardie district should
also be recogn ised as having a claim on
account of its large area. If with five
members for the East ern Goldfields there
was one member for 3,551 persons on the
roll, this must be compared with one
representative for something under 3,000
on the roll in the metropolitan coastal
district; therefore goldfields members
argued that they should have the same
proportionate representation forthe metro-
politan area on the goldfields; in other
words, the goldfields should get one
more member for Kalgoorlie district, and
that would put them on the same basis as
the coastal metropolitan area. For the

Murehison, one member was now practi-
cally granted by the Premier in addition
to what was provided in the Bill. Then
there should be another member for the
Yilgarn, Ranowna, Menzies, and Mount
Margaret districts, owing to the large
area, and the interett to be represented,
according to the population point of
view.

Ma. HOLMAN. The Premier bad said
we should consider population, interests,
and area. That being so, he (Mr.
Holnan) felt sure that no one who had

Ibeen on the Murchison goldfields during
ithe past two years could realise the im-

mnense strides which had been made there.
He was sorry we had not more up-to-date

Ifigures than those contained in the last
census. The population of Day Dawn had
increased more than four-fold during the
past two years, and the gold return for
the Murehison field for 1900 amiounted to
100,000 ounces. The total yield of gold
for the past two months for that field was
6-2 ,000 ounces, more than half the amount
turned out in the previous twelve months.
The number of hands employed by the
Great Fingal mine three years ago was
between 85 and 90. A few weeks ago
there were 750 hands employed by that
one mine. The population of Cue had
increased by wore than 500 within the
last few months, and the population of
Nanine had also increased. Since the
miners' homestead leases bad been avail-
able in the district of North Murehison,
mnore leases had been taken up than in
any other portion. of the State, and the
pastoral interests of North lMurclison
were second only to those of the Gascoyne
and Kimberley. The Premier had stated
that population should be one of the bases
on which redistribution should take place.
Therefore he (Mr. Holman) suggested
that three more sea-ts be given to the
goldfields. The population on the gold-
fields was about 80,000, therefore if the
goldfields were treated in a. similar manner
to the agricultural and pastoral districts
they would hare a far greater number of
mlem bers than was at present proposed.
Until the goldfields had the taxation
removed from butter and flour, which the
agricultural districts could not supply,
the same disparity of population -would
exist in the future as at present. The
miners on the goldfields would. have to
send their money to the Eastern States
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to support their families. At one agri-
cilltural show which had been held in this
State during the past few weeks, the dis-
play of batter was only about 2lbs., and
at the luncheon given on the show ground
tinned milk was supplied. Some meme-
hers who were at the recent agri-
cultural shows counted the number
of pounds of butter displayed, and
,at one show there was 11I and at
the last show only three samples of
butter were to be foundl. According to
the population the goidfields should have
at least 20 members, and if we must
consider interests, then the goldfields
should have two-thirds of the representa-
tion in the House. Seome membersi had
said that the g-old-mining industry had
done nothing. It might not have built a
town; but he maintained that gold-
mining in Western Australiai had built up
the State. The mining centres represented
two-thirds of the area of the State. The
arguments of the Premier went to show
that the mnining centres were entitled to
more representation, and he hoped the
Premier would give the gold-mining
centres three extra seats. He would sup-
port a redistribution of seats on a popu-
lation basis, for in that case the gold fields
would have fair representation.

How. F. H. PIESSE supported the
amendment of the member for West
Perth. It would be better for the Gov-
ernment to adhiere to the present number
of members. This was a growing State,
the prosperity of the country was assured,
which was evidenced by the large output
of gold and by the large advance in azri-
cultural development. All this poinited
to the fact that in a few years this coun-
try would be as populous as some of the
otb' er States, exceeding perhaps some of
those which bad been mentioned. The
Premier had referred to South Atistralia
as a country where the popula~tion was
greater thani in Western Australia, and
which had a Legislative Assembly with
a less number of members than was pro-
posed by the Bill. The conditions of
Western Australia. were different from
those existing in South Australia, which
no doubt was a prosperous country, %unl
would go on prosporing through its agri-
cultturalinterest; but the mining interests
of South Australia had never been great,
and would never he as prosperous as those
of Western Australia. He maintained

that there was no necessity wvhen the
last amendment of the Constitution took
place to increase the number of members
from 44 to 5'0. The number should
have remained at 44; but having bad
increased representation for some time
it should be continued. The Premier had

Itried to consider every section of the
community when framing the Bill. He

Fhad fairly considered mining, agricul-
tural, and what were termed metropolitan
and ports. At the same time, there was
an unfairness displayed. towards the agri-
cultural section of the community. The

i constituency of Plantagenet had been
I squeezed out, whilst that district was fast
kbecoming settled by an agricultural popu-
lation. The Plantagenet constituency
had been merged into the Williams and

IAlbany constitujenties. The Beverley
Ielectorate took in a portion of the Wil-
liams. If members looked at the map
they would see that the districts of ]Plan-
tagenet, Williams, and Beverley, with the
adjoining districts of York, Northam,

jand Toodyay, formed the great belt of
agricultural country. Within that area

4in a, reasonable time there would be a
larger population than on the goldfiels,

*and that population would be an in-
creasing one for all iime. Hfe had men-
tioned before that the prosperity of the
agricultural community dated back to the
discovery of gold; but we must not get
away from the fact that there was nothing
so lasting as the agricultural industry of
a country. During the last few years
many people had been induced to come
and settle on the lund; the number of
people who bad come to this country and
taken up agriculture being- in excess of all
expectations. Looking at that, we should
not reduce the number of niembers, but
the representation should be allowed to

Iremain as at present. 'fake the con-
stituenc' Y of the Williams, ten years ago
the rumber of electors on the roll was
something like 130; to-day there were
1.800 electors, and that increase had taken
place more particularly during the last
five years. People with families had

Isettled on the land, and the boys and
girls would be growing up and soon
enjoyiug the advantage of the franchise,
Therefore the number on the roll would
be increased mateirially. He did not wish
to disparage the goldfields, which had
been the life-blood of the country and had
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helped the farmers to develop the land;
but the goldields population was a
moving one. Take the district of
Kanowna: the population of that elec-
torate had been reduced from 5,000 to
3,000 within a short time. Not only was
there a moving population on the gold-
fields, but there was a moving population
of the artisan class in the cities. Pre-
suming that depression came to this
iountry, who would be the first to move
out?

MR. HASTIE: The farmers.
HON. F. H. FlESSE: The gold-miners

and the artisan class. They would move
away; but the men on the soil would have
to stop, for they had their holdings and
could get their living from those holdings.
Those on the soil deserved consideration
at the hands of members. We were
dealing with the future as well aswith
the present, and looking at the growth of
the farming districts which bad been
mentioned, the number of members for
those districts should not be reduced.
Let us adhere to the 50 members and
restore the district of Plantagenet. He
was willing to give another member to
the goldfields in addition to the one pro-
posed for the Murchison. In adjustingthe boundaries of the electorates th
Premier and those associated with him
wore prompted by a desire to serve all
interests; but there seemed to be a want
of knowledge on the part of those who
adjusted the boundaries.

THE PP.EMiER: The boundaries were
settled by the Surveyor General.

Hot.. F. H. PIESSE :The Surveyor
General was a good officer, and had done
good work for this country- but the
people who were best able to settle the
boundaries of the electorates were the
members themselves, who knew the elec-
torates and could suggest the best boun-
daries to adopt.

THE CHAANnn: Boundaries would be
dealt with in the Electoral BiD.

HoNm. F. R. PIESSE: If there were
lo be 50 members, the boundaries of
their constituencies might be discussed.
Though the goldfields and the mnetro-
politan mnembers rightly said the popula-
tion of their districts was great, and
deserved consideration, the people who
developed the land deserved equal con-
sideration though fewer in numbers;
therefore he objected to the abolition of

the Plantagenet constituency, and sup-
ported the proposed increase of member-
ship to 50.

Mn. IASTIE ; The last speaker main-
tained that agriculturists should have
twice as much representation as other
people because the former were attachled
to the soil ; and that th ey shoulId run th e
country, as they were superior to people
in the towns and on the goldields. The
gold fields people never asked for charity,
but maintained they were as good as
people elsewhere. [HON. F. H. PIESSe:
That was never denied.] The hion. mem-
ber said there would ultiniatelyv be a large
population in the South. The same
might be said of the goldfields. Kanowna,
had been brougpht forward as a glaring
example of a mo vin g and decreasing gold -
fields population. A few yeairs ago the
Kanowvna, district was not well populated;
but at the end of 1898 there was an
extraordinary* alluvial rush, peculiar in
its being the most successf ul and longest-
continued big rush ever known in Auis-
tralia. [Ma. MAN:kz Only a tin-pot
rush compared with Ballarat.] Prior to
the rush the population of the Kanowna
district was under 3,000. The rn4b
continued for about 18 mn,,ths, and after
it the population remained stationary at
5,000 or 6,000; so Kanowna had now as
stable a population as could be found
anywhere, and if similar alluvial finds
were made at Ran owna, hundreds would
again leave place(s like Plantagenet and
Kattannig for that district.

Taxn PREMIE R: Let the House stick
to 48 members. That the member for
the Wiffiams should favour 50 was
astonishing, for with 50 he had no more
chance of a. member for Plautagenet plu
one for the goldfields than of flying. No
member couldI think it justifiable to give
an extra member to the goldfields and
another to an agricultural centre. That
would not remove goldfields dissatisfac-
tion, but would to no purpose increase
the membership. The suggestion would
not receive the support of a quarter of
the members in the House.

RoN. F. H. DrumSS: As a memnber
was to he given to the Murchison, then
another to the agriiculturists and another
to the goldfields would he but fair.

THE! PREMI E R: Giving one to the
Murchison removed the ground for corn-
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plaint on the goldfields, The goldfields
wanted two extra members. [HozN. F.
H. PiEss.E: With that hie did not agree.]
Then it was suggested there should be
one between the goldfields and one
between the metropolitan areas. The
areas to be represented by the 48 had
been settled, and only two seats remained
to be disposed of. Let the hon. member
ponder on the result, for he would have
a very slight chance of getting increased
representation at Plantagenet; so by sup-
porting the amendment he would be
voting for dinliiiig the relative power
of the agricultural vote.

How;. F. H. PIESSE: A. glance at
the map on the wall showed that fromn
the northern boundary of the Toodyay
district to the sea coast, which were the
boundaries of Plantagenet, was an
immense district embracing the best
portion of Western Australia, which
would yet be the backbone of the State,
would carry an immense population and
produce immense wealth; therefore it
deserved as much representation as the
goldfields districts which claimed an
increase. He had never maintained the
goldfields people were not so good aS
others. Give fair play to all. There
was no0 reason why Plantagenet should
have been struck out.

Amendment (that " fifty " be inserted)
put, and a division taken with the fol-
lowing result:-0

Ayes
Noes

Majority against

.. 18

8

Ares. NOES.
Mr. Bath Mr. Atkins
Hr. Dae Mr. Butcher

Mr. MntleMr. MIg
Mi.' Johnusou. Mr. Gardiner
Mr. Mornn N r. Gregory
Mr. Phillips Mr. Ilaywma
Mr. Reid Mr. Hopkins

r.Taylor wr. Jacoby
Mr. Paesse (Taller). Mr. James

Mr. O'Connor
Mr. Purkis
Mr. Quinlan
Mr. M1ason
Mfr. Yelierton
Mr. Higlam ('Tell"),.

Amendment thus negatived.
Mr.. HASTlE moved that the words

"forty-nine " be inserted. The question
really was whether a right should be

given to some people that wag not given
to others in equal. proportion. We had
tried to remove any sense of unfairness
in connection with the redistribution,
and the Premier had said we should try
to make a happy compromise, though
the compromise be had suggested was all
on one side. This proposal would be a
fair compromise, by making the number
49. If 48 as suggested by the Premier
were acceepted, certain sparsely populated
districts on the goldf ids would have
much less representation than was given
to farming districts in proportion to
number; and if it WaLs Said there would
still be a disparity resulting from the
fixing of the nuuber at 49, his reply was
that some disparity was practically un-
avoidable even in the best scheme. The
sparsely populated districts on the gold-
fields were increasing in population at
an infinitely greater rate than in the
coastal farmfing districts;i and if we fixed
the number at 48, the disparity on this
basis would be still greater in three or
four years. His own estimate of the
goldflelIds representation was 13 m embers;
but the Premier said we ought to count
Collie and Pilbarra as mining districts.
The latest figures given in the report of
the Mines 'Department showed that the
number of miners working on all mines
in the State. including prospectors and
diggers, was 20,1561 ; and that in what
were known as the goldfields, from reak
Hill in the north to Esperauce in the
south, and fro nt Southern Cro ss eastward,
the number of miners was 20,080, leaving
only 480 for the rest of the State in
regard to mining; so that the gold-mining
industry outside the area he had men-
tioned was so small that it was scarcely
worth considering. Therefore the Premier
should accept as a fair compromise a total
of 49 mnembers, and the goldfields mem-'
bers wonld then assist him in distributing
tIhe seats a little better than was proposed
in the Bill.

Mr. BATHT supported the amendment.
The Premier was to blame for any
warmth which had been imported into
the discussion. The hon. gentleman's
plan of distributing the seats according
to interests bad resulted in giing unfair
advantage to the agriculturlv districts.
If that proposal had been on a popul~ation
basis whore the electors were compact,
and if he had given consideration to

Coudiwion Diu. [18 NovmjBFR, 1902.]
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the scattered electorates irrespective of
whether they were on the coast or on the
goldfields, that plan would hare been
more satisfactory to the House and the
country. The member for the Williams
(Hon. F. H. Piesse) had pointed to a
probable great increase of population in
his district, and lie (Mr. Bath) believed
there would be a large increase in that
district; 'but even then the area of the
district would not be increased, and we
knew that the electorates in the South-
West portion of the State had a less quota
of electors than the goldfields elector-
ates. Even if there was a superiority of
one industry over the other, it would nots
be sufficient to account for the distrep-
ancy in numbers. The proposal to allot
seats on that basis was out of place in
the Bill. The former proposal to increase
the number of members to 50 was a fair
cornpromise; but having been rejected,
the number 49 should now be accepted,
and wye could then allot two extra, seats
to scattered electorates on the goldifields,
thus producing a Bill which, he believed,
would be acceptable to the people of the
State.

MR. HOPKINS opposed the amend-
metit, The issue was clear and distinct:
'what was to be the number of mnembers
for the Legislative AssemblyllF The ques-
tion was not one of interests. When we
reached the Redistribution of Seats Bill,
we mighit alter the constituencies greatly ;
and if, in recasting the constituencies,
that of Boulder had to be wipied out, andi
it was shown to be in the interests of the
country that it should be so, he would
cheerfully submit to it, believing that if
hie desired to enter Parliamnent through
some other consttuency, his chances
would he as good as that of any one.
The question of constituencies was not
the question before the Committee, but,
the number that should constitute this
Chamber. He still pinned his faith to
36 as a nunibcr sufficient to constitute
this Chain er.

Question (that ''forty-nine"' be in-
serted) put, and a division taken with
the following result:

Ayes
goes

7
21

Majority against ... 14

Airs.
Msr. Bath
Mr. Dogis
Mr. Manle
Mr. EHlan
Mr, Johnson
31r. Feid
Mr. Taylor (Taller).

Noes.
Mir Atkins
Mr. Butcher
Mr. Ewing
Mr. Fonikes
Mir. Cardines.
arr. Gregory
Wr. Harper
Mr. Hayward
Mr. Hopkits
Mr. Jacoby
Mr. James
Mr. Kingamill
Ur. Mclionald
Mr, O'Connor
Mr. Phillip&
31r. Plese
Mr., l'urkiau
Mr. QinlanU
Mr. Boson
Mr. YelvertonIMr. Highni (TeIr)j,

Amendment thus negatived.
Tns PEREMIER moved that the

words ' forty-eight " be inserted. This
was in accordance with what he had
already stated, and farther remtarks were
not necessary.

Amendment put, and a divison taken
with the following resuilt:-

Ayes .. ... ... 23
Noes .. .. .. 4

Majority for .. .. 19

AYE& N~s
Mr. A tkins HM r.Iotn
Mr. [lath or?. or
Mr. Butcher ',rI. Veiverton
Mr. Daglish Mr..Tacoby (Taller).
Mr. 1;wing
Mr. Fouikes
Mr. Osardinor
Yr. Gregory
11r. befle
Mr. Hayward
Sir.' Holmn
Mr. -Tames
Mr. Jobasen
Mr. Kinguniill
Mr. McDonald
Mr. Philips
Mr. Piso
Mr. Purhiss
Mir. Quinlari
NJir. Boson
NTr, eid
Mlr Taylor
Mtr.Highan' (TdIVI).

Amendment thus passed.
Mat. HrmIqs: An amendment stood

on the Notice Paper in his name. Had
he the privilege of moving it?

Tnx CaAtrm&Nr: The Committee had
affirmned 48 as the number ; therefore
that settled the matter. The bon. member
could try to get his amendment made
on recommittal.

Clause as amnended agreed to.
On motion by the PRtEMIER, progress

reported and leave given to sit ag-ain,

[ASSEMBLY.] ip Committee.
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LOCAL INSCRIBED STOCK ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

S3iCOflD RRADL&.

THE TREASURER (Hon. J. Gar-
diner), iii moving the second reading.
Said: This is a Bill to provide for a abort
amendment of the Local Inscribed Stock
Act of 1897. Section 6 of that Act
salys:-

Stock may be issued to the public. and shall1
be for ten pounds or some multiple thereof,
and shall be redeemable at par on aL date to be
named in that behalf by the Governor when
authorising the issue of the stock, and notified
in the Governmaent Gazette; such date not being
later than fifty years from the date of issue,
and shall bear interest not exceeding four per
centuw per annum, payable at each dates
(half-yearly or otherwise) as may be prescribed,
but after becoming- redtemable shall bear no
interest, whether payment of the principal
shall have been demanded oi- not.
I propose to amend that section by strik-
ing out the wordl -ten" and inserting
"five" in) liu The object I have in
doing this is that I have been approached
by one or two large employers. of labour
who have represented to ine that if the
muldtiple were reduced from ten to five, a
number of their employees; would invest
their s9avings in local inscribed Stock.
Therefore the Bill requires no farther
wourds of explanation from me. I move
the second reading of the Bill.

Mit. MORAN (West Perth): This
Bill absolutely irivolves no principles one
way or another. It is at matter to be
dealt with in Committee. The question
of mak ing, larger use of our- local resources,
it this can be done, does not need any
glathering together of our forces. It
is a minor detail which I would like to
see go through as quickly as possible.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a Second time.

IN COMMITTEE.

Bill passed through Committee without
debate, reported without amendment, and
the report adopted.

POST OFFICE SAVINGS BANK CONSOLI-
DATION ACT A MENDX 8NT BILL.

SECOND HEADING.
THE TEA SURE r. (Hon. J. Gardiner),

in moving the second reading, said: This
is a small amendment which I1 wish to
make in the Post Office Savings Bank
Consolidation Act of 189:3. In Section 8

1of that Act we want to make an altera-
dion as provided by Clause 2 of the
Bill. We find a very cumbersome clause
in that Act, whereby if a, depositor made
a deposit at Kalgoorlie, for instance, when
the advice came down a receipt had to be
sent front Perth. This duplication of
work did not tend to any greater efficiency
in the administration of the Act. 'it
simply entailed a. lot of work for no
practical use at all. Section 3 1 may
just as well read so that members may

1understand it. It says:
j Every deposit received by an officer of the
Postmaster General, appointed for that pur-
pose, shall be entered by him at the time, inIthe depositor's book, and the entry shall be
attested by him, and by the dated stamp of
his office, and the amount of the deposit shall
be reported by such officer to the Postmaster
General, and the acknowledgment of such
Postmaster General signified by the officer,
whomt he shall appoint for the purpose, shall
be forthwith transmitted to the depositor, and
the said acknowledgment shalt be conclusive
evidence of his or her claim to the repayment
thereof with the interest, upon demand made
by him or her on the Postmaster General;
and in order to allow a reasonable time for

Ithe receipt of the said acknowledgment the
entry by the proper officer in. the depositor's
book shell also be conclusive evidence of title
for ten days from the making of the deposit;
and if the said acknowledgment has not been
received by the said depositor through the post
within ten days, and he, before or upon the
expiration thereof, demands the said acknow-
ledgment fronm tire Postmaster General, then
the entry in his book sall.1 be conclusive
evidence of title during another term of ten
days, fetus quotus: Provided also that such

Ideposits shall not be of less amount than
one shilling nor of any sara not a multiple
thereof.
This simply, meant that we were dupli-
c ating the work of the office, and we find
to duplicate this work has no practical
result and involves an outlay of about
£350 for salaries and £600 for postages ;
so thathy repealing this sectionand making
the clause read-

3. (r.) Every deposit received by any officer
of the Colonial Treasurer appointed for that
purpose shall be entercd by him at the time of
receipt in the depositor's book, and the entry
shall be attested by such officer signing such
entry and affixing thereon the date stamp of
his office.

(2.) An entry so made shall be the sole
evidence of a deposit having been made, and
shall be conclusive evidence that the depositor
named in such book is entitled to repayment
thereof with interest (if any) thereon.

(3.) No deposit shall be less than one shilling,
lnor of any sum not a multiple of one shilling.

Inscribed Stock, etc.
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we are saving the country practically
between £800 and Q.900 a year in
administration without lessening either
the efficiency or the check., We find in
the office we can easily adopt a, system to
protect the Government against anyv of
the omissions which were provided for
in Section 3 of the original Act. With
regard to the amendment of Section 17
of the principal Act, this is practically
another wording of the section. Clause
3 says:

Section 1/7 of the principal Act is amended
by omaitting the words"- All Friendly Societies
legally established," in line one, and inserting
mn place thereof " Any registered Friendly
Society or registered Trade Union, or any
branch thereof, respectively "; and by insert-
ing after the words " Friendly Society, " in
line five, the words " Trade Union."
The object of Clauses 3, 4, and 5 is to
enable friendly societies to do as is done
in Victoria, for instance, to practically
make the Savings B~ank their bank, and
instead of being limited to a deposit of
£C150 in any one year, friendly societies
are allowed to deposit up to £600 annually.
I think most people 'will agree that it is
wise to advance slowly in this respect.
There are numerous other amnendments.
which I might make, hut to make them
would take much more time than I have
at my disposal; and I desire to he
cautious. These are two small amend-
meats. One will be of benefit to the
State by effecting a saving of something
like £800 a year; tire other will be of
benefit to the friendly societies, enabling
them to use this institution practically as
their bank. I think the House will agree
that neither of these ameudmeu Ls is such
as will affect the Act other than by making
it more useful and less expensive. I
move the second reading.

Mu. T. F. QUINLAN (Toodyay):t I
will Ray merely a word or two in support
of the Bill. It will probably be within
the recollection of members thtat the scope
of the royal coniunission which investigated
the Postal and Telegraphic Departments
embraced the Savings Bank also, and that
the commission wade ai recommendation
somewhat to the effect of that embodied
in this measure. At any rate, what the
Treasurer has referred to came under our
notice as evidence of the necessity for
reducing the trouble to which depositors
are put; and without any farther remarks
I commend the Bill to th House.

Ma. HL. DAGLISH. (Subiaco): I shoul
like to express may'gratification at the fa
that the Treasurer has introduced thi
measure ; because its provisions in regar
to friendly societies and trade unions wi
be particnlarly welcome. Friendly soci(
ties in this State have felt the inconi
veuience of being unable to draw upo
the Savings Bank in the manner provide
in. this Bill; and I am sure the privileg
of making suchi deposits will be a
advantage, not to them only but to th
Savings Bank, because they will, almo4
invariably have a substantial 'balance t
credit. I likewise have pleasure in suf
porting the second reading.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

(Nv COMMITTEE.

Clauses 1 to 4, inclusive-ag reed to.
Clause 5-Friendly societies m a

deposit £600 annually:
MIR. HOLMAN : 'Would trade union

and friendlv societies be entitled t
interest on the full sum deposited, or o
the present maximum, £300 P

THE TREASURER: That would t
a matter for subsequent r'egulation. Prc
bably such societies would be treated i
this respect like other depositors.

MR. JAGOBY:- To the new provisio
he did not object; but was there an
reason why the clause shrnild not appi
to all depositors ? Surely it was goo
from the Treasurer's point of view the
the depositors shud be allowed to ban
as much as possible; anud it was hardi
right that a section of the coimnunit
might deposit more than £150 tan aill
while others [giht not.

THiE TRZEASURER: These societie
ware collections (if depositors. Un
doubtedly there was ample opportunit
for liberalising the principal Act ii
accordance with the hon. member's views
but the object of the Bill was to bring
into line with the Victorian Act, prac
ticaily as recommended by the roya
commission on the Post Office. Personall'
he would like to see the institution mad',
the ordinary bank of a large nuniber o
people, but that could not be dohte with
out consideration, care being necessary ti
insure the soundness of the systen
adopted. Ile intended to minutely ives
tigate the working of the bank, aw
trusted to be able next session to brinj

ASS K31-1i [ Y.-,
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in a measure liberalising the Act as the
hjon. menmber desired.

Ma. JAC'OBY: Then it was for
adinistrative reasons that the Treasurer
did not wish to extend the operation of
the clause?

TuE TREASURER: Yes. More con-
sideration was requnired than could now
be given.

MR. JACO BY:- Ott the strength of
that promise he would take no farther
action.

clause passed.
Preamble, Title-agreed to.
Bill reported without amendmnent, and

the report adopted.

DRtOVING BILL.

COUNCIL'S AMENDMIENT.

Amendment made by th.e Legislative
Council now considered, in Committee.

MR. BIJTCHERmnoved that. the amend-
ment be agreed to.

Question passed, and the amendment
agreed to.

Resolution reported, the report ado pted,
and a message accordingly returned to
thle council.

ANNUAL ESTIMATES.

IN COMMITTEE OF SUPPLY.

Resumed from the 13th November;
Mu. ILLINGWORTE in the Chair.

COLONIAL SECRETARY'S DEPARTMENT.

Rleciora4 £29,446 (resumed):;
MR. JACoBY rose to move that Item 1

(Chief Electoral Registrar) he transferred
to "1Provisional and temporary."

THE CHAIRMAN : When previously
eousidtered, this item was reduced by
£60. The hion. member's motion should
have heen made prior to that reduction.

Ma. JACOBY: Last year the member
now in the Chair liad, in similar circum-
stances, moved that the item he trans-
ferred to "Provisional and temporary."

Tus CHAIRMANs: Item 1 was disposed
of at the last Sitting; and the question
-now before the Comm~ittee was Item 2.

Item-Boulder, Kalgoorlie, and Han-
nans Electoral Registrar. £190:

MR. WALLACE directed attention to
Several Rites Of a simuilar nature, to show

a great anomnaly in the case of the
electoral registrar for Cue, provision
being tade onlly for an electoral registrar

*for four months in that ease, as compared
Iwith an annual salary of £190 in the
item under notice, that officer's wholo
time being required for the work. Was
it necessary that there should be at
Separate office entirely for the work of
electoral registrar for Boulder, Kal-
goorlie, and Haninanls, also a separate
officer in several other places, while so
small a provision was made for the same

Iwork at Cue? [ THE COLONIAL SEC RE-
TARY: Yes.] A saary of £170 was set

Idown for one electoral registrar at East
ICoolgardie, while the officer at Cue who
performed the whole of the electoral
registration -work never received more
than £120 a year.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
reason was that in most of the cases cited
the registration work was extremely
heavy, requiring the officer's whole
time, whereas only part of the timne
of an officer was sufficient for the work
in some other districts where the salary
was small. The Government hoped
in this matter, as in several others, to
effect considerable econlomy by corn-
bination of offices so far as was consistent
with efficiency. Where these officers had
small remuneration, they were always
doing the electoral work in addition to
other work for which they were paid, the
other work being in connection with the
Treasury or the Mines Departments.
That was the reason for the apparent
anomaly in the sums 'paid to these
officers in different districts. Ile 'hoped
some economies would be effected before
the next Estimates were presented.

MRt. HOPKINS: For Kalgoorlie,
Boulder, and Hannans district one mean
did the whole of the work. It would be
better if that work were subdivided so

I that an officer doing Some other work
might perform these additional duties in
each of these several places, and in this
way be able always to attend to the duties
in that pilace instead of having to travel
from one place to another. As to a
registrar's whole time being -required in
the Cue districut, the Minister need only
visit that place to see for himself the
condition of affairs.

MnL. HASTIE: In the Kanowna dis-
triut the electoral registrar had to attend

Avaiml Estimates: [18 Novvmmnt, 1902.]
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to 17 or 18 distinct centres, and his time
was fully occupied.

Ma. FOULKES: The system of elec-
toral revision was unsatisfactory. A
certain number of officials, caed electoral
registrars, prepared the rolls in the
several districts throughout the State.
In some eases the work was done by civil
servants, in other cases by clerks of
municipal councils or roads boards. The
result was that only a certain amount of
attention was given to the preparation of
the rolls; and while it was true that
some of these officers did their utmost to
prepare the rolls properly, there were
other cases in whit-h tbe work was done
very indifferenttly. This was due to the
fact that there was no visiting inspector
to see that these electoral registrars per-
formed their duties properly and regularly,
Another result was that when revision
courts were held, the electoral officer for
the district would request one or more
magistrates to attend the court; and
it being difficult to get magistrates to
attend, the registrar 'wonld perform the
duty himself, thus practically sitting as
a court to revise his own 'work. The
Colonial Secretary should appoint more
than one inspector of electoral rolls, so
that the registrars in the several districts
might have their work _properly super-
vised. The practice in England was for0
revising barristers to he appointed, those
barrister-s conducting iperiodical revisions
at the several courts. It -would be
impossible to get the work done in ths
State in an efficient manner under the
present system. Who was the officer who
inspected the rolls prepared for Boulder,
Kalgoorlie, and flannans district?'r

Tna COLONIAL SECETARY: The
Inspector of Parliamentary Rolls went to
the district.

M., FOULKES: Did the same officer
attend at the different revision courts
held in the State?, Probably he attended
the courts only in Perth and Fremantle.
It was impossible for him to go to the
goldfields or to other districts away from
Perth and look after the work properly.
There should be more inspectors, and
there shouldI be at least one for the gold-
fields. It was not a, good practice to
appoint civil servants as electoral regis-
trars. The work would probably receive
better attention if persons outside the
ser-vice were appointed to do it.

Tuia COLONIAL SECRETARY: Th,
suiggestions. would receive due consider
ation. There was a misapprehension a.
to the duties of the [nspector of Parnia
inentary Rolls. If complaints wer.
made as tothe Compilation of the rolls
the inspector inquired into themn. H1
also instructed electoral registrars as ti
the system they should jpursue. A sun
was provided on the Estimates for travel
ling expenses for salaried Officers, au
the travelling expenses of the Inspecto
of Parliamentary Rolls would come on
of this iuut. Whete the inspecto

togtthe system was insufficient o
ustisfacto~ry hle wouldI instruct th.

electoral registra-rs as to their duties
This officer was not able to travel mudl
last year, being engaged in rireparinl
the rolls on the census basis. Th,

ipressure of that work had now beem
overcome, and the Officer Would Ile abi,
to travel around the country and atteur
to the duties mnentioned. The rolls whici
the inspector had been preparing wouli
be used for the new Electoral Bill whem
it came into existence.

Mat. TAYLOR: How was it that ii
some districts salaries of £290 and £l7i
were paid, and in others an allowance o
£5 was muade. The officer at Kanown;
received £2170, while the officer at Men
zies received £13 6s., time officer at Moun
Magnet £11 12s., and the officer a
'Mount Margaret £13 6Is. If it wa
necessary to pay the officer at J1anown:
X1 70, then the officer who attended tb
the Mount Mlagaret district, which wa.
much larger than the Kanowia district
should be paid a similar amnount. If

IWAS necessary that an officer shouh
devote th e whole of h is ti me to Hainowvna
then an officer should give the whole o
his services to the Mount Margare
district.

Tn COLONIAL SECRETARY: 1i
some districts where the work was hear,
an officer had to be set apart to perforn
those duties, but where the duties coub
be combined with other work, then am
allowance was made and the work we
performed by an officer of the Treasur
Department'or the Mines Department
Where the amounts appeared small the'
were really large, because they were addi
tions to the salaries of officers engaged ii
the Treasury or Mines Departments. Am
endeavour waLs being Made to devise

p-SREmBLY.) 1431erloral Vote.
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schemne whereby this work could be done
by officers already stationed in the
districts.

Mn. TAYLOR: If it was necessary for
an officer to devote the whole of his time
to electoral work in Kanowna, surely it
was, necessar ,y to have an officer to give
all his tinie at Mount Margaret.

Ma. HOLMAN: If an official was

appointed in one district whose sole duty
it was to look after the electoral rolls,
and in another district the work was com-
bined with other duties, then the district
which had anl officer solely to attend to
the electoral work had ail advantage
over the districts which had not. The
officer who conld give all his time would
see that electors were placed on the roll;
but it was no advantage to a manl who
only received a small sum to get electors
on the roll. The whole State might be
cut up into districts and electoral officers
appointed for each district, so that people
in one electorate should not be treated
better than those in another.

THE TREASURER : Where officers
were discharging Treasury wvork, Local
Court work, 01r Mines Department work,
and had practically little or nothing to
do, it was intended to combine the elec-
toral work with the other duties, and
that was being dlone in places where only
a small amount was provided on th~e
Estimates.

MR. MORAN: Was the electoral work
being well done in Kanowna where the
officer received £170

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: No com-
plaint had been received of the way in
which the work was done at Kanowna.

MR. MORAN: Was the work done
well at Mount Margaret ?

Tim COLONIAL SAcaUrAuy: The same
answer would apply in regard to that
question.

MR' ' MOtRAmN If the work was well
done at Mount Margaret for £13, then
why did it require £1 70 to have the work
irell dlone at Kanowna?

Itemis-Goldfields allowances, electoral
registrars, Ron] dor, Kalgoorlie, anid
Hannans (3), Coolgardie and Mout
Burges (2), Kanown (1), £-30 each:

Ma. HOLMAN moved that these items
he struck out.. Inistead of goldfields
allowances be-ing made, officers should be
paid salaries adequate for the work done.

On the goldfields there was no necessity
to give an allowance to a mau who was
paid £170 a year for doing electoral
work.

Mu. HOPKINS:. If the hon. member
desired systematic economy, he would
have mnoved to strike out th allowances
to stipendiary magistrates.

Tanr PR.EMIER: They were not gold-
fields allowances.

MnR. HOPKINS: Nevertheless they
were perquisites. If it were desired to
strike out allowances, that should have
been done from the beginning of the
Estimates. Why single out one or two
officers ?

THE COLONTAJ1 SECRETARY: As
soon as possible these salaries and emo-
luments would he investigated; but even
with goldfields allowance such a, salary
was little more than a living wage, anid
in practically every branch of the service
officers on the fields had an extra allow-
ance. This was but fair, for with the
allowances the salaries were not high.

MR. RoLwAi.: But one mnan received
£5 and another £.200.

Taxc COLONIAL SECRETARY: Pro-
babl y the man who received £C5 drew £270
for other work.

MR. HOLMAN '.Possi bly doing too much
work.

THEs COLONIAL SECRETARY: No;
else he would not he given this extra work,

Mu. flAG-LSH: The hon. member
(Mr. Holman) argued that it was as cheap
to live on the goldfields as to live else-
where.

MR. HOLMAN: NO; that there should
be no allowance, but a salary merely.

Mu. .DAGLISH: It was frequeutly
necessary to transfer officers to and from
thle goldfields. When on the fields they
received this allowance, and when they
left the fields the allowance ceased. If
the allowance were part of the salary,
they would when transferred froni the
fields to other districts be overpaid, or
the Government must reduce the salaries
at the cost of perpetual heart-burning
and trouble in the departments. As long
as the cost of living on the fields was
greater than in other parts of the State,
so long must these allowances continue;
and if abolished to-day they would be
reinstated next year.

MR. JACOBY; The Minister was a. most
wonderful reorganiser and econommeer.

Blectorca Vote.Animal RstimAtex:
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He started. with a strong desire to attain
these ends, and to do so he increased the
salaries both here and in a preceding
portion of the Estimates.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: Which
salaries were raised ?

NIE. HOLMALN:- The allowances were
raised.
Mn. JACOBY: Thus practically in-

creasing the salaries. If the Minister
found he could get certain work done on
the goldields for £50, was it reasonable
to pay £200 in another electorate where
the conditions were siilarP Why pay
the registrar at ifanowna a salary of
£170 and an allowance of £80, when a
similar official1 at Mount Margaret cost
£18 6s. 64. ? Why not first reorganise
and then put allowances on a proper
basis? Throughout these items would
be found extraordinary anomalies; and
systematic reorganisation should have
preceded increases. Either the amountI
paid ait Kanowna was far too high or
that at Mount Margaret far too low.

THn COLONIAL SECRETARY,
Passing the items dlid not mnean that the
money' would be spent. If it were found
necessary during the remainder of the
year to reorganise, there was no reason
why the sum passed should he paid.
The emoluments of the registrar at
Kanowna seemed large; but if they were
reduced, the same man would not con-
tinue to do the work. Another officer,
probably in the Mines Depaitmen t, would
be instructed to take up electoral work in
addition to his other duties, and the
services of the man drawing, £170 and
£30 allowance dispensed with, That
would he done if advisable.

Mnz. JACOBY:- If the Minister had
not had. time to look into these Esti-
mates, who had put down this extra £30 ?

THE COLONIAL SECRETABaY: The per-
maneat head.

MRn. JACOBY: Then what became ofI
responsible government? The Minister
said he had not time to see whether these
allowances were requisite.

THiE COLONIAL SECRETARY:- They were
requisite.

MR. MORAN: If an 'y of these larger
items appeared next y ear-, the colonial
Secretary would not have done his duty.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: Somle of
them would appear.

Mn. MORAN: Surely there should be
less disparity' between Kanowna and Mt.
Margaret.

MR. HOLsMAN.- The Minister bad not
stated why these increases had been
made. If the goldfields allowance was
necessary this year it was necessary last
year. Why should themere allowanceein
some electorates be ats muach as the total
amount spent for electoral work in six
other districts? Were the latter officers
paid under some other head last year?
If the allowances were increases, wh '
were they not added to the salaries ?

THE COLOrNA SECRETARY: They
were allowances.

MR. HOLMAN: Yet the officers were
not entitled to an alllowance* last yeEar.
Why should a few registrars be tre ated.
so much better than others? The pro-
vision in each electorate should be uni-
form; yet one man was patid £5, and
another £2200 for doing less work, for he
had shorter distances to travel. He
would press the amneunen t,and members
who desired the economy to which they
were pledrd, would support him.

THu OLtONIA[, SECRETARY:
Already he had explained that such an
officer as a maininig registrar received, say,
£2250.

Mn. JoHNs~oN:- And goldields aflow-
ance.

Tuxg COLONIAL SECRETARIY;
Scarcely; because the very name " mining
registrar " would imply that the allowance
might fairly be included in the salasry.

Mn. JojHisoN: A goldfields allowance
was the recognised thing,.

ThnE COLONIALj SECRETARY: The
officers mentioned in this vote were
officers of the Electoral Departmnent,
liable to be shifted about the State, and
when removed from the fields lost their
allowance. While there they sh9ould.
hare their allowance, to which, when on
the fields, they were entitled.

MR. HomlwAN : Were they on the gold-
fields last year, and what did they get
then ?

THE COLONIAL SEC RETA RY:
They did not get any goldfields allow-
ance; and that was an; inj ustice.
Ma. TAYLOR ask-ed wh y it should

cost £2170 a year together with at gold-
fields allowance of £80 for electoral
registrar's work in one electorate, and
should cost onlyv £13 ini another cc-

[ASSUsIBLY.] Fleetoral Vote.
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torate much larger in area, if not larger
in population?

TnECOTONJAL SECRETARY: The
reason was that out of the salary of £250
or £300 a year paid to an officer who was
also doing electoral work, there was not
sufficient charged to the electoral depart-
mient in proportion to the work done by
the officer for that department.

MR. TA YLOR - That was not sound.
Maz. JOHNSON: The go]ldfields allow-

ance of £80 paid to the electoral registrar
at Kalgoorlie had been chiallenged by one
or two members. This officer was very
hard-worked.

Mn. HOL MAN: Other members
wanted to see hard-worked officers put
into their electorates, and paid an equal
amount for,doing this work.

Mat. JOHNSO0N said be informed the
House last year that the electoral regis.
trar at Kalgoorlie deserved to receive a
goldields allowance. Now that he was
to receive it according to thes;eEstimiates,
one or two goldftelds members were find-
ing fault because an equal amouint for
goldfields allowance was not shown in
their particular electorates.

MR. MORAN:- Was the work worth the
mjoney-that was the question?

MR. JOHNSON: Take Kanownia as
am example, the officer devoted part of
his time to the work of electoral regis-
tration and did other Governmuent work,
but he did not get paid for the other
work according to these Estimates.
That officer drew a big salary for doing
the electoral registrar's work and a small
salary for doing the other work, while
it was the reverse in regard to another
district.

MEMBER: What was the other workP
Ma. JOHNSON : He was registrar for

births, deaths, and marriages in Kaniowna.
The goldfields allowance was the increase
which the officer got for doing work
similar to that done on the coast without
an allowance. The officer in Kalgoorlie
had been reeiving practically a sweating
wage, and this goldield allowance was
aded to give him a, fair wage.

Ma. TAYLOR: Why were not allow-
ances given to other officers. living farther
in the interior? As a Labour man he
wished to see each officer of the Govern-
merit giving a fair return for the salary
received, irrespective of the constituency
it% which that offic er was located; and

be would not consent that because an
officer happened to be in a, Labour con.
stituency therefore he should have a
higher rate of pay than he was fairly
entitled to. Still it had not been shown
by the Minister why in one place the
work of an electoral registrar should cost
£9200 and in another place similar work
should be done for £18. He thought
the explanation was that there must be
bad administration; therefore he sup-
ported the amendment.

THE COLONTAL SECRETARY
quoted. f rom the Emoluments Return of
last year showing that the electoral regis-
trar in the Mount Margaret district was
perfor-ming a number of different duties,
for which he received altogether £9414 a
year, with a goldfields allowance of £21.
This showed that the complaints of two
members, who said that certain officers
receiving small salaries dlid not get also
goldfields allowance, were wrong as the
Emoluments Return showed. In North
Murchison, the electoral registrar per-
formed several other duties and received
a. total salary of £360.

Ma. BATH : This discussion proved
that what was needed was not the cutting
out of this allowance but more accurate
bookkeeping in order to show the work
actually done for the several departments
and the amount of pay received for the
work. There was; a big discrepancy in
the amount set dlown for the electoral
registrars of Mount Margaret and the
Murchison; hut it did not appear that
either of these districts was getting am
advantage. The amounts were not pro-
perly apportioned for the duties the officers
bad to perform. As the Colonial Secre-
tar' had promised that something was to
be done, a chance should be given for
reorganisa~tion. The items should not be
struck out because discrepancies occurred.

Alp., HOLMAN: Members should
know exactly what officers were receiving.
Instead of amounts being pint down
for forage, for rations, for goldfields
allowance and. so on, the total amount
un officer received should be stated.
When a working man went to the gold-
fields he had to accept the wages paid
there, and on returning to the coast that
man had to receive the scale of wages
paid here. The same conditions should
be made to apply to civil servants. If an
officer on the goldfields received £200 as
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mining registrar, and £5 as electoral
registrar, the chances were that the officerI
devoted very little time to his electoi al
work for which he received a small sum.

MR. TAYLOR: According to the
amounts read out by the Colonial Sec re-
tary, the electoral registrar at Mount
Margaret received £220 as a gold fields
allowance, while at Kalgoorlie the electoral
officer received £30. Had the £20 at
Mount Margaret the same purchasing
power as the £30 in Kalgoorlie ? Hle
thought that everything was dearer in
Mount Margaret, and the conditions of
living more trying. Why should one
section of electors be more costly to
"round. up " than another sectione

Amendment negatived.
Item-Extra assistance in the prepara-

tion of Electoral Rolls; fees to returning
and presiding officers, clerks of munmicipal
councils and registrars ; advertising, and
other expenses in connection with elec-
tions, £3,500:

Ma. DAGLISH: Why was there an
increase in this itemn of £1,600?F It was
likely that fees to clerks of municipal
councils and registrars would not be ye-
qul red this year in consequence of the
new Roeads Bill becomning, law.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: The,
increase in the amount was provided in
consequence of the probability of a
general election in May of next year, in
which case the vote would be just suffi-
cient to cover the expense. If no general
election was held, there would be a con-
siderable u-nderdraft.

Vote, as reduced to £9,356, passed.

Fw/esi, £2,2 78:
M&. MORAN: What beniefits were re-

ceived by the expenditure of this large
sum'? Perhaps the Colonial Secretary,
who was an enthusiast in fishing, could
give the Committee some information on
the point. One understood that fish had
been planted in the Avon River at
Miniug~up Pool, and in other waters, with
no result. The -waters of Western Aus-
tralia were more prolific in the supply, of
fish than any other waters round Aus.
tra-lia, still a large sum was being spent
in protecting fish.

Mn. JACOBY: The report of the Chief
Inspector of Fisheries referred to the
amount which was paid. for killing cor-
mnorants, and in another portion of the

report the inspector said the advisabili
of fart-her protection to fish was op,
to question, as it had been discovered;
scientists that it was impossible to d
plete the ocean of the supply of fis
Was it necessary' to spend anythz
farther in this direction?

TnnE COLONIAL SECRETARY: F
information respecting this vote lie
ferred members to the report Of t;
Inspector of Fisheries for 1901, whii
was recently laid On the table. 7r
Object of the Fisheries De'partment w
a very laudable one, but members we
sometimes too apt to trea-t somewh
lightly the importance of fish asz
article of food. The chief object of tli
vote was to insure that fishing w
carried on in a legitimate mai~uer witho
harassing the fish too much, which won
drive them to inaccessible parts of fl
coast. The protection of -fish round ti
more frequented parts of the coast w
ver~y necessary. As to the destruction
cormorants, these birds were great d
stroyers of the fish in our waters, and
by spending a sum) of money we g
rid of them the money was well seer
At such wa-tering places ats Bunhury at
Busselton inspectors had been appoit
and areas proclaimied where netting w;
prohibited; and the effect on the fishin
which formed a considerable attractfr
at such ports, was pronounced. The
was now splenidid fishing where before
was iudifterent, and these remnarks applif
to the Swan River also. Having bett
appliances the dlepairtment hoped the pr
tection would in future be niore efficien

Vote passed.

Gaols. £27, 709 2s.
M R. MORAN:- Wats the Minister sati

fled he had dlone well in removing t1
gaol from Derby, to which persons wei
brought from lip country, to Broome
Would that plan he continued wit
regard to the newl 'y-explored country
Kimberley, and to Wyndliani. ? TI'
closing of the Derby gaol was a mistak
and would not be economiical in View
the cos9t of shipping prisoners to Broom
The advantage of a. change of localil
was insignifitant, and the prisoners whe
confined at Derby had been doing goc
work for the State, and should he mnac
to work at a regular occulpation while
custody. Much had been said aboi
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brutality to black prisoners in the North;
but he (Mr. Moran) bad not seen any
when there, though he had closely inves-
tigated the conditions. No cruelty was
observable, and the talk .Lbout ch"UA
gangs was mnoonshine. Truie, there was a
light collar on the neck, but this treat-
ment was ninth better than close con-
finement, which in that climate would
involve great hardship to an aborigine.
The prisoners were in tip-top condition
and worked hard; and they' shouldl have
been kept at work at Derby, for there
was no advantage in confining them at
Broome.

Tan COLONIAL SECRELTARY: 'Ihe would
work in the open at Broome.

MA. MORAN: There was nothing for
them to do.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY:- Plenty.
Mv., MORAN: Was titere necessity

for bringing themt to ]3rooime to do similar
work?

THEm COLONIAL SECRETARY:- Yes.
MR. MORAN: Broome was a ten

timies worse place than Derbr%, in view of
the surroundings; for the natives mu11st
mix with a thousand coloured muen oif
other nationalities. What had been the
result. of the change? Would it work
,6atisfattorily? What would be the gen-
eral policy for the future?

THE dJOLONIAL SECRETARY:
Seyrral reasons actuated the Prisons
Department in removing the gaol from
Derby. Where prisoners were treated in
a wholesale manner the cost of adiniis-
tration was lessened; therefore it was
sought to centralise, the prisons in one
localityV, and Broome was the most central
site procurable.

MR. MORAN: It was on the outskirts.
Would any prisoners come from the
Souith ?

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY:- Yes.
Numbers were arrested on the 90-Mile
b)each, and the prisoners from Derby
also were sent to Broomne; consequently
the change was made to avoid an expen-
sive gaol at Dvrby'

Mr.. MORtAN: A barbed wire fence
would have sufficed.

'PusE COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
principal reason why the Derby towns-
people objected to the removal of the
g-tol was that they were getting all the
public works done by prison Iltbour, and
thought they had a better chance of

such works continuing if they wer so
effected than if the Government had to
pay contractors. Sunmilar work was now
done in Broome, and there was one gaol
instead of two, thus effecting a saving.
The final decision with regard to the
removal was given about three months
ago. and so far he had seen no reason for
regretting his approval of the change.
The works on which the natives used to
be emiployed at, Derby were still being
carried on by the Government, so the
people of West Kimberley had no cause
for complaint.

MR. NANSON: The Estimate of
expenditure for prisons this year was
£ 27,709, while th e actual expenditure last
year was £22,726. This did not, look
like economy. Last year the amount
voted was about £95,000 more than the
amount expended, and this showed how
surpluses were madleon paper. Explana-
tion should be given as to why the
Government proposed to spend something
like £5,000 this year in excess of the

Iamount actually expended last year. He
believed the 'Freman tie and Hamnel
prisons might need looking into, as to the
staff at each place in proportion to the
lUiflI)r of prisoners. In establishing the

new prison at Hainel, the Government
should be able to decrease the staff at
Fre mantle. There was also K decrease in

Ithe Dumber- of prisoners to the extent of
97 commitments less this year than last;
therefore the loss number of prisoners in
the Fre mantle gaol appeared to require
the greater expense proposed in this
estimate. This did not seem as if the
Government policy of economiy had been
very successful in regard to prisons.

Tax COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
hon. member had left out of consideration
to a great extent a question that must be
looked at, and which hie (the Minister)
would not consent to look ait in a purely
eco n omical aspect, namnely that we o wed a
duty to the prisoners of reform as well as
punishment. There was certainly an
increase in the cost, and this was
occasioned mainly by the establishment
of the Hamel depbt, which, however, was
carrying out a good work by attempting
some slight modicum of classification for

Pprisoners which hitherto had been want-
ig in the Fremnantle prison. While we

could keeps hardened criminals fromn con-
tact with those who were not lhardened,
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he considered that money expended in
classification for this purpose was justified.
With regard to the largeness of the staff
at Fremantle, be regretted that it was
large, and while we suffered under the
structural difficulties of that prison so
long must there be a large stiff. The
syvstemi of modern prisons throughoutthie
world provided for building, them in (oval,
circular, or octagonal form, so as to
radiate fromi a centre, thereby eaabliug
the prisoners to be kept under better
observation in the cells and be overlooked
in their exercises. It was not possible to
do that with the Fremantle prison. The
Government hoped that by the expendi-
hire of some £12,000, in addition to the
Fremnantle prison, to provide for classifi-
cation of the criminals of the State,
mnore especially in the present prison at
Fremantle; therefore the slight increase
in cost was mnoney well spent in the
interests of the state.

Mn. HAYWARD asked what was the
average number of prisoners.

Tia COLONIAL SECRLETARY:- About 25
to 30.

Mat. HAYWARD: Then it took 10
officers to manage about 25 prisoners?

THiE COLONIAL SECRETARY: In
connection with the staff, some systemn of
classification was practicable, but there
was not enough.- The Ha mel prison
afforded somne systemn of classification, but
not enough on acc;ount of the facilities
for escape; therefore it was possible to
send there only short-sentence prisoners.
He hoped that as soon as the tiative
prison on Rottoest Island was abolished,
it would be possible to send long-sentence
and good-conduct prisoners to RotUnest,
where they would be absolutely segregated
from contact with the public. We should
encourage good conduct in the prisoners,I
and if there was a chance of giving them
sonmc little reward for good conduct, let
them have it. If we could improve the
conditions and treatment of prisoners, it
would be a pleasure to do so.

MR. MORAN: It was regrettable to
hear that Rottnest Island, instead of
being a health resort, was to be used as a
place for long-sentence prisoners. The
Australian aborigine, while he mightt be
wild, was not vicious; indeed no less
vicious black race existed anywhere. But
it was a pour change to have blown
trumpets about the good work in clearing

Rottuest Island of black prisoners for
converting it into a holiday resort, and
now turning it into a. place for long-
sentence prisoners. Perhaps the Govern-
ment would next send them on a holiday
trip, say during Albany week,

M iz. NANSON: One co-uld understand
that the difficulties in the way of classifi-
cation mnade Freman tie a costly prison;
but these difficulties had existed for some
time. At present there was in Fremantie
one warder for every five p~risoners, and
the member for Bunbury had pointedi
out that at 'Hainel there was a, worse
state of affairs, there being one warder

1for every two prisoners. In Fremnantle,
in 1895 the cost per head per prisoner
was £32 7s. ; in 1901 the cost had risen
to £44 13s. l0mid.; this year, judging
by the Estimates, the cost would be con-
sideriably in excess of what it was last
year, and one had to remember the grati-
fying circumstance tiat the iinber of
prisoners confined at Fremantle was de-
creasing. In 1897 the average number
of prisoners confine~d at Freru-antle was
34.0; last year there were only 266,
against 287 in 1900, and 267 in 1899.

Tas COLONIAL SECRETARY: That was
only the fluctuation,

MR. NANSON : There was a consider-
able decrease since 1897, Except iii

11900, there had been a continuous de-
crease. It was quite probable that when
the report was published this year there
would be a still farthir fallng off. There
must be some diminution, because a cer-
tain number of good-conduct prisoners
had been sent to Hamed; but there wats
no corresponding reduction in the staff.
It was without p~arallel in any' prisoa to
have one warder for every five prisoners.
The Government had tal1ked a, great deal

Iabout economy, but looking through the
Prisons vote it appeared that no economy
had been exercised. The cost had increased
very materially, and the explanation the
Coiriumittee had received was that the
Colonial Secretar-y did not believe in
economising where prisoners wvere con-

*cerned. One did not know the prisoners
would be any worse off if thore was a
smaller staff in the prison. It would

*almost pay the country to ship the
prisoners outside Western Australia and
let them go scot-f ree.

Tnp TREAS U RE R: Three itcnis
accounted for ank increase of £3,000.
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For provisions.£8,000 had been provided,
whereas oniy £6,500 was. spent last year.
It did not necessarily follow that lbecause
£8,000 was provided, the Government
would spend that sumi; for £9,200 was
provided last year and only £6,500 was
spent. This year salaries wvere provided
for instructors in boot-making, carpenter-
ing, tailoring, and muat-making, also a
schoolmaster, totalling £943. Last year
the total was £78 only. Takethe'Hainel
dep('t, £550 was provided for it. Out of
the total, increase on last year's. expendi-
ture, those items accounted for about
£3,000. If it wvas held that instructors
were not necessary, the Government could
redtuee the vote by about a thousand
pounds.

MR. NANBoR:- With instructors the
warder staff could he reduced.

Ttu TRE ASURER : Instructors could
not be asked to do warders' workc.

Mu. N,&-sow: Of course they could:
they always did it.

Mn. TAkYLOR: When the tailoring
instructor was in charge of a gang in a
shop, or the boot-making instructor was
in charge, there was only one warder,
called a shop-walker, who was required
to render assistance. There wvas no other
warder in charge when the meni were
working at their trades.

Item-inspector of uniforms, Ipoor-
tion of salary, £10:-

MR. BATH: Was the officer in charge
of this department competent? It was
said hie was not, and that in consequen0tce,
in the contract for the supply of gaol
uniforms there was a great deal of smart
business carried on. It was stated that
when tenders were r-ailed for a certain
class of uniform, certain cloth was speci-
fied. The contrac~tor put in his price for
the. cloth, hut after the tender was
accepted he substituted an inferior cloth.
If the officer was. a practical tradesman
such an abuse would not be allowed.

Tux COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
inspector of uniforms was selected fromn
amongst a number of applicants on
account of his testimonials for efficiency
and character.

Mn. JOHN~SON: Was hie a practical

Tan. C OLONIAL SECRETARY: The
dissatisfaction that existed amongst the
contractors waLs in consequence of this
officer being too practical. The super-

vision which was exercised now was more
strict than previously.

Mn. BATH: On inquiry, it would be
found the Goypra-nient had been de-

*frauded.
MR. JOHNSON: From manyv sources

*he had heard that the inspector of
uniforms was not a. practical muan, and
had not served his time to tailoring. If
so, he was not fitted to cope With the con-
tractors.

PusF COLONIAL SECRETARY:, If thet
bon. inember would move for the papers,
they would he laid on the table.

Mn . JO HN SON:- That would be done.
Why was the Church of England chap-
lain paid £175 and the Roman Catholic
chaplain £125, and whly wvere not chasp-
lains. providcd for Presbyterians, Baptists,
and Wesleyans?

Mn. HASTIE:- There were no Presby-
te-rians-in gaol.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
termi " Church of England chaplaln was
rather a misnomer, for hb had charge of
all Protestant prisoners, and they were
more numierovs than the Roman Catho-
lics. Ample facilities were afforded

*ministers; of oilier denominations to visit
the prison; and this they did.

MR. TAYLOR: As the.Roman Catholic
chaplain was cheaper than the Protest-

*ant, w hy not treat all prisoners as Roman
Catholics instead of treating various
denominations as Church of England,
which,accordineg to the Colonial Secre-
tary, was the present system P

Tax COLONIAL SECRETARY: In-
Squiries were now being made as to the
systeml of paying gaol chaplains in other
parts of the world, particularly in A-us-
tralia. If the weight of evidence showed

*they were not paid in other countries,
these items would be struck out.

MR. TAYLOR: In the Eastern States
few of them were paid.

tem -Warder, 1st class, £138:
MR. HOPKINS: Whir this increase

fromn £128 ?
Thug COLONIAL SECRETARY: The

salary started at £9128, and by regulation
was gradually, increased to £146.

Iteml -Warder (instructor bootniak-
ing), £ 187 16s.:

MR. NAN SON: Surely these! in-
strucotors were being double-banked.
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They were new', yet the ordinary warders
were retained.

THE COLONI AL SECRETARY:- It
had not hitherto been found possible to
reduce the staff. He would have farther
inquiries made. Only three instructors
had so far been appointed.

MR. NANSON: Our prisons cost
twice as much as those of South Aus-
tralia.

Item-Chief Warder, Fremantle Prison
(winding clock), £10:

MR. WALLACE asked for explanation.
THE COLONIAL SECRETARY:- This

was a relic of the old rdqirne which the
autho)rities had not seen fit to alter.

Item -Warder in charge, Hamnel
Dcp~t, £2144:

MR. HOLMAN: Fromi a letter received
by him, evidently from a prisoner, it
appeared that old criminals and horys
were allowed to mix.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY:
None but good-conduct prisoners were
sent to thle depot, and no boys were there.

Item-Warder, £136 17s. 6d.:
Mn., NANSON; Why these three new

alppointinents?
THE COLONIAL SECRETARY:

They were not new.
Other items agreed to, and the vote

passed.

[Mu. QUINLAN took the Chair.]

Government Gardens and Government
House IDomainL:

MR. HOL4 MAN asked whether the
amount of this vote could not he reduced
in future. There should be no necessity
for clerical assistance in connection withl
this work, and the amnount of £220 for
printing seemed large. The total amount
spent on the three Government reserves
in Perth was too high, and a better use
could be made of the money by spending
it in opening uip the hack country.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY:
Country visitors enjoyed a little recreation
and were pleased with the sight of flowers
in the public gardens when they visited
Perth. The bead gardener (Mr. Feakes)
looked after all the gardens in connection
with public buildings in Perth, in addi-
tion to the King's Park (for which he
received a small sum from the park

board), attending also to gardens at the
Observatory, tile Mint, and several other
public places in Perth, This officer had
multifarious duties, and he was a most
capable man.

Mut. HOLMAN: What beneft did
the people in the arid districts get from
a display of flowers in the Government
Gardens in Perth?

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY
said that when hie was a visitor to Perth
in former years, it was a pleasure for him
to see the flowers in these public gardens.

MR. HA SrE: If the hlead gardener
looked after all the places mentioned
hb' the Colonial Secretary, hie ought
to get £21,000 at year; but this officer
really did not do much work. He
looked after two sinuall gardenls, and
had less to do than the gardener who
looked after the mnunicipal gardens in
the cityv. It did not appear that this
officer's services wvere particularl y valu-
able; hut he was now to hiave the title of
" director of public gardens " instead of
"superintendent," so that next year he
might make a strong claim to an increase
of salary hecause of his superior title.
In addition to that, hie had six labourers
to look after and be required a clerk at
£;100 a, year to look after the accounts.
One thought it was understood that we
were not to make any new appointments.
but surely the Colonial Secretary could
not tell us seriously that this hlead gr
dener required a clerk to look after half a
dozen labourers.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
clerk was absolutely necessary.

MR. HASTIE: It was a fact within
his knowledge that this officer supplied
flowers from the Government Gardens to
a large number of civil servants in Perth,
and that war, at particular manner in
which he distinguished himself. If he
was an efficient officer, the present salary
was not too much.

MR. JACOBY: For the first time since
the Estimates of the Colonial Secretary's
department camne under discussion, he
was able to agree with the Mlinister. The
total amount of the estimate for the
work done was very meagre, and he was
surprised that this was tlhe only depart-

*ment where the Colonial Secretary was
not asking for extraordinary increases
which he generally knew nothing about.

iPresumably because there was no per-
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inanent head of this department, there
was to be no increase. The head. gardener
was well worth the salary he received.
Such mnen received far higher salaries, as
a. rule, in the nursery business. He sup-
ported the vote as it stood.

MaI. DAGLISH: While in favour of
money being spent on public gardens, the
total amiount of £1,770 was rather large,
and for that expenditure a far better
show ought to he wade. In Subiaco
there were gardlens not as large as the
Government gardens, but the cost of
upkeep was only £800 a year , and the
gardens were far better kept than the
C overninent gardens. The State was not
getting value for the money expended.
Thle director had too many offices to fill,
and was not able to concentrate his
efforts. It was a mistake to impose too
many duties on one man. If the officer
had too much to do, someone else should
be appointed to take charge of the Gov-
ernment gardens; then they could be
improved and a butter show made. As
to the clerical assistance, be took the
Minister's assurance that the clerk was
necessary ibut an officer might be trans-
ferreri from some other department instead
of making a new appointment.

Tnu COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
question of transferring an officer when an
appointment had to be made was always
considered. It was necessary to have a
clerk to do the work in connetion with
the gardens. There was a large amount
of correspondence- from places outside the
State asking for information about the
flora of the State, and the accounts had
to be kept. Mr. Feakes was a very busy
man, and had not the time to do the
clerical work himself.

MR. NANSON: Did the director do
work for the King's rark Board for
vhicb lie was not paid ?

Tu COLONIAL SNCRETARY: He
received £950 a year for that.

Ma., NM4SON: Did be do work for
any other board for which hie received
payment?

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: No.
MR. HUPRINS: The items for the

Government House gardens and Gover-
nor's domain totalled £2,123, which was
out of all reason. The expenditure was
so large, and so few men were emnployedl,
that it was remarkable where the money
wvent to.

MR. NANSON: Considering the area
covered by the Government Gardens the
amount was enormous. There were not
more than 10 acres of ground in the
Governmient gardens.

THiE COLONIAL SECRETARY: The
director attended to several gardens;
those at the Observatory, at the Subiaco
Orphanage, the Mint, and at other places.

Item-Clerical assistance, £0100:
MR. HASTLE moved that the item be

struck out. It was not necessary to have
a clerk to do the clerical work in connec-
tion with the gardens. The director
should carr y out the clerical duties him-
sell. As to the remarks of the Colonial
Secretary, that the Governmient considered
when imaking new appointments the
transference of officers fromu other depart-
menits, he understood that this appoint-
ment had already been made, and thiat
the officer bad hecld the position for a,
month or so. As the director had got
onl hitherto without a clerk it was not
necessary to have one now. Now that
the officer in charge of the gardens was
called "director" instead of superinaten-
dent, he was too big to do the c-lerical work.

Amendment put, and a division taken
with the following result--

Ayes ... ... ... 10
Noes ... ... ... 14

Majority agair
AYES.

Mr. flaglish
Mr. Jiastie
Mr. Holman
Mr. Hopkins
Mr. Johnsoni
Mr. Naunson
Mr. O'Connor
,Mr. Reid
Mr. Wallace
M1r. Taylor (Tellro.

A

VOES.
Mr. Ewing
Mr. Gardiner
Mir. Gregory
Mr. Hayward
Mr. Illitvworth

Dir. James
Mr. Kingaimill
Mr. McDonald
Mr, I'kmips
Mr. Piosso
Mr. RBon
Mr. Telverton
Mr. Highan tel )

Amendment thus negatived.

Item-Inidental ex penses, £480:
MR. HASTIE asked for explanation.
THE COLONIAL SECRETARY:

This included water supply forL Govern-
ment House grounds and Government
Gardens, painting and general repairs,
purchase of artificial and other manure
for Government House grounds and
gardens, repairs of fences and tools, and.
all tools and other requisites for gardening
purposes.
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Itemn-Upkeep of pubic grounds and
grounds connected with public buildings,
£350:

MR. ITASTIE: What was this?
THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: The

last-mentioned item provided for Govern-
went House Domain and Government
Gardens. This was for the upkeep of all
other public gardens-the gardens at-
tached to each House of Parliament1 to
the Perth Public Hospital, the Observa-
tory, Royal Mint, Mill Point Reserve, and
Subiaco Orphanage.

MR. JA.COBY: These items should be
charged to the proper accounts, thus
saving time.

Other items agreed to, and the vote
passed.

Medical, £C90,539 16s. 6d,:
MR. HOPKINS: Much closer atten-

tion should in future be given this vote,
in view of the large sum spent in salaries
to medica.! officers: for certain districts.
The local governing body should pay some
portion of the cost of a medical officer in
a country district. In other countries,
particularly in Victoria, such bodies paid
the whole. Rad the Governor and staff
the benefit of Government doctors free of
charge ?

TnE COLONIAL SECRETARY: No.
Mr.. HOPKINS:- He had been informed

that a casualty ward was not to he pro-
vidled in the Hiannanis electorate, but that
the Government intended to substitute an
amnbulance. A resident medical officer
should be appointed for Flannans and
Boulder, to do the Goverinent work, in
view of the large police force in those dis-
tricts. In addition to that there was all
the work which had to be dlone in conuec-
tioi with inquests, the work required from
the city coroner. Taking the whole of this
into consideration, it would be cheaper
for the Government to appoint a resident
medical officer to deal with these two
districts than to allow matters to go on
in thle way they had been going. With
regard to the establishment of an ambu-
lance, lie thought that was a proper
thing. He hoped the casuality ward
would he proceeded with, sand that it
would be made a place where urgent
cases would be treated with every degree
of comfort.

Hom. F. H. PIESSE moved that pro-
gress be reported.

M~otion put, and a, division taken with
the followiug" result

Ayes ... .. . 9
Noes ... ... ... 17

Majority against ... 8
AmT%. Noes.

Mr. Daglish Mr. Diamond
Mr. Ritywan hir. Ewing
bit. 11iman bit. Foulkes
Mr. Moran Mr. Otrdiner
Nit.: NAnsot, Mr. Gregory
Mr. O'Conuor Mr. Hastie
mr. pieas Mr. Rokn
Mr' Yelverton Mr. Iligwortb
Mr. Jacoby (Tleer). .lIr. James

Mir. Johnson

Mr. M onaid
Mr. Monger
Air. Reid
Mr. Taylor

*MX. Wallace
* Mr. Higham (Toledr).

Motion thus negatived.
MR, HASTIE:; On the general ques-

tion, could the C olounial Secretary tellI us
whether it was intended to put the hos-
pitais on a different basis from what they
were at present? In Perth, Fremnantl,
Kalgoor lie, Boulder, and one or two
other populous centres, the Government
had hospitals, and provided practically
all the expenses of theui ; but in the hulk
of the widely scattered districts the
Government were not so careful to supply
people with horspitals, and in those cases
it was necessary for local committees to
lie Conned to look after them. These
local committees collected a large amoun11t
of local subscriptions. That was done in
sonic cases by people paying Is. a, week,
and besides that there were various sub-
scriptions got up; but in p~laces such as
Perth and Kalgoorlie no such thing as a
hospital subscription was ever heard of.
The Government footed the bill, and
paid whatever the doctor said. was re-
quired. [MR. Hopxrws: They had any
amount of other subscriptions, though.]
There might be other subscriptions, but
p~eople- in Kalgoorlie, Boulder, and other
places had a special advantage over
peolple in other parts, who had to pay
about half the cost of the hospitals.
[Mn. HopaEiws: They had no advantage
over Perth.] No; about the same as
Perth. The department had for some
time been looking into this question, but
he wished to again call the attention of
the Colonial Secretary to it, and to
impress upon him the strong desirability
of some measure being taken in order to
stop the inequalities.

Medical.[ASSEMBLY.]
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MRt. FOULKES : In the Hospitals Act
passed in 1894 there was provision for
the appointmient of the managers of a
hospital by the Governor in Executive
Council; also provision for the sub-
scribers to elect one-third of the members.
Hero in Perth the position was that
dluring the last few years there bad been
grants by the Government amounting to
something like £9,000 a, year, and the
total am-ount of contributions by the
general public was £270 Is. 10d. He
thouight he could give the reason for the
miserable contribution towards the Perth
Hospital by the public.

MR. MORAN Most of the patients
at the Perth Hospital did not come
from Perth, but three-fourths of them
came from. outside.

Ma. FOULKES. There was one very
unsatisfactory feature with regard to the
management of the Perth Hospital, and
that was the system of the appointment
of managers. He believed that practi-
tally the samie gentlemen had been
appointed more or less for the past four
or five years. The position was that four
members of the board were, appointed to
manage the hospital generally. Hon.
mneulhers knew, no doubt, that it Was the
honuour, the blue riband, of the medical
professioii to be appointed on the honorary
staff of a public hospital. The dis-
tinction was inacrh the same as that of
King's Counsel to members of the legal
profession. The tenure of a hospital
appointment by a medical practitioner
was equivalent to an acknowledgmnent
b y tile general public that he was one of
the leading physicians or surgeons of the
place. Naturally there was a good deal
of competition for such positions; but
here in Perth the same men, practically,
had been appointed for the last four or
five years:_ the changes had been rung
continuall *y on the same set of physicians
and surgeons. Hon. members might be
.surprised to learn that the appointment
of the staff had rested entirely in the
hands of the hospital commnitte, which
in turn was appointed by time Govern-
wment. The hospital committee consisted
of 15 or 16 members, amiong themn Sir
George Shieuton, who was chairman, the
Hon. George BandeD, Mr. Wiliam
Traylen, Air. James Rendall, Mr. H.
Hfocking. Dr. Harvey, Dr. Tratmnan, Dr.
Kelsail, Mr. Quinlan, Dr. O'Connor, Mr.

Woolf, Mr. Lowe, Mr. Cavanagh and Mr.
Nicholson. The honorary medicalI staff
was composed of Dr. O'Connor, Dr.
McWilliams, Dr. Tratman, Dr. Saw, Dr.
Harvey, Dr. Kelsall, Dr. Burkitt, Dr.
Taafe, Dr. Trethowan, Dr. Randeil,
Dr, Horrocks, and Mr. Wright. One
could not judge of the qualifications
of these gentlemen; but an important
fact, and one which reqluired altten.-
tion, was that several of themn had
appointed themselves to the honorary
medical staff. It was a case of the
servant appointing his master. That
mlen should nominate themselves for
honourable and dignified positions -was
surely not right. Among members of the
medical profession in Perth there was
not that good feeling which should exist.
A lending doctor had applied for permis-
sion to join the hospital, and all the other
doctors had done their best to get him
blackballed. Other instances of the
same kind could be given. One leading
physician of Perth, whbo had been though t
worthy of appointment as honor ary
surgpeon. to the Melbourne hospital, the
medical Fraternity of Perth had not con-
sidered good enough for appointment to
the staff of this hospital. There was v et
another case of at medical man who A
one time had had the largest practice ini
the State, an d who years a9go was th ough t
eligible to assist in the public hospital,
but who had recently been refused
appointment. Menibers of tme board,
not satisfied with appointing themselves
to the honorary staff, also appoiuted their
pariners. Indeed, when at doctor lhad two
partn ers he h ad th e impudence to appo int
both to the honorary staff. The control
of t hat staff was s upposed to rest wvith the
managing committee, and it, was rather
coinical to read in last year's report:
" Again the board place on record their
appreciation of the honorary medical
staff." One could imagine how un-
animnously this paragraph of the report
would be carried. In the (:irClimstances,
proper mannagemnent of the hospital was
unattainable. The smallness of the con-
tribution of Perth citizens, £2260, to the
funds of the hospital was due to a
general consensus of opinion that the best
available talent was not appointed to the
staff. The hospital ought not to be made
a close corporation for the benefit of
certain medical1 firms. We had had

Auattal 1"Slinkded . Jifedival.
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enough of rings, and it was high time
that Parliament did something to put a
stop to the kind of thing he had described.
The Hospitals Act gave the Governeut
power to appoint a f resh board of manage-
wuent annually, and hie appealed now to
The Colonial Secretary to take the toatter
up in all seriousness and sweep away the
whole of the present staff. The hospital
could have the assistance of the J)ublic
only it it enjoyed general confidence, and
that. end was to be attained only by
giving the public some representation on
the management staff. He suggested
that the Colonial Secretary should ask
the Perth City Council to nominate say
three members.

THE PREMfIER: What had they to do
with it?

Ma. FOULKES: The Perth Council
should be asked to appoint three muce-
hers. He did not know what system
had been carried out in the past in
appointing the board Of Management.
Why had Mr. Nicholson been appointedF
Could the Colonial Secretary ay who
Mr. Nic-holson was ?
THE& COLONIAL SECRETARY: A mnemn-

her of the Perth City Council.
Mu., FOULKES: Who was Mr.

Wilson?
T-HE COLONIAL SECRETARY:' Mr.

Frank Wilson ; he had resigned.
Mnt. FOEULKES:- Had the vacancy

been filled ?
TnxB COLONIAL SECRETARY: Not yet.
Mu. FOULKES:- Who was Bir.

Holmes Y
THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: Mr. H.

P. Holmes, the bank manager.
Mn. FOULKES:- The Colonial Secre-

tary should get representative bodies
in Pertlh to nomuinate persons to the
board of management, for the public
would not subscribe to the hospital until
they had confidence in the management.
Men had been acting as doctors to the
hospital who were not competent. The
beat available talent should he obtained
for the hospital. He wanted a definite
promise from the Colonial Secretary that
new appointments would be made to the
whole of the seats on the hoard of
management of thle hospital.

THrE PREMIvER: Turn out the present
staff!1

MR. FOUILKES: blot the staff, but
the board; and have the management

placed under a different system alto-
gether.

Tim COLONIAL SEC RETARY: The
greatest possible attention was being
given to the question of hospitals, but it
was found that the subject bristled with
difficulties. There was in this State
nearly every class of hospital known in
the world, but hospitals could he roughly
divided into four classes: the two big
public hospitals, which were under the
Public Hospitals Act, at Perth and Fre-
mantle; then there were what might be
called Government hospitals, which were
maintained at the expense of the Govern-
went purely and solely. Of this class we
bad, hie was sorry to say, a great nu mber,
including hospitals at places like Kad-
goorlie. where such a state of things
should not exist. Then we had the
partially assisted Government hospitals,
where the Government first of all found
the hospital buildings and appliances and
paid a certain amount to the resident
medical1 officer, for which the medical
officer carried out certain Government
work. There were one or two plac-es onlyv
where the hospitals were self-supporting.
This want of uniformity was deplorable,
and it would be his earnest. endeavour to
bring about a system whereby the hos-
pitals of the State would be assisted
and would act automatically. The comn-
mittees of management of hospitals
should know that by obtaining a certain
amount of mioney themselves they would
be absolutely assured of the Government
subsidy. If the Government were to find
the whole of the mioney for the con-
duct of the hospitals, then be should
insist that the fees should be paid by those.
who could afford to pay them. [MR.
Horuxnis;- Certainly.] He would be
sorry to believe that the number of non-
paying patients was caused by the poverty
of any district. There was a great
number of non-paying patients at Kal-
goorlie. [Mn. Hon is. How did the
numbers compare with Perth? P)It was
almost impossible to effect an alteration
of this sort a11 at once, but there must be
some radical alteration in the system that
existed. He hoped during the recess to
he able to evolve a scheme which would
bring about the effect he desired, so that
hospitals would know exactly where they
stood, and that the process of giving
Government grants would be automatic
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rather than governed by any class of
favour, or at the will of the Minister.

Mit. MORANr: 'It was entirely automatic-
now, Trhe Government paid the lot.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: It
was not so. There were several assisted
hospitals in the State, more than one in
the constituency represented by the
maember for Kanowna, and there were
several in the constituency represented by
the n'ember for Mount Margaret, After
a building had been erected and a small
amount paid to the medical officer, who
had to look after the civil servants entitled
to medical aid and the indigent poor,
then hospitals should try and support
themselves.

Da. O'CONNqOR:- Were the assisted
hospitals carried on cheaper than the
G'overnment. hospitals ?

TMER COLONIAL SECRETARY : No;
not cheaper. The cost of the patients
was not less, but he believed they could
be made jusit as cheap without lessening
nay of the efficiency. It was well known
that small hospitals could not be run at a
less cost than large ones. He was giving
the subject his best attention. HeP
believed the State had too many hospitals'
in it; we could do with hal the number.
The State should be divided into hos-
pital districts, with a. central hospital i
eacuh, other hospitals bein closed or
materially reduced.

M14. ILLINOWO.RTH: Yet there -was on
the Estimates a, new hospital for Midland
Junction

THE; COLONIAL SECRETARY:
That was only a casualty ward.

MR. JkconBY: There was £10,000 pro-
vided for it, of which £,1,000 was to be
spent.

Tsix COLONIAL SECRETARY:- That
was an error. The ultimate cost was
£g1,000.

Ma. JAcon~y: Would the Guildford
hospital be closed ?

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY:- The
lease would expire in a year, and prob-
ably it would be closed when the casualty
ward wats erected at the Junction. Others
had been closed since he took offie, and
more would be closed during the year.
This action seemed to have stimulated
the people of some districts; because in
one place where the hospital was about to
be closed the public combined to pay a

small rate to k;eep it going-au example
which should be imitated.

MR. HovpiNe: Tile people of Kal-
goorlie were willing to paLy fees if they
received something in return. Why
should not the Government collect feesP

ThEx COLONIAL SECRETARY:
Something of that sort he proposed to do.
The rate of which he spoke was not com-
pulsory, but a voluntary offering to~wards
the upkeep of the hospital.

DR. O'CONNOR moved that progress
be reported.

Motion put, and a division taken with
the following result:-

Ayes .. .. .. S
Noes .. .. .. 1

Majority against
AYES,

Mr. Hayward
Mr. Ionn

.. 10
Nons.

Mr. faghiab
Mr. Diamond

r. uLMcLJ y r. .E.Wfl
Mr. Nanson Mr. toid ea
Mr. O'Connor Mr. Gardiner
Mr. Piesse M~r. Gregory
Air. YeLvertin Mr. Hastie
Mr. Morn (Taller). Mr. Hopkins

Mr. rilingwortz
Mr. James
M r. Johnoon

Mr. Monger
Mr. Reid1Mr. Taylor
Mr. wn]Iace
Mr. Highain (Telr).

Motion thus negatived.
Mit. ILLENGWORTH : The state of

the hospital in his own district required
attention. Sonie years ago a site was
selected under the brow of ai hill on which
an important mine was now working, and
in front was the general public road
separating the site from a football ground;
so the unfortunate patients were disturbed
by the footballers in front and the wine
behind. The hospital verandah touched
the street. Nine hund red pounds was
put down for the hospital; but the build-
ing should be removed to a suitable site
between Cue and flays Dawn, the latter
place containing the largest working
population, the Great Fingell mine em-
ploying over 750 men. The hospital was
neaxly a mile from the railway, half a
mile from Cue, and three from flay
Dawn. Midway between Cue and Day
Dawn there were public lands which
could be ti lised. No more money should
be expended on the present building.
It was only a question now of a very
little time when the two towns would
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come together. There was a bicycle
track, and it was expected that there
would be a tram in a very little while.
He strongly urged the Government to
consider the question of expending the
£900 on the new site. With regard to
'Midland Junction, hie was going to
suggest that all that was required there
was an accident ward. [THE TREASURER:
That was right)] If it was only an
accident ward, perhaps that might be
necessary, but it certainly was not neces-
sary to establish a hospital at Midland
Juncetion, when we had a, hospital at
OGuildford and easy access to the general
hospital at Perth. The main thingj he
wanted to call the attention of the Minister
to was the desirability of having a now
site between Day Dawn and Cue, and

' that any sum he could afford should be
expended up-on the new site and not the
old.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY said
hie was glad the member for Cue (Mr.
Illiugwortb) had pointed the matter out
to him. He would make the necessary
inquiries, and see what could be done. If
the position of affairs was as had been
pointed out, it would not be very much
good to go on with the improvements.
When he was at Clue it struck him that
the site was not in the best possible place
-[MR. ILLNrworrn: Absolutely the
worst] -but he thought the hosia
was nearer Day Dawn. If a hospitl
were put uop, it would have to be at an
expenditure of less than five or six
thousand pounds.

Mu. DIAMOND: In the matter of
public contributions to the hospitals, the
same inducement was not held out here
as in some places, where a private citizen
or mercantile firm contributing so much
received so many outdoor orders aind so
many indoor orders.

MnR. Hoprnqfs: That did not hold good
on the goldfields,r

MR. DIAMOND : The system would
materially encourage private subscribers.
The mnember for West Perth (Mr. Moran)
evidently thought Perth the hub of the
universe; but as a matter of fact the
public subscriptions, including those of
hospital Sunday, in Fremantle every year
were double or treble the amount of
public subscriptions in Perth. Consider-
ing the position and population of'
the capital city, its contributions to

the hospital fund were absolutely
contemptible. The Frema ntlc Hospital
to a very large extent was the refuge of
people coining from the goldfields, who
wanted to get seat air, and the patients in
Fremantle Hospital were mostly from the
country. He did not want to crack up
the management of the rremuantle Hos-
pital. A great deal bad been said by
Mr. Foulkes and others with which he
agreed. All the subscribers should have
votes. At present he did not know the
system on which the committee of the
Fremnantle Hospital was appointed. He

factory, and hie would not subsc.ribe a
penny to that hospital until some chanige
was mnade in the system of nominating
the committee.

MR. HOLMAN supported the efforts
of the member for Cue (Mr. Ilhingworth)
to hare a hospital between Cue and Day
Dawn. The present hospital was, lie said,
a6 very poor building for sick people to
be ia. The site was most unsuitable.

IIn stead of payingp£90 to improve and
patch tip the present hospital, it would be
more advantageous to spend the money
on the commencement of a hospital be-
tween, Cue aind Day Dawn. If that
money was not spent this year, let the
Colonial Secretary make every inquiry to
select a suitable'site in order to make
provision next year for erecting a hospital;
otherwise the people at Day Dawn would
be agitating, as they had done, for a
hospital to be erected at Day Dawn.
Even if they subscribed a certain amiount
at Day Dawn, the Government would be
called upon to pa 'y pound for pound, and

*instead of there being one thoroughly
equipped hospital there would be two

*inferior ones.
Mu. HOPKINS:- The medical funds

established on the fields, to which the
working men paid at the rate of a shilling
a week, showed, he undcrstoocl, rem ark-
able profits for the doctors who collected
those funds. The same principle could
be extended to the hospitals.

Ma. HOLMrAN called attention to the
state of thle House.

f[Bells rung and quorum formed.]
Mn. HOPKINS (continuing):' On the

Medical Vote generally, it was to be
observed that an unlimited number of
people on the Eastern Goldfields would

Ibe p lefosed to tratnsfer their payments of
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weekly levies from priviate doctors andI
medical clubs to the public hospitals, and
that many business men would gladly
subscribe to these institutions if granted
the occasional disposal of at ward or the
right to admit a certain number of indoor
and outdoor patients, in return for
contributions. The existing state of
affairs wats attributable to the system of
administration in vogue. 'Ihe manage.-
ment of the Kalgoorlie hospital, like that
of the Perth institution, was susceptible
of improvement. As things were, too
large a measure of control was left in the
hands of medical officers, who were dis-
posed to run things as much in their own
interest as in that of the Government.
An endeavour ought to be made to
secure the sympathy and co-operation of
the public in hospital affairs. At Kal-
goorlie, outside doctors were debarred
from so much as glancing into tbe
hospital. In the past, the local medicsal
officer had drawn 25 per cent. of all fees
collected from the institution's patients.

Tim COLONIAL SECRETARY: That was
not so now.

MR. HOPKINS : One was glad to
hear that the practice had been stopped. i
It was to be hoped that next year's
Estimates would show an even greater
improvement on the present than these
did on last year's Estimates.

DR. O'CONNOR moved that progress
be reported.

Motion (progress) put, and a division
taken with the following result:-

Ayes .. .. .. 7
Noes .. .. .. 18

Majority against 11 I
AYES. NOES.

Mr. Hohnmn Mr. flaglish
Mr. Jacoby Mr.Dieaond
Mr. Sloanu Mr. Ewing
Mr. Nansn Mr: Foulkes
Mr O'couuor Mr, Gordiner
Mlr. Please Mr. Gregory
Mr. Yclverton (Teller). Air. Ilastie

Mr: Hopkins
Mr. flhiogwortl
Mr. Jnames
Mr. Johnson
Mr. Kingsmil
Mr. Mfonger
Mr. Reid
Mr. Taylor
Mr. Wanbace

Motion thus negativ:d. Hga T~e

Ma. MORAN:- It was startling t ewhat a large amount this State pai~d (ormedical work. Year after year the ques-

tion of hospitals had been the subjl~ect of
discussion on the Estimates. Every
Colonial Secretary had endeavoured to
bring the matter under different regula-
tions. We had hospitals established by
the various Governments throughout the
length and breadth of the land. The
Forrest Government never negleuted the
sick in any part of Western Australia,
but that Government went too far. No
one could say that hospitals were required
throughout the agricultural districts.
Where there was a good railway service
and a first-class hospital on the coeast,
where medical attendance was plentiful
and the conditions of life good and food
cheap, that was sufficient. It was not
necessary in the first place to erect
buildings and keep a staff at the different
outlying places. On the goldfields in the
past it could not be said that any par-
ticular hospital was not required. The
best Government in Western Australia.
for looking after the gold fields people,
following them with hospital tents and
medical attendance and a water supply
and all the conveniences that were
required, was the Forrest Government.
No one could pick out a goldfields
hospital and say that it could be done
without. He did not know that it was
necessary to have a. hospital in Kalgoorlie
and also at Boulder: one central hospital
for Kalgoorlie, Ooolgairdie, Bulong, and
the other surrounding districts would be
sufficient. The Colonial Secretary would
find it impossible to unify the whole
hospital system of Western Australia;
that was only possible in a country like
Victoria, where the centres were well
settled. If the Government adopted the
system carried out in the Eastern States,
it ought to be possible and practicable to
bring the larger hospitals in the big
centres under one system. It was not
fair to make the hospitals in the different
centres self -supporting. tie could never
understand how it was looked upon as a
great honour to be a member of the
honorary medical staff of a hospital, to
be allowed to stand by while some poor
waif from the goldfields was being
hacked about. Still he couild not under-
stand why every mnedical practitioner
whom the law recognised should not
have the right to go into any hospital.
Close corporations and nominee boards
were new rare and old-fashioned. Gov-
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erment nominated boards andl relieved
themselves of responsibility. Why should
any wedical wan be denied entrance to
thje hospitalV No serious reflection on
the board was intended, for the names of
the members were a guarantee of integrity.

Ma. NANsoN called attention to the
state of the House.

[Bells rung, and quorum formed.)
MR. MORAN: The Minister should

devise a fair compromise between the
scheme for the people of a district pyn
the whole upkeep of their hospital and
that which threw most of the burdeu on
the Government. If a time should come
here, as it must come, for unavoidable
retrenchment, this medical vote oif
X91,000 would suffer more severely than
any other, unless some such scheme were
organised; because the vote was hard to
explain and wan very elastic. Let the
Minister ascertain the hospital systems
of the other States, which was best, and
which most suitable to Western Aus-
tralia. So far, thc Government had
carried out the old policy of Sir John
Forrest: " 1Wherever *you see a sick mian,
sling a hospital at him "-certainly a,
noble extravagance, which showed the
country did more for its poor and its
prospectors than any other State. The
Colonial Secretary, with his wide know-
ledge of the conditionis of life in
Ausatralia, was the man to propose comn-
prehensive reforms, institute a new systemu,
and save money. It was hardly fair to
call the Perth Hospital a purely local
institution; for it especially received
patients from every part of the State. As
a Perth member and a former goldfields
member, he was always being approached
by mnen from the country who wished to
enter the Perth Hospital.

Tan PREMxIER:- But the people of
Perth did not contribute a, fair proportion
of the upkeep.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY : The same
remarks applied to the Frernanide
Hospital.

MR. MORAN: It might be necessary
to popularise the hospital by creating an
elective committee, as in Queensland.
There was something to be said in favour
of the State paying all expenses out of
revenue.
M n. HOPKINS: To that the doctors

objected.

MR. MORAN: As wvell let the whole
State pay as let a few charitable people
bear the cost. There should be the
strictest inquiry as to each patient's
ability to pay. Many would spend all
their cash in getting into the " horrors,"
and go to the hospital to he cuared
gratis.

Tas COLOrNA SECRETARY: Something
was done to collect fees.
Mu. , MORAN:- More might he done,

save in the case of wanderers; but the
Government shirked the unpopular task
of makin~g men pay, and seemied to fear a
pu blic outer 'Y. TOO many falsehoods were
told about hardsh ips suffered in the Perth
Hospital. A man often thought he was
dying when a doctor could see he was
only a little "off colour." Want of
system was the present defect. Let the
State pay. the whole, levying a special
tax if necLssaryv ; or grade the hospitals aa
in the East, distinguishing between those
in settled districts and relief hospitals at
new rushes, which must ailways he sup-
ported byv the State.

Mn.t N ANSON: A sub ject so important
as the hospital policy of the country
should not be discussedl in the small hours
of theimorning. He regretted exceedingly
that when a great deal of work was being
done, when a large number of Bills had
been advanced a stage, when there was a
sitting, as he said, fruitful of good
work, the Government, who were assi-
duous, or profe'ssed to be assiduous, on
behalf of the worker to prevent a person
working wore than a due mnber of hours
a day should be wholly callous to the
claims of members of this House who,
unlike the members of the Treasury
benches, coul d not draw from the country
a salaiy of £20 a week, and who must
therefore give up some portion of their
time to the business by which they lived,
and were compelled to choose between
neglecting their dut *y to the country,
neglecting the means by which they
gained their livelihood, and neglecting
personal health. It became a serious
question how the few members on those
(Opposition) benches who devoted them-
selves to public iatters were to continue
to do their duty to the country, if the
Government persisted in compelling the
few upon whlioi the greater portion of the
burden Fell to sit here for long hours,
extending now according to this sitting
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for something like nine hours out of
the day, in addition to their own work,
and the sitting might be extended, as far
as he knew anything of the determina-
tion of the Government, for some hours
longer. He said that mnerely by way
of preface, by way of protest. It was
time a protest was entered. Be would
take the first opportunity of entering a
simuila~r protest perhaps at greater length
outside the House. He regretted exceed-
ingly that an endeavour should be made
to push Throu.gh this House iin the early
hours of the morning a vote involving an
expenditure of something like £90,000.
There was no problem more difficult than
that of dealing with the question of
public aid for hospitals. We had been
told on many occasions that the Govern-
mient of this State were pledged to a
policy of economy and efficiency of ad-
ministration. Last session we looked at
the Estimates in the hope that we should
see in them some evidence of a wish for
that economy and that improvement in
administration. This session, with the
sickness of hope deferred, we had again
looked at the Estimates with the earnest
desire that we should find in them some
indication, that the Government were
honest in their idea of reducing the cost
of administration in this State. It had
been his duty, as we bad. come from one
vote to another, to point out that so far
from their being any indication of
economty, of retrenichmenit, any indication
that less of the vast revenue intrusted 'to
the Government was to be devoted purely
to the purpose of administration and[
more of it to the opening up and develop-
ment of the countryv, we found that the
second session bad come along and still
there was no evidence of that retrench-
ment, that improvement in the adminis-
tration, and that economy which we had
been so long led to expect. At the corn-
nenenient of this discussion on the hos-

pital vote the Colonial Secretarxy said
it was his intention to inquire into
this mnatter of hospital expenditure during
the next recess. How often had that
promise to be r 'epeated in this House?
It seemed to him that the question we bad
to consider with regard to the hospitals
of the country was how we were to recon-
cile the different claims of economy,
efficicucy, and humanity. He quite
realised that it was a difficult matter,

and that the problem was not an easy onle
for the Colonial Secretary to solve. One
would have had greater hope of its being
ultimately solved if the buol. gentlewan
had given us already some evidence of a
wish to solve it. It was possible to argue
that the present systemi was not altogether
so faulty as might be imagined. Doubt-
less there was something in the plea. that
a fairer way to dlistribute the burden than
asking peop~le to support the hospital out
of their own pockets by charitable con-
tributions would be to distribute it over
the general body of taxpayers. There
c ould he no doubt that if we wanted the
other principle of relying on the individual
contributions of the charitable, the ma-
jority of people of this State would not
contribute, or would contribute only in
a very small degree, to the upkeep
of these places; whereas under the
present system there could be no doubt
that taxpayers as a whole-and that
included practically everyone in thle
community - had to pay their quota.
With that system, so long as, it did not
encourage extravagance, there was no
reason for grave complaint. The diffi-
culty. however, was that it frequently
dlid lead to extravagance. There was
a tendency not merely to have one large
hospital in Perth---which was quite right
and proper and desirable -but to devel op
what were originally mere casualty wards
established close to the central hospital
into large, independent, fully-equipped
hospitals, whereas the majority of cases
treated at these additional hospitals
might well be dealt with by the one cen-
tral hospital. There was no convincing
necessity for a highly-equipped hospital
at a place like Frenitle, only 10 or 12
miles distant from the capital. It was
true that the Fremantle hospital was
largelyv supported by private contributions
from Fremantle people, to whom the fact
did much credit; but still that hospital
mnight be on a much smaller scale, any
Fremantle cases which could be moved
being transferred to the Perth hospital.
It was a commonplace of medicine and
surgery that the very best skill was more
likely to be secured by concentrating
available talent into one large central hos-
pital than by distributing it over a
ntumber of small hospitals. Smaller
hospitals should, as far as possible, be
reduced to casualty wards.
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TaN COLONIAL SECRETARY: That was
what the Government were trying to do.

Ma.. NANSON: One was glad to hear
it; but the complaint was that although
the same Government had been in office
for practically two sessions or two years,
we had not got beyond these expressions
of good intentions.

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY: But the
Government bad been so harried by the
Opposition.

MR. NANSON: That interjection was
ridiculous: the Opposition bad never
sought to take advantage of the Govern-
ment, even in difficult circumstances.
The claims of economy must not be dis-
regarded. Where was promise to end
and performance to begin ? Surely some
earnest of reforms to come might have
been given in these Estimates. In the
circumstances, it was the duty of the
Committee to endeavour to remodel the
Estimates, so as to effect in some measure
what the Government had promised to
do but had made no move to do. Was
this vote of £90,000 to go through abso-
lutely unaltered P Were we to leave
the Government to carry the Esti-
mates through with their compact ma.-
jority of a quorum of 17? If the
Estimates were to be debated at all, they
ought to be debated effectively, and not
in the small hours of the morning. He
sometimes felt inclined to leave the
Chamber when the Estimates were under
discussion. Opposition members could
save their own time and that of the Gov-
erment by waking their appeal for
economy outside the Chamber, having
registered their protest within its walls.
However, one mnust try to do his duty.
even if the endeavour seemed hopeless.

THER PREmIER: The hon. member must
not forget that every objection raised in
the House was noted and borne in mind
by Ministers.

MR. NANSON: The question of
economy in hospital administration was
raised mainly with a view to provid-
ing what was far more necessary
than hospitals, namely the appoint.
went of additional medical officers ink
country districts. At Beverley there
used to be at medical officer, bat the item
had been struck out, Other country
places had never enjoyed the benefit of a.
medical officer. There would be no diffi-
culty in this respect if the Government

would economise on the item of hospitals.
The Colonial Secretary had told us that
small places could not expect to be sup-
plied with a Government mnedical officer.

THE& COLONIAL SERCETARY: Beverley
was not a, small place.

Mn. NANSON: It was a small place,
and the centre of a very scattered dis.
trict.

THE, COLONIAL SECRETARY: Andl a
very prosperous district, too.

aR. NANSON: A fairly prosperous
district, but not one in which sufficient
was to be earned in fees to persuade a
doctor to practise without a Government
subsidy. There could be no doubt on
that point, because so soon as the Govern-
ment subsidy had ceased the medical
officer had departed.

THE COLONIAL SE:CRETARY:- Ini what
other part of the world were these sub-
sidies granted ?

MR. NANSON:- One portion of the
Government policy was to encourage
land settlement, and one thing the Goy-
ermnent should do was to see that in
every centre there wats a doctor and
medical aid, and in the second place that
there was a school. If the Govern~ment
bad any idea of the needs of settlement,
they shiould provide medical aid in these
centres. He urged that some reduction
should be made in the hospital staffs, so
as to give medical aid to these outlying
districts where the Government were
pushing on with settlement. Those
who went into the country to settle
were chiefly persons who had families.
They had quite enough difficulties to en-
counter in doing the pioneering work of
settlement, therefore thle Government
should see that medical aid was rendered
to them. Tn the case of Beverley, he
could not understand why the medical
aid had been withdrawn. Yet on the
Estimates numbers of hospitals were
provided for, and surely it would be pos-
sible to make s. rme small saving so as to
provide a medical officer for outlying
country places.

THffE COLONIAL SECRETARY: That was
being done.

Mnt. NANSON:t Take tile case of Bun-
bury. Irrespective of the inedical1 officer's
salary, there was £2600 paid to nurses. In
Bunbury it mnight be possible to make a
saving of £150 to help to provide a
medical officer for at centre like Beverley.
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At Coolgardic the salaries, includling
£3850 for a resident medical officer,
amounted to £22,250, and there was
another hospital within 30 mniles.

Tus COLONIAL SECRETARiY:- There was
a saving of £225 in regard to Coolgardie.

Ma. NANSON: Out of £2,500 F That
was sonething. Why should not a little
saving be made in each of these places so
as to give country districts the medical
aid that was required. It was said in
regard to Beverley that there was no need
for a doctor because York was only
30 miles distant. If Beverley could go
without adoctor because York was only
30 miles away, then it could he argued
that Kalgoorlie could go without medical
aid. because there was a hospital 2.5 miles
away, at Coolgardie. The Colonial Secre-
tary should endeavour to do something
for Beverley. Rle did not appeal for
Beverley in particular, but he knew what
a doctor mneant to a country district.

Tan PREMIER: Strike out" six mouths"
in the B~everley item.

Nit. NANSON: That would not over-
come the difficulty.

Tax PsnnnE: It would be taken as a
desire that the medical officer should be
continued.

Mn. NANSON: That could be done.A small saving might be effected in all
hospitals so as to provide medical officers
where they were wanted in the country
districts. It was better to provide £800
each for medical officers in the various
districts than to have large suims for hos-
pitals ranging from £300 to £2,000 and
most of the money going to nurses
whose whole time could not be occupied.

Item-Principal Medical Officer, £,500:-
Da. O'CONNOR: The Government

had cut down the principal medical
officer's income by £240. Dr. TLovegrove
was appointed medical officer in Perth
Some years. ago. At that time Dr. Love-
grove was making about £2,000 at year
at Bunbury; and he was appointed to
ucceed Dr. Waylen, hut after some

time the Government broke their agree-
ment with hint Dr. Lovogrove had been
drawing the. vaccination fees, for the last
10 years; therefore one could not under-
stand why these fees were cut off. It
was a, mistake to reduce the vaecination
vote at all. Some years ago there was, an
outbreak of smnallpox in Gloucestershire
which cost that county £960,000.

On motion by the COLONIAL SECR ETARY.
progress reported and leave giveti to sit
again.

ADJOURNKtENT

The House adjourned at 1-20 a.m.
(Wednesday), until the afternoon.

iLegistatic QCuncil,
Wedneadayi, 19th November, 1902.
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Drevilf BII (ats amended), reported.....23-3f2
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lMines Development, Comm ittee rseta ... 2=16
Bush Fires Act Amendment, Order dicarged 2=3

THE PRESIDENT took the Chair at

4830 o'clock, P.M.

PAPERS PRESENTED.
By the MINISTER FOR LANDS:- I,

Annual report, Superintendent of rablic
Charities. 2, Annual report, Aborigines
Department.

LAND ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
IN COMMITTEE.

Clauses 1, 2-agreed to.
Clause 3-Aziendmuent of Section 110,

Subsections (2) and (9):
HoN. C. A. PIESSE moved that after

"more," line 8, there be inserted: "and
by strikin g out the words ' one thousand,'
in line. 7, and iniserting the words 'five
hundred' in lieu thereof." The object
of the amendmnent was to enable sett lers
who did not wish to take up 1,000 acres
of second-class or third-class land to take
uip 500 acres. Last year the -Minister
for Lands moved that the minimum
should be 800 acres; but had that pro-
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